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On th e cover
The Mustang. It is a hardy, yet
graceful creature which rulee the
Western plains with its fiery spirit. That
spirit was captured in the Mustang
statue which proudly rears up on its
hind legs. The statue, erected Last year
as a aymbed of this university, is flanked
by 20-year-old buainess major Sandra
Clary who serves as the symbol for Cal
Poly students as she begins her reign as
president of the Associated Students,
Inc.
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Retirement won’t slow Hazel Jones

BY CAROL A. JOHNSON

Aft«r eight years of serving as Cal
Poly’s vice president of academic af
fairs, Dr. Hazel J . Jones is retiring. That
is. she is retiring from her position, not
from w(N‘k.
“ 1 don’t know how to stop working, ”
said Jones with a smile. ‘T v e beian
working since 1 was a teenager."
A brief glimpse at Jones’ four-page
professional resume gives one an idea of
ju st how much this hard-working
woman has accomplished. She is listed
in Who’s Who, Who’s Who in American
Women, and the Directory of American
Scholars. She has held countless offices
and has received many honors. Her
work has been published, and she was a
consultant to the publisher of an eightvolume series entitled Area Studies in
Economic Progress. She served as dean
of the School of Humanities and Social
Sciences, and associate dean of the
School of Letters, Arts and Science at
Cal State Fulerton. Besides being a pro
fessor of English, Jones also taught at
several high schools. She was vice presi
dent, and president of the Southern
California Conference of Academic
Deans from 1972-1974.
Jones said she has already accepted a
position on the Senior Commission
West Accrediting Association for the
fall. As a member of the team, Jones
said she will develop policies, and help
make decisions about accrediting
universities.

Making a change

Yet Jones said she is ready for a
change.
‘T v e been in the educaton business
many years. Now I ’m tired of alarm
clocks. I ’m looking forward to working
my own hours and having my own
priorities.’’
Her priorities include getting reacquainted with her relatives, reading,
taking a few river trips in the Pacific
Northwest and spending time in her
garden which is full of "weeds.”
Jones said although she will be work
ing for the Accrediting Association, she
will remain in San Luis Obispo since her
new position requires her to do only

liiinimuin traveUng. In tly spring, Jones
‘ pbUM -^ taach Eni^iah oompoaition
courseaharaatPdy.
Jonas, who was the second woman ap
pointed to Vice Presidant in the Califor
nia State University system, said she is
frequently the <^y woman in policy
'' groups.
~~
‘’I ’ve learned to have a sense of
humor," said Jones. "There are still'a
few men who don’t understand. ’Thoy’re
puzzled and uneasy in this type of work
ing-situation, but an increasing number
of men are becoming more comfortable
with this. You do get used to men’s reac
tions after awhile.’’.
Jones said she believes that learning \
^ m one another is a “great resource.” She also believes that students and pro
fessors of aU majors shouM be "rubbing
' elbows.'’
(
“We must learn from each other,” she
said. “ And not just from books. We '
must learn our individual heritages and \
y rÿ y
languages, as well as others.”
Jones'said she enjoys wOTking^wttt'
’students. She said that ju st as ce rtd ih ^
.„ teachers can be special to sthdenta, so
' can students be special to teachers. She
■
f
mi^ w*
' remembers many students and said she '
hopes she has made an impact on their
Uvea.
,
_
.
“ I h q ^ people remember my opep" ness to ideas, my good Ustening
• abilitief, and that I am easy to talk to,”
said- Jones. “ I hope people also
remember that I ’ve hatred things happec at Ca! Poly; that I was an energizer, ‘
not r. dictaVr df ideas. I fisol people are'
more open to each other now then when
I first eSme. I think there is a healthy
give and take on campus now.”
“One of the most interesting th in n to
me about this camfius is the emphssis
on career education.” Jones want on.
^.“^ u d e n ts here at Cal Poly aia in con
tact with a wide variety of academic
programs, sduch is very stimulating.
Cal Poly stands for competent function- ing as wall ea individuality.’*
ShMlMisMly •yami
__ Jones said she feels th a n is a need for
' more campuses like this one. “I feel very
For Cal Poly Vice President Hazel Jones, retirement does not mean moving
good about my work hara at Poly.” she
to Miami Beach to relax in the sun. When Hazel Jones left’ campus Sept. 1
said. “ It has been a wonderful capstoiM
in my career^
she settled into a Job with the Commission West Accrediting Association.

NOW WE’RE
BETTER THAN EVER!

539 MARSH ST.
543-1990

M a d e with quality ingredients, fresh
and delivered throughout San Luis
Obispo.

Hours:
M o n .-F o . 9:30 5:30
Thor. N it* til 9pm
Sol.-Sun ) 1 30-4:30

Sue's Sandos sandwiches are availab le
a t these locations: Bullock's laguna Li
quor, 7-11, Circle K, all Cork & Bottles
and most liquor stores.
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Cork 'N Bottle

The stores with the right spirit!
774 Foothill Blvd.
1212 Hiquera St.

1291 Laurel Lane
290 California Blvd.

Keg Beer at 290 California Blvd. .
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Stress is the malady of the 1980’s ac
cording to tnany leading psychologists,
and college students are not exempt
from sickness. ^
^ According to Dr. Charles Slem, Cal
Poly psychology professor who has been
studying the effects of stress in a
clinical" setting, student suicide at
tempts throughout California have in
creased 40 percent over the last year
due to stress producing factors.
Slem took sabatical leave during the
1981-82 academic year to study stress-^
related disorders as a mental health
therapist at the Mental Health Center
of San Luis Obispo General Hospital.
Not only are suicide attempts a pro
duct of stress, but stress’ has also been

I

linked to heart attacks,'heart disease,
high Mood pressure, p ^ tic ’ ulcers,
migraine headaches, asthma, gastritis
and severe depression.
Common cold
“A lot of people in general, ^Jind.
students in particular, are being seen in
mental health clinics for severe depres
sion caused by stress," said Slem.
“ Students are in a state of confusionbeing under the thumb of parents, get
ting through school, as well as - the
system, future employment and money.
Money is the most frequently stated
problem of students," he said. “As a
matter of fact, depression is the com
mon cold of freshmen."
Freshmen, acewding to Slem, ex
perience tlw greatest amount of anxiety,
a signal to stress, due to confusion o *

' how to get “through the system." Some
never cope with the stress and must drop ou^ of school, Slem added.
, "SclMml is an education as much as it
!is a system that^srou must leam how to
-deal with and 'get through. It is a
microcosm of what you get ou( in the
real world," ^ Slem said. "Freshmen
become sick tiying to cope with all 4he
new adjustments of the new environ
ment, their new freedom and social and
school expectations," he added.
Slem views the increase in student
suicide attempts and freshmen dropout
levels as due to increasing stress factorT
,
'
“The students don’t know where to
seek help. They assume t h ^ are not
good students and aren’t smart raough -a
to get through college and so they drop

out. They are probably competent, but
they ju st don’t knew how to cope with
stress and where to turn for help," Slem'^
said.

^Convtfting atrñiii

The art of coping.with stress is td conVNt psychological stress into physical
stress, accordii^ to Slem.
—y
“Students have-to-^get back-into a predictable lifestyle aftw they go away
to school to gain back some control over
. t h ^ ’ lifestyles, , and eventually the
stress," says Slem. ‘They have to
switch to find a ‘better fit’ tkan the way
they are presently living—at such a
' speed pBCd"’ according to Slem.

To gain that control and beat stress
Sim suggested students exerdsc, eat
balanced diets, get enough sleep and reP le « M tM p a g « 8
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Weston School Supply
1127 Garden 544-6863
l(V4Tu.*Sat.

SPECIAL
The
Best Buy
in

)M U glAN G VILLAG ER
If y o u 're lo o k in g for a co n d o m in iu m with q u ality c o n 
s tru c tio n an d b re a th ta k in g view, c o n s id e r a R id gep oin t
T ow n h om e. T h ese tw o b ed ro o m IV 2 b a th , s p a c io u s
h o m e s a re av ailab le ncTw. Redw ood d e c k s , lo ts qf
s to r a g e s p a c e , p a tio s , am p le p ark in g, an d built-in kit'c h e n s are j u s t a few o f th e o u ts ta n d in g fe a tu re s R idge
p o in t o ffers. T h ese b eau tifu l h o m e s a re landscapied
an d d esig n e d to provide m a x im u m p riv acy for e a c h
to w n h o m e.

Welcome Back!
We hope you have
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Call or stop by Ridgepoint on South
Broad, p ast O rcutt Road. Ask about
our attractive finance plan!
* LOW PRICE
* LOW Down
* LOW INTEREST RATE

starting at 7 9 ,0 0 0
as little as 5%
11 7/8 •
•14.82% APR
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good year
Stop by and say “Hi!”
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(Right) For the last 30 years the campus’s most prominent landmark has faithfully m Vked each
hour’s passing with the familiar toll of the Westminister Strike. (Above)* Though few have passed
through this campus without gazing the clock tower’s face, far fewer have taken a look at the celling
from Inside the tower.
\
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'
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When the Business Administration Building was
erected in 1941 there were no bells. Not until 1952
could students and faculty rely (with -some accuracyl
on the familiar tolling of the clock tower’s
"Westminster Strike’’ to tell them the time. Until
then, people had to trust their own tim ^ieces. - '
' "Poesibilities for a carillonic bell system were in
vestigated by then Dean of Engineering, C. E. Knox
and Music Director, Harold Davidson,” said former
Poly President Robert E. Kennedy.
TTie Schulmerich CariDonic system, which was
given by the graduating class of 1950, does not employ
bells at all. "W hat you hear are not bells but electronic
amplification, gearad to simulate the peal of bells,’’
said Norm Johnson, technical so-vices coordinator for
the Audiovisual Department.
He explained that the system is programmed by
/ piano player tape punched rolls which signal forks to
strike hanuners in a proper sequence. lÜ s produces
vibration that is picked up and sent via coil to

amplified speakers in the tower. 'There are eight
speakers, two on each wall.
~

' '

-

"tTrouble-free

"T o keq> down on maintenance.costs,we made a
changeover from the old-fashioned tube amplifier to
the solid state transistor ampUB«’ about eight or 10
years ago,” said Johnson. "Five years ago we added
the switchovo* system that continues operation in
case of motor faihire. We clean, the contacts three
years and they^ie vinually trouble-free. ”
Butfri the early i d ^ ’s the clock was 4own for about
a'week. According to Johnson, the motor had to be
replaced. He said, "Otherwise, I ’ve been here since*57
and it hasn’t been down a day." Johnson said that the
main markets for this kind of programmed music are
graveyards and canetaries b e ^ s e they system re
quires little maintenance and helps to tranquilixe the
bereaved.
Besides the clock system there is a roll pkyer
(similar to a player piano) and an octave-and-one-half

keyboard which was performed on by a student during
last Poly Royal. .
Some of the infreiquently requested, but available,
piano rolls include hymns, patriotic songs and
, Christmas ‘ music. "They were probably part of a
packaged deal," saiid Johnson.
’The Campus Administrative Manual states that it is
the responsibility of Audio Visual Director John Heinz
to secure pwmission from Activities Planning Direc
tor Keh Barclay before the system can be used. On the
other hand, permission to broadcast announcements
must be cleared th ro u ^ the Activities Planning
Center and then approved by Heinz.
Announcements can be broadcasted but are made ir
regularly because the campus center has shifted
toward the U.U.
The cost of the Sk:hulm«ich chimes is between 95
thousand and 810 thousand, according to Johnson.
’The system is currently housed in the basement of
the Business Administration building.
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1. THE OL’ FASHION......................... 2.15
^iortrr pounder brotied to your command
AmefKon tiviu. fock
2. THE ALPINE..................
•Serttad with a uelbtty chaddm chene $ouct

2.25

3. THE RUSSIAN............................... 2.35
Souieed onions ond a neh sour cream sauce that the
Csar himself woutd rove about

KUui >.,t

r $ 2 4 .9 5
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4. THE GERMAN............................... 2.40
Swiss cheese, sauerkraut. A Thousond Mand
dressing

l 4 1 .f S
TV #»«
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Instruments

5. ITALIANO......... . .......................... 2.50
Jock cheese A homemade spaghetti sauce
6. MONTERYJACk...........................2.50
Jock chooMand a bia takapeno pepper

8. MUSHROOM PROVENCIAL___ 2.45
Fresh mushrooms tn a sherry souce
9. THE TEXAN.................................2.45
Amencon chm«, chi* a onion*
10. CISCO PISTOL____ V .'............. 2.45
Arntncan. umm or lock cheow and our apeciol
homrmodr tabo
11. HULA BURGER...........................2.40
Suiist ebene Agniled pincappir
4

12. THE BRITISHER. .....................

Amencon or swiss cheese wifhhocon

2.90

13. THEBONANZA.. ........................ 2.90^
Adou6^ decker wdh American or swws cheese
14. THECALIPORMAN.................... 3.10
Swiss cheese, guocomofe A okves

t
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Bookstore

7. CATTLEMEN’S PRIDE
: ----- 2.60
SroJrd «oMhswiss cheese, served on hot gorUe bread
wdh bar h que satsce

OPEN24HFÎS

15. THE LUMBER JACK.................... 3.35
AMf pounder served on gorhc bread Jack cheese,
spaghetti souce A fidopeno
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*Long
Jumbo Erasers
. ’ Brightly Colored Barrels ' i
•Never Needs Sharpening
•O'Smm Automatic Pencil
^1nsta-Feed

SUPER HI-POLYMER LEAD
•Smoother Writing
•Darker Imprint
“'Stronger

El Corral

Bookstore

j
>Peer Friande!
v
. ,9 Greetkig« to «B California Central C o ^ dwrilera h^om aom ^here around the world.
lÜMfia to Ite exact. This is a small country of about two million people with a tropical
chmate loeatadoB th e araat coast of Africa. Now aome of yo)jJn yxmc quest for a caraar
’’ might not feel like reading on, but I hope that others will be interested in learning about
" m y impreasioDa and etqMriencaafo this
different place.
Ik s' socaUed Third WcH-ld countries have been gaining a lot of attention in recent
years because of the gross disparity between vmalth of tlwir human and natural'
rcsooross and the poverty of their life styles. Affluent Western countries are becoming
'.mote awareof conditions in thç n ûrd World, bur learn about them mostly throui^ the
gross exan^ildB of dtaivatioh, dnmight, sodalj^pheaval a i^ war.
Iprobdbly won’t be able tohnow iU about hbw my experience here as a Peace Corps
volnhtcer has affected nm iiiitil I separate n iy s ^ frofo my environment. Being involved
in a foreign land has'a flavor afl ifo own. I want to tell you about how it feris: '11m wine is
iarmeriÜDog in the vat now; when I come hpnM, it wjU be bottled and put on the shrif to
. meOowandage- Then I ’ll have to get a new batch
The gap between the words need and -want is so in a w jsilirg e , sometimes small, but
most of the time we don’t know its size. Living in-LiBinfo has he^wd me to separate and
define those two words better than I côutd before I cafhe here, while a t the same time
showing me that for any ipven level of human developif^t, iMitain needs must be met.
An old friend of mine a ^ I used to chew the fat on that'one late into many n i^ ts , but
we never could jp t it ironed out. (Sorry, English teachers, for the clichea). It is a dilem*
ma that faces afl of us in our individual lives, and the world as a whole. What you might
want for today may not be what jrou need for your life.
Take a bike ride out to Avila Beach, and on thoway back stop into the Dark Room and
. have a pitcher of dark beer for me. Ifyou want to ^ t é - my address is: Pat Bengford PO
Bmc707 Monrovia,Liberia, •
’ ,- .
J
•
Sincerely,
P at Bengford
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BLUE DOVE BEAUTY
^
SALON

WELCONE BACK!
PROFESSIONAL STYUNQ FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
7 7 4 P a lm S t.5 4 4 - I 2 I 3
(A cross from th e M ission)
SLO

NEW STUDENTS!
FREE CAL POLY DECALS
FOR YOUR PARENTS
. Nothing to Buy
. No Mailing Charges
i r s OaiAT TO ■■ A

©AIL P@ILY
PARENT
Qlve your pamnt thia handeome deoal In Cal Poty green
and gold for tha family oar. Juat fill in tha mailing labal
batow.Tharalanooharga.Decallamailad fraa.
CUP OUT TODAY FOR FREEDECAL

VOURNAME

T"

BIRTHDAY

Claaa (cirela): FR 8 0 JR 8R OR
PLEASE PRINT CAREFUUY—THIS IS MAHJNQ LABEL
PeianiNaina

ZIP
DEPOSIT COUPON IN MUSTANG BOX AT UNIVERSITY
.
UNION COUNTER, OR MAIL TO
^

Carolyne Ifoutharland
P.O.BOX4222
San Lula Oblipo,OA 88403
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JENNIFER JOSEPH
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to ticket writing

SMMWMMr
The university police do not ju st write perking
t ickets but ofiat nuuiy crime prevention programs
services designed to increase the awareness of poten-

■^ v ic tim s .

t

-*’>‘Theft is the most frequent crime on the Cal foly
catnptie and people should know hoW to discourage »»«h
^
PPUce inveiftigatore Wayne
and^Wayne Carmack.
\)b» program. Operation Identification; is «imMvi to
anoourags students and campus personnel to mark
everything of value with identification. Marked
vabahlee discourage theft because they are difficult to
reasB. Whan stolen articles with I.D. are recovered
they are much easier to return to the owner, said HaU.
"W e atfll have lumps of recovered property from last
year that we can’t return," he m i ^ "because they
weren’t identified."
Moat property <theft involves care, bicycles,
backpacks, calculators and state equipment, ^ m
university offices. From July 1 to March 1,
the
department set total property loss at 848,903 in
cluding 819,096 of university equipment.
Low report rate
Hall said that one out of every three crimes Is"
reported, not as high as the department would like.
“You never know,” he said, "we may find additional
evidence or find someone who admits to it (the crime)."
Sometimes the police have to wait for a break, said
Hall, and that may take awhile.
Assault is another problem on campus. The in
vestigators recommend w q n ^ u ^ the A S I’s Escort
Service to cross campus duHlng eveining hours. The ser
vice is offwed from the University Union and Kennedy
Library from dusk to midnight.
The university police, in cooperation with ASI and
the Intrafratemity Council, act as a liaison for the
escort program. The department runs a basic check on
the escort to make sure none have a criminal
background and keep track of who is on duty each
night. ’Two students work part-time out of the depart
ment office to coordinate the service.
“The eecorts are trained on how to be good e3ree,"
said Hall, ’Iliey are taught how to obtain and
remember details of a crime or suspect’s description. ^
A joint project between the police and housing form-*’
ad £kndents for Personal Safety. Hie group creided a
' communications network to report potential crime and
aafsty hazards around campus. Soras members assign
ed to patrol the parking lots look for potential,
burglars. ’H ey may also report ovsrgyown trees or
brush that b lo d road signs.
Each fall the department receives requests from the
residence haUs to give presentations on crime preven
tion and rape awareness. Members from Personal Saf^
ty aasist.
'
"
B ik ep n tro l
The department will also coordinate a bike patrol
program. Three to six students will work part thns to
patrol the campus to look for or eram of potential bicy
cle theft and tag unlocked or unlicensed bicycles. Free
bike n<»a«ytng will be provided by patrol members on
’Thursdajfs during University Hour in the U. U. Plaza.

Normally public safety officer Larry Bateson views Cal Poly through a windshield when he is on
.patrol. But occasionally Bateson is on foot collecting evidence. Here he carefully dusts a motorcy
cle In search of fingerprints.
____
Off-campus residents must obtain a bike license a t Ci
ty Hall. licensing is required by the City of San Lids
Obispo.
Campos police have a mutual aid agreement with the
Sheriffs Department to provide additional manpower
if necessary. ’The departinent also has an'expert on
evidence ccdlection, said HalL
"W e are more than equipped to handle problems on
campus," be said. ' .
Officers patrol 24 hours a day. ’The university police
jurisdiction not only covers the 5,000 acre campus but
extends one mile beyond the perimeter. Most arrests
off campus involve drunk drivers.

IS IM S ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC7

During peek weekday evenings, three officers are on
duty and during the day usuaUy two work, said Car
mack. The patrol officers maintain information on fre
quent violators and patrol high theft areas. The of
ficers often make suggestions to students and campus
personnel on ways to prevent crime.
The department is very progressive, said Carmack.
Plans are to purchase a micrbcomputer to streamline
record keeping. The computer will cbntain information
on all property stolen and recovered, criminal records,
details of a crime and suspects. It will raise statistics
instantly.
“The use of this computer will be endless,” said Hall.

• SANYO

MG9

Its the petiea time.
You're a freshman, right? And you want
to make college a real learning experience?
Well . R O r c can add a valuable
dinnension to your college education. A
dimension ofleadership and manage-,
ment training. And that’ll make your
degree ^Irordi more.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too.
Plus, me opportunity to graduate
with a commission and
n your future as an
For more informa
tion, contact your
Professor of Military
Science.

ARMYROIC
BEAUYOUCANBI.

>ComM with foam-cushionwcl.
lightwwight h«adphonM.
• Protftctivw Auto-Stop system.
• Locking Fast Forward ft Rewind.
$ 3 9 9 5

CA$SEmS10%OFF
WITHMTSHREOSn

BOO BOO RECORDS
971 MONTCRiY ST.. $.1.0 .
9S7 GRAND AVI.. GROVIR CITY

f
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Stress whipped by ‘preventive m aintenance’
Ffompaggi

to be aware that you can oontred your
body by using ^oumb^ dm^ * days Eliot.

ly on nippprt gnM^M for astni hate. By
aupport groups. Slam mentioned Chris
tian gitMm, fratemitiae.and sorwities,
dorm and roommate friendships and
romantic relationahips.
Aecording to Rebert 8. Btiet of the
University of Nebraska Medical Canter,
preventive maintenance is the best
prescription for good health and atrees
avoidance. A combination of ezardse,
good diet, enough sleep and control pf
emotions axul lifestyle management will
prevent or delay stress.
•But how can you control all of these
factors effectively?
E liot
says
awareness.
'*Tbe first atqi is awareness. Ymi need

EUot listed guidelines which may. help
you more effectively dope with stress.
First, identify the causes of stress in
your life. Dividstbssf stressors into two
eotemna: those which you can gain co n -.
trol over and thosa whkh are uncon
trollable. Wtwk on those stress factors
for which you feel ypu have control over.
According to Elliot. “Individuals feel
the gaiateet stress e rh » they feel they
have no control.”
_
Secondly, review your a^>ing skills
and be aware ot hatetual reactions to
the streesors. Either confront theiwoblem or ddekease the frequtacy of concact-with that partieUhw stressor, ad-

. jt
vises Ehot. It you can’t pkange the pro
blem or amount of contacat with the
problem, then change your reaction to
it. C<msciously ch a n ^ your reaction, or
put the experience bdiind you and plan
how to avoid it in the future, he added.
. Thirdly, identify your alternatives
a«w4 develop a plan of action. Eliot said
you do have choices.' such, as planning
time, for exarciae and leisure activities
after you have dealt with tbo stressor in
the b ^ possibls method.
By aiq>lying some of these coping
skills, students eventually learn to oppe
with stress, get an education and get
“through tlw system.”
Slem claimed as students progress

MiYjm
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1020 Southwood Dr.
SLO.Ca. 03401
S434236

399 FO DTHILL BLVD. SAN LUIS OBlSP(
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‘ WeightRoom
,
* Aerobics, Jazzercise ‘
* Discounted Programs
* Locker room and morel

.Racquetbal

CYCLE WORKb
•a n kdm obiopo

Onm tie y e im m , c in p o w i

through coDsge they ofifon gain stress
copinfiridOs.
«
“ Fledunen will come in and crate for a
test the teght before or hours before test
time, and the streea will hit such a high
levd r i ^ t before the exam that they
can’t think clearly imd do very well, as*
compared to seniorf^hoM stress levels'
will rise two or three days before an ex
am which will give them time to prepare.
Wheg they get d o ^ to the tost, their
anxiety levi^ has Idready peaked-and
they are nhw ready for the test.”
EUot said stress cannot be'diminated
entirdy from one’s life. B u t managing
the stress will improve people’s health
and make life more comfortable.
‘

^CQUETBALL STUpEI^T^PECIAL
0 Months of Fitness (Sein. 15-June 15)
YMCA Memberships -125
Unlimited Facility Pass -1 150
>
(Racqustball, weight room, 4 morel). '
Combination Pass-$100
*
(YMCA Membership & Facility Pass) '
10 Play Racquetball & rd s $30
Convenient, flexible payment plans
* Racqustball.
*Spa&8auna \ •
* Swinwning

•rmelng, com m uting
uuthoriMod domimro o f:
dl touring upocimllmtm
TRB ' •
•cu sto m w hool
SREOAUm . ( «<•*■■"
S frmmm building
TOndams ^
''«co /l urn fo r your b iko
uorwiem b ropmirm mt: •R IT C H E Y m tn . bikmm
•ROM COOPER
bicyclom b frmmomoto
Q uttm r pmokm

V

OfferQood Until O ct 17

'

FREE TOPPING COUPON

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS i
Come in & enjoy a soft frozen
yogurt & the topping is on us

Country Culture
871

841-1533.

18-5

10-8. Tlw n
A ll

s u fin ifi w a R

746 Higugra • Mission Mail
San Luis Obispo

Z S V . Q fF

Farm fresh & delicious in a
cozy atmosphere
NEW VJhC+UMMfepj

I
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TR U S T YOUR
SHOTS
TO KODAK FILM

S W e e Y O U M !S i£ P 0 U £

END OF SEASON
SEPT 2 3 - 2 4
/0 -S o y ,
O FF
E V E R m m
iA /
S T O P E

xo.

\a o x - .r u A M M e u

Saving memories to ^a vo r over and over,
that 8 what Kodak film is all about But.
always make sure you have a spare roH or
two on hand You never know when you'll
I want to save another memory

ASK FO*

COLOR
PROCESSING
•T Kodak

\

^0 % OFF

EJGDrrol
’r

I

MMtaiicDitBy Septeii*er21*t2,1982

THE BO O KSTO RE
^ HAS MORE
THAN BOOKS
Lamps, Bulletin Boards, Glue A Tape, Art
Materials, Calculators, Cal Poly Clothing,
Greeting Cards, Cosmetics. Health and
Beauty ^ s ,T y p e w rite r Paper, Technical
Supplies, Pens, PencilsTMarkers, Photo
Supplies, Clocks A Watches, Jewelry,
Gifts, Study Aids, Backpacks, Sports
EcMpment, Lab Equipnient, Pottery,
Postcards, Snack Foods and Much More.
CHECK US OUT!

THE BOOKSTORE HOURS
During WOW weak: Beet time to buy booksi
Sat&Sun: 10:30AM -4:30PM .Sept. 11 &12
M on-Fri;
7:45A M -4:30PM .Sept. 13-17 '
Sal&Sun: 10:30AM -4:30PM ,Sept. 18&19
-RUSH” Week: Crowded! Shop after 4 p jn ..
Mon&Tues; 7:45A M -8:30PM .Sept.20& 21
WedAThur; 7:45AM -7;OOPM .Sepl.22A23
Friday:
7:45 AM-4 :3 0 PM. SepI 24
Regularslorehours(beginSaL.Sap(.2S); '
M on-Fn:
7:45 AM-4 :3 0 PM
Saturdays: 10:30AM -2-.30PM

P hoto P rocessing by
Kodak and Berkey
|M

^ C harvoz-C arsen
* Hi-Tech Lam ps

^

•

:

S te rlin g
4 -P ie c e D esk
A c c e s s o ry S e t

PAPER BY TH E POUND
Mix and Match Designer Colors

S pecial Purchase

only $ 3 . 9 9 lb

$ 9 .5 0

c=3 era

Best S e le c tio n Now!

Xerox
C opies 5

Low est S tudent R ates

c

El Corral

D orm S u p p lie s
Everything you need to fix up your
dorm room; from posters to extension
cords and from alarm clocks to Cal
Poly clothing. We have what you want.

DIacount
Magazine
Subscriptions

1983

CAL EMDA R5

c=3 c=3 S

|

iK odakl

th e, L a te s t
P a p e rb a c k
B est
S e lle rs
Always

S pecial O rder
B o o k s .7 .
H assle F re e.
Take Advantage of
Our Fastest Growing
Service

W e re g lad
you're h e re

-1 1 0% o ff!

Bookstore

' S t ette» 1, Pag« 10
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SLO beach variety
gives relief from h eat

Conti'

BY CAROLINE SMITH

frustrated parents, make sure you veer
to the left at the Avfia pier.

stall Witter

D 6 \b u Need Answefs?!
SHARPS G ot 'Em!*

• EL-512

TMtN MAN*" WALUrr-SIZE WITM_
lantOQRAM OTEPt
Impcoven octenIHIc cMculotof wNh
MuNi Formula Raaoroa and dadmaV
ttaxadadfiial ayalam
« 3 9 .9 S

'Ci\

I t ’s Sqitamber in San Luis Obispo,
and if this September is anything like
September’a of Uw past, it's going to
be a hot ooe: And when it ’s hot in San
Luis, your answer to cool refireahment
ia r^ h t outside your front door...well,
almost, anyway. No, it’s not your
nearest jrogurt shop or a cold siz-psEck,
though when in doubt these are always
good alternatives. The answer to your,
problems of sweltering heat iS' the
beach. What better way to ^end a
day then on a layer of sand, «around’
ed by cool water and plenty of scenery
(nnd not the type that breathes carbon
diozidel?
Now that .you have figured out how
to combat the heat the next s t ^ is
choosing where to go. The San Luis
area provides plenty of cations.
If the idea of a deserted bdach is the
furthest thing fitnn'your inind, then
you will most likely want to go to
Avila Beach. At A v ^ it sometimes
seems that there are more pec^jle than
sand. Located about 12 miles south off
of Highway 101, Avila is the place to
go if you want to see and meet people.
The beach is a ' m}inad of college
students; dogs, frisbees and an occa*
s io i^ seagull. I t is an unwritlpn law
that t ^ pier divides Avila intb two
separate beaches. Toward the right
side of the pier, you will find mostly
families spending a day on the beach,
while the beach on the left side of the
pier could be considered a young
peoples’ beach. Uiiless you enjoy
screaming, obnoxious children coveted
with sand and equally screaming and

EL-506H
Caira Fui Foalurad

Np relief

Port San Luis is a beach located a
'ways frather doam frwn Avila. Port
Sah Luis is usually Isas crowded than
Avila, biiC be forewariied: If you are
planning on spending the day here,
don’t drink haiav^ as th a n are no ’
restrooms located on tUa beach.
>
, For thoae of you who don’t ap-?\
predate tan lines and molar the “au ,,
natural’' look. Pirate’s Cove ia located
a few miles tq> the road from Avila.
Hem, the most popular type of suit
worn is the birthw y one, though smna
bathing suits are worn by the mom
timid during the first few t ^ e s out.
Turning in another direction, there
are also some nice beachea located out
toward Los Osos Valley Road.
If sunbathing and Im utiful sunsets
are a desirable combination,' Hazards
Canyon provides both of these. By
following a foot path located off the ,
road, you will find yourself surrounded
by two walls of rock once inside the can
yon. After crossing a sparkling
stream, you will enierge upon the
beach area..
All the way to the end of Los Osos
Valley Road lies Montana De Oro
State Park and within it Crooner’s
Cove. For those who prefer more than
lying motionless on the sand, there is a
nearby rock on which to climb and
work off those lunchtime calories.
And for those of you unfortunate
enough not to have a means of
transportation to these beach spots,
Sinshiemer Park has a pool, but you
must supply you own sand.

Help Prevent Birth D efectsThe Nation's Number One
Child Health Problem.

$ 2 2 .9 5
*O thar mortela »nd atyloa a v a H a b la

Support the

rch of Dimes

MRIH DEFSCIS FOUNDdJIONI

El Corral iSKil Bookstore

KCPR

r i" I I I I I I I I I I m

KwriiiLtcjiis
C Ì F iM € R f i
YOUR DEPARTMENT STORE FOR
QUALITY PHOTO AND VIDEO
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• 24 >#. BLACK A WHITE AND COLOR
PROCESSING.
• CUSTOM WORK IN OUR OWN MODERN LAB.
• MAJOR BRANDS OF CAMERAS AND
ACCESSORCS.
—
• VIDEO A AUDIO BHIIPMENT FOR HOME A
mOUSTRY.
• INSTANT COLOR PASSPORT PHOTOS.
• COMPLETE CAMERA RBVUR SERVICE.
• OPBI 9AM-IPM MONOAY-FRNMY.
THURSDAY BAM-BPM • SATURORY 9AM-9PM.

Welcomes You Back

Visit our expanded, record &
tape dept. & save

$2.00

off your next record or tape
purchase with this ad
For the best in contemporary Chris
tian music visit
The Parable
673 Higuera
Downtown S L O '

PHONE

3541-0600

543-6146
THE STORE VmERE YOU COME FIRST)
m M U B u > oowNTom t M u rn o m n

fT T -l I I I I I I I I I I I IV

limit 1 per customer
g o o d th ru
^

9/27/82

/c* Crtam, Yogurt Partour arrd Catxtf Stiopfi*
Horn» o f Elogant Doaaorta
N«w)y addMl: quiete, aalad bar,]
chMM<ak« tortMRmoutM.
I

l2M 8econd8T‘
Baywood Park
528-6411

S)
1 9

Back to School
Speebi
Expires 10-15

N eed a nevyr look for fall? Visif us.
W e fxjve a sunny patio ano
feature works by locdl artists in
our gallery. Feel free to drop in or
caH for on appointm ent.
544-1174.

-t
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Memories flow from visit to Poly Canyon

BY SHERRY HEATH

SUN WrtUr ^
I took a walk the other'
day down Memory Lane,
better known as Poly Can
y on . T h e j i i i ’t road^
leading off from the North'
Mountain Residence Halls
into the Santa Lucia
fo o th ills is one of the best
escape routes, outdone
la b o r a to r ie s
and
showcases of student
work on the Cal Poly cam) pus. iCountless jaunts down
this winding road, duflng
my four years at this
u^>'ersity make this par
ticular tr ^ a nostalgic
journey throusd> my Cal
Poly experience.
' <
Around the first bend
lies a view of most of the
agricultural acres on cam
pus. Those rolling moun
tain pastures, the mooing
cattle and that fragrant
farmland aroma (get used
- to it) captivate the senses.
I picture my first-year
natural history class trom-ping through the fields as
^they enter the flower-filled
canyon closely examining
flora and fauna. (Sounds
Uke a couple of twin
sisters, doesn’t it?)

Tarantula memories

Then around the next
curve in the road of both
my travels through can
yon and through my
memories I recall the
place where, one F u
Quarter, I finally captured
a cute little tarantula that
wandered ineptly into the
clutchss of my Bio 127 Idll
jar. Sigh— such fond
memories.
The twittering birds
overhead have been view
ed through the binoculars
of many an avid aviary
enthusiast. 'Thankfully, I

'

eucalyptus trees to the
right is a botanical garden
where the weary can rest
a bit.fw the final kick. Or
you can head straight for
the golden' arch (no Big
Mac’s here—sorry) which
marks the finish line, or
the commencement point
(however you want to kx>k
at it) out into the world
beyond the road.
As you file through the
rock gateway leading up
into the hills, be sure to
look a t the comemorative faces carved in
stoiM of those who have
gone before you. and lo
and behfl|d, as the path
comes into a clearing, the
countryside is d o tt^ with
architectural structures,
done by students who've
put their . education to

Real treasure

But past this lies the
real treasive of the road
up the canyon: the lonely
mountains waiting to be
“lascended.
Not
many
students make the effort
to go the extra mile, for
'each individual must forge
^ or her own trail to get
to the. high point of this
journey. As you climb
over rocks and jniopa
plants (watch out for;
them babies!) fatigu e
, begins to set in. but don’tl
let it stop you now—the|.
view is too panoramic and |
MuMing M N —Tom Johnooii
the accomplishment too
A Stone arch welcomes visitors to the campus's own memory lane, Poly Canyon. The arch is one of
satisfying.
Whether you jog it. hike
many examples of student projects built In the friendly canyon, which Is steps away from Cal Poly.
it or study it, th en ’s plmalways managed to stay
Then ahout a third of mainline flow of traffic.
casualty has reportedly ty to experience on the ;
clear of theM menacing the way up the road, I left
Or you can stay on the bit the dust.
road down Poly Can3ron.
a v iary s h a rp sh o o te rs the beaten path, veering road where you soon com^
Of course you can plow. As for this new Poly
(they have been known to off toward laxy Stenn«’ to a proverbial fork (or is ever onward f<^ the final alum. I ’ll be looking for
wipe out entire biology Creek. You can rock-hop that a biology bug net?) half of this school trip, and discovering new can
classes at one fowl the rest of the way right which will take> you but from here on out the yon roads to wander up
swoop— the old killing up the middle of the straight up the hill to the Poly
(C anyon)
road and new peaks to enjoy.
two students with one stream, if you so desire, to Poly dump site where steepens.
See ya there in a few
^ ..
blow routine).
gNt ' away from th e morp than one academic
Tucked away in the short years.
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September is 2 for 1 month’ at

Padre Plaza Hair Fashions
,

j

We're offering you and a friend a haircut
and style for the price of one cut and
style. Good through Sept. 30. Give us a
caU at 541-1124
3250 S. Higuera Suite D

IBACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL
•

S aifL u is Cyclery, Inc.
H O N D A MOTORCYCLES
& POW ER PRODUCTS

3 LARGE
COWBOY
COOKIES
ONLY $1

BILL REYNOLDS
DEE REYNOLDS

(a buck)

*

I

I

(w coupon - good through 9/30)
1036 Chorro St. Oee’ down from Mtaston)
orte coupon per customer

HONDA MOTORCYCLES A POWER PROOU( TS

• *

VW BUG BRAKE SPECIAL

64.88

Lube, Oil
& Filter
.

to ^ te

Rip C url-O N elll

Includes: valve, brake & clutch ad
justment; valve cover gaaketa 4 spark
plugs; timing & dwall; oil changa; aU
lights & battary chackad; frsa aafatv
inapactlon.
Offar good thru Oct. 30

fh iia e *Q u i^

Foreign Automotive
Don Pioalor — Oenwr
M S.M auara.tA .O .

(p o iy m a c o n )

Conlac Ipnst'S

M cCoy - Spindrift

ActlvW#Qr

Offer good thru Oct 30
Gugher
^ ^ .

WV BUG . n
QQ
MAINTENANCE M . O O

»

SURFBOARDS

13.88

1

C0N1ACT
L£NS
SALE SOFIENS

Offer good thru Oct 30

DATSUN, TOYOTA, MAZOA, SUBARU
HONOA, IZUZU & FIAT OWNERS:

1239 MONTEREY STREET
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 934Q1
(805)543-8567

S o jif £ m U Q p c ie tjf, 9m c,

i _____________________________

We will replace
all brake shoes
and turn all
four drums.

L.

Men .

Women

Quicksilver
Duffel
Slubioies
lntlirK:t

Sweats bichetoo
Aloha Friday;,
BeachTowriei
Couniry Scrofh

$ 7 9 '
OfTer Good Thru Oct. 15th, 1982

Call or Slop by for
Cemplelc Details

ACCESSORIES
Vaum et Sunglasses, Vans,
deckers & offshore footwear
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
8 7 9 H ig u e ra
6 4 3 -2 2 1 1

-L

d liio ^ o is
A

epH oai

102 8 Chorro . 5 4 3 -5 7 7 0
Downtown San Luia Obispo

B e h in d
K o rb s

j

^Additional charge for care unit.
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Ltiis lives dow n ifs nicknam e

BY VALERIE BRICKMAN

during the intermission. Located at
through Thursday and a 92 charj ton
1827 Padhc Blvd. in Oceano, the
Friday and Saturdays. A h a ^ y
Melodrama is featuring H .M .S.
featuring beer, wine and well drihks is
P inafon and the cost is 96 on
,
offered daily.
^
weelmights and Sundays and 97 on
The World Fqmous Dark Room
Friday and Saturday nights.
located at 1037 Monterey in S m Luis
You can sit back and watch the na
Obispo features live entertainment
tions No. 1 movies at any one of the
Monday th ro u ^ Saturday nights start
many theaters located throuc^out the
ing at 9. Bands and speciid w ts found
city.
■
thrduc^out the nation a n je m m e d and
You can enjoy a box of popcorn in
Monday night is amaUfor night, where
the city’s oldest movie house, the Fre
anyone caii get up on the s t a ^ and
mont Theater. Located at 1035
entertain the audience. The Dark
Monterey, the Fremont Theater is very
Room features bluegrass, folk jazz and
spacious inside with its one viewing
some blues music as we|l as rock and
screen. The theater has authentic decroll and new wave.
,
co artwork, which is something you
After dancing all night ioU might
: can relish before the show.
want to relax in a mineral hot tub
under the stars. Sycamore Mineral
^ Madonna Plaza Theater, has three
viewing strem s and is located at
Springs, located on Avila] Road in
24314 Madonna Road in San Luis
Avila Beach, have hot tubs that fit
Obispo.
anywhere from two to eim t people and
The Rainbow theater, also in San
one that holds 50 pe<g>leJThe tubs are
Luis Obispo, has one viewing screm
rented on an hourly basis and are open
and can be found a t 967 Osos Street.
24 hours. Until 6 p jn . yob can relax
This movie house features foreign
for an hour and a half for 96 a person
films as well as American Rims not
and from 6 p jn . to 2 a.mi the cost is
shown at the towns other theaters.
96.50 an hour per person! During the
twilight hours of the mormng—2 to 7
a.m.—the cost is 95 per person for an
hour-and-a-half.
For those who like to gef into the
act, ’The Great American Nulodrama
’Theatre is the place for you. You can
boo and hiss the villain anq cheer the
I'i
hero. You can become familjar with the
actors, as they take your tin e ts , show
yoii to your seats and swve popcorn,
Cancer Society
hotdogs and beer before the show and

located at Nipomo and Higuara in San
Lpia Obispo, boastaliye music on
Tuesday, Wednawlay and ’Thursday
nights and reeordea music on Friday
and Saturday nights. ’Theie is no covw
charge any qight and the music usual- /
ly begins at 10. '
Yancey McFadden’s, located high
above Highway 101 at 1772 Calle Joa
quin in"San
OMspo,lias only ex
isted 9 year. But it has made quite a
reputation for itself with its hm-top
view of the city which makes for a
romantic evening of dancing. Yanray’s
offers recorded music on ’Tiwsday
nights. Wednesday n i^ ts are Ladies
Nighit, complete with a fashion show
whose various clothing stores from
around the city get a chance to show
off the latest fashi<ms. Pina c<dadas,
margaritas and wine sell for 91.25 and
music starts up as soon as the fashion
show concludes. Bands perform
'Thursday through Sunday in the back
room d a ^ area with recorded music
offered in the fr<mt room dance area. A
cover charge of 91 is required to enter.
Pita Pipors, located in the middle of
town at 675 Higuera, recently made
the switch from sandwich spot to a
dancing spot. They are still open for
dining but at 9:30 the place gets hopp
ing with live music, wMch is offered
every night. A 91 c o v o t charge is
usudly required on Friday a ^ Satur
day nights.
Shenandoah also offers live music
nightly and can be found at 1560 Los
Osos Valley Road in San Luis-Obispo.
The entertainment starts at 9:30 night
ly with a 91 cover charge Sunday

- staff WiHw

College shouldn’t be all work and no
play, there will be times when you wilL^
want to put those books away and
step out andLenjoy the night life San
Luis ObispdJtaa to offer. Don’t let the
nickname (SLQ Town! fool you, there
are enough dance places, movie ^ ,
theaters, spas and mftodramas to keep
you amused until the wee hours of the
morning.
••
A good pair of dancing shoes are re
quired for this town, as the following
hst will amply show:.
^
Sporting the city’s largeqtrdance
floor, the Graduate, locatcld at 990 In
dustrial Way in San Luis Obispo, of
fers dancing nightW fqr différait ages
and personalities. On selected Sundays
and ’Tussdaye The Grad has Minor
Madness nights where those under the
age of 21 are permitted in to dance as
a disc jockey spins records. Monday
nights you can swing your partner to
country western music and on Wednes
day nights you can pogo to new wave.
Thursdays are 76-ceot-a-bottle beer
nights where you can drink brews and
daiR^ to your iavorite rock groups.
Between 9 and 10 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday, pitchers of beer sell for
91.50 while the disc jockey plays rock. ^
A 91 cover charge is requ^ed nightly
with the exception of Minor Madness
when 93 is charged. Entertainment
starts at 9 every night.
FVoon 4-9 p.m. Tortilla Flats is a
Mexican reetaurant, but after 9 it
sheds its restaurant atmosphere and
becomes a-lively d aim spot. The Flats,

a

Back to School Special
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NATURAL COSMETICS

15C*121.S
1.951

L»-,
l i e *69.9S

>9 b b

16C *134.95

W e have th e rig h t c a lc u la to r fo r
your professional needs.

12C *134.95
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Ej Corral i<K!l Bookstore
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IN THE NETW ORK MALL
7 7 8 HIGUERA STR EET
SAN LUIS O BISPO , CA 934 0 1
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10% Off Oil m
"

M-F 105 ^ 0

JA M A ICA ***

R O U N D T B JPA IR
7 NIGHTS BEACH R E t o T '
A LL M EA LS T EN N IS & W ATER SPORT
PLUS MUCH MOKE
DEC 1 0 - 1 8 1 9 8 2 $ 7 9 9 TOTAL

*
*
J
*
J
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SPACE LIM ITED
*
RESERV EBYO CTl
J
FOR F U L L DETAILS CONTACT \ *
7 SEA ST R A V EL
1 8 4 8 M O N TEREY, SLO
CALL NOW 6 4 1 - 4 9 6 4 / 5 2 8 - 1 2 5 7
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p e te Christie
halfstyling

$9.00
No Regret Haircut
for Guys & Gals
846 Higuera
544-9813
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Downtown
«gh t fifty-five Marsh Street
Çan Luis Obispo 544-5518

Come in & Browse!

r-\
^ Q P E im fP O B IU M
B IC Y C LE S * M OPEDS • BMX
SALES • SERVICE • ACCESSORIES

4 • ^ a a & .A ;

11

/

^

2700
541-

Fotir large departments to choose
from:
i
• art supplies
f crafts
- /
,
. f leather crafts & party shop
• models .
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KSLY’s irreverent disc jockey Captain Buffoon goes through a typicaliy wiid morning on his popuiar radio show,-which he has hosted for eight years.

BY SHERRY HEATH
StonWfHar

Where cen jrou find off-the-wall irreverenoe, trivia
quizzes, an apology service for guys on the slddr with
their girlfriends, and music from a bathrohe«lad dix
ieland hand?
. !,
Where else but i^ th e 6 to 10 a.m. show of K SLY radio
station’s self-p rocw n ^ "cuckoo”. Captain Buffoon.
Captain Buffoon,Nyho prefers to be cialled ju st that, is
more than ju st an on-color, zany disc jockey. There’s a
real person behind that whiny voice that tries to startle
you to life in the mornings.
C .B ., who has greeted Coitral Coast early riso a every
weekday for eight years, uses his genuinely comedic per
sonality to c a t ^ his drowsy audiñice offguard and “get
them r<dling and loosened up in the morning, "h e says. .

Unorganized

Buffoon
’This is best exemplified in his downtown ^ u r whoe
he leads tourists to the men’s room at the B m o o o gas
station, the fronts of the roughest bars in town, and
Bubblegum alley, of R tal PeopU fante.
~
It was Captain Buffoon who b ro u ^ t Higuera Street’s
Bubblegum Alley into the nationri limelight when it
was featured on Real People a few years ago. He explain
ed that after the Los Angeles TYmes did a feature on San
Luis Qbispo, including Bubblegum Alley, the producers
o f R eal J^eople contacted him and f e a t u ^ him and this
scenic walk on their show.
But that was not his only moment of fame, he pointed
ou(. He once held the record for living in an elevator the
longest —eight days— before it was broken a few mon
ths lato'. And on the serious side. Buffoon is a track an
nouncer for the Special Olympics in San Luis ObiSpc
every year.

Hall Shame

“When 1 come pn at 6 a.m., I sound unorganized' and
off-the-cuff to get closer to the listeners. I t ’s as if I ’m as % For those interested in seeing C .B’s own museiun,
“"The Hall of Shame”, which is a collection of
unorganized as they are in the mornings,” says Buffoon.
memorabilia which has “made the show ‘such a giant”
To start the audisnee’sday off with a little lunacy, C.B.
Buffoon also leads tours of K SLY ’s office every
C.B. telephones “kooks” he's heard of -{such as a
Wednesday morning. ’Ticket price for the “exciting”
woman who swore she met a group of midget aliens in
the Arizona desert with goatees and “things on theirs - tour is 10 cents, he says.
Poly students find the tour and Captain Buffoon’s '
heads”) and invites such “good, uplifting” guests as
show to be very appealing, he notes.' “Most Poly
Poly’s dixieland band. Sticks, Strings, and Hot Air, to
students listen to me because of my irreverence, and for
play a few tunes live over the air:
the features.’’
“I like to pull out madcap features to attract
One of his features, “Moon Buffoon for an Album”,
listeners,” he says. ‘”rhese are stuff like the ugly tie con
constantly brings students running to the studio, he
test fpr Father’s Day and the Great White Watch’
says. .
where listeners at Avila Beach find the fattest, whitest
C.B. says he always looks forward to the return of ac
person they can and coax him to the phone to answer
tivity at Poly every fall for this very reason. Ho directs
the question ‘Why áre you so white?”’
much of his program to new students at the beginning
“ I like to turn little things into big ones and be totally
of the quarter to get business going again after a slow
nonsensical,” he explains.

TH E
NEW YORK _
STYLE
DELICATESSEN

374 S a n t a R o s o , S L O • 543-2363
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ALL BURGERS

V2 PRICE

lox & bagels
pastrami * corned beef
beer * wine

.|

soup-^ salad bar
breakfast * lunch * dinner
OPEI^’TILL MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

785 HIGUERA ST.
.
OPEN

' Anonymoua man '

Now, alth o u ^ he gets “burned out” working early
mornings five days a week, he likes thé idea of being hi.s
radio audience!a “friend in the background.” Very
seldom, howevOT, does anyone ever recognize him (or his
vowelwhen he’s off the air, he says.
“People hesitate when they talk to me. ’They know my
voice but they don’t know where it’s from or who I am.'
sayp Buffoon. “ I love it though when I meet an endear.
ing fan.” he adds.
'
He says that when he’s on the air, he envisions on»person listening to him and just talks to them. Depen
ding on his mood, he pictures someone different every
day.
—
,,
“ If I ’m hung over, I see someone horrible, but alway.s
someone I know to give it a more intimate sound,” he
explains. “ I like_the idea of the average person driving
to work in the morning and me sitting in the middle oi
his dashboard.” >
i4

Plaaaasaapage

M D iS
f o R E I C N A V T O K B P A IK
TM

featuring:

FACTORY

summer, he says.
f
'
When he’s not playing around on the air, Buffoon uses
his radio p e rs o q ^ y to make at least three commercials
a day—lirhich is merely an extension of himself, he
says— He’s also the program director of KSLY, a job
that makes him a “wafriiig contradiction because I
break all the rules on the air and then enforce them off
tb eair,'’ hehtates.
Captain Buffoon, who lives in. Atascadero after mov
ing from Loe Osos because hé “couldn’t find his car in
all the fog,” says he never planned on going into the
radio business but stumbled into it when he was atten
ding college as an art student. He got hired jd the col
lege radio station and discovered he enjoyed “being a star”, so he transferred to Cal State Northridge and
earned a B.A. in mass communications.

r San Luis Obispo

Ph. 544-4040

Good Work
Fair Prices
) Tune up
Service

1899 McMillan Rd.
San Luis Obispo

544-6126
Tues.-Fri....... 7:30-5:30
Sat.......
.....9 :00-3:00
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kcPR profits travelin g th e m id d le
BYPHEBEFLETCHBR
-
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If KZOZ U S u Luis Obispo’s rock
station and K SLY plays Top 40. why is
fy
ths campus radio station, KCPR, also
V I
travsUng tbs middls of ths roadt
n
I
Music director Mike Dawson said
r.
KCPR plays middle of the road musk
because It is a pabdr radio station
iglWMt to satisfy the general needs.
Most Cal Poly students prefer contem- poi^uy musk, so that is what the sta
tion plays, he said.
Dawson added the station offers
special programming, such as Yahweh
musk which features Christian songs,
because the station’s listenig audience
hae varied musical tastes and vahiee.
However he admitted that even with
special programming, the station can’t
satisfy everyone’s tastes.
‘”rbe new wavers complain about the
Top 40. * the Christians complain if
t h « e ’s too much add rock...”'
, ^
Contem porary sty le —^ ^
The station’s format is chosen by its
■nniisl program director, so conceivably
it could c^ n g e yearly. Sununo* Prograip Director Don Hughen characterizthe current format as "contem
porary”.
i
"W e play contemporary rock,” saidHughen. "W e keep it mellow in the early
morning so we don’t Mow people out of
bed. Later in the evening we play upbeat
so we don’t put them to sleep.”
KCPR located a tS L S on the PM dial,
might be middle of th e road, but
KCiPR’8^ contem fw ary music format may keep sorm sobgs off the air, but it doesn’t stop disc jockey Christine
Dawson says, “We’re fairly successful
Hart from pulling a favorite James Taylor album
at it. If you go downtown, a lo t'o f
businesses play KCPR.”
(1974-1980). The D Js are free to poll t i ^
audience..
won’t mess up—and (>eople will
KCPR cannot compete with spedalfy
remaining
60 (Mrcent of their show—as
KCPR’s news audience has (lerhaiie
whenever you let them -which is why
stations because it serves as 'a
long as ths song once (mshed its way in
already grown, but not becauae of a
we have to take a raxor blade to
lsN>ratory for students.
potential transmitter move. ’Precious’ (by ’The Prétendais). ’The pro"W e can’t compete—(station adviser to the Top 100.
The pool selections come from the
The FCC stopped requiring commer
gram director has to go around circling
Ed) Zucbelli insists on Uiat. We’re work
cial stations to broadcast puMk service
cuts they can’t |>lay,” Dawson said.
ing around student schedules. They are Gavin Reportji, a trade magozitM for the
announcaments which inchidea news
The station is awaiting final afiproval
here to learn—moet have one three-bour radio industry. “T h at’s the god, the bibroadcasts, Hughen said. B o o m local
from the Federal Communications Com
shift a week. There’s a corps of five to ble of the industry. It won’t be (>ut in
stations have dropped their entire news
mission to move its transmitter from a
six jocks a t a pro Station; we have 66 to there unless it’s gtdng somewhere na
tionally,” said Dawson.
staff, so listeners may now be tuning to
small hill beside Highway 1 to the
of
60, and they change every quarter.
Dawson added that occasionally the
KCPR for thek news.
Cuasta Ridge. The move will allow the
The station’s contemporary musk for
A second FCC ruling might put more
station to be heard from Santa Marüt to
mat restricts what the D J s are able to station plays' a song before they have a
money in the KCPR treasury, ^wnsor
Paso. Robles, according to Don Ready,
p lay.ilV inty percent of what the disc chance to teach the Gavin Re|)ort.
chief engineer ,\
iocke>« (day is from a' (tool of 48 songS.
1 identiiRcations may now i n d i ^ a
slogan and a description of the procudt
The large number of disc jockeys has
’The station’s musk will not change,
The (m l is lupt up by the musk d i i ^
in addition to the business’ name add
but the news format will be ex(>anded to
tor and is essentially Top 40. In addi led the station to adopt a policy with litlocation. The slogan cannot promote the
j
include more rqx>rting of county'gction, the jocks must play a certain r tie flexibility.
product however.
|
tivities because KCPR will have a larger
“Polky is cut and dried, so a ^ock'uimber of ‘oldies and recurrent h i^
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' Strict (>olicy

C a l Poly tunes to Buffoon

^adre Liquor^
b eer k e g s

GR OC E

DON SWITZER
Manager
805/544-4530

From page 13
“ I try to stay out of the
limelight thought,” says
C.B. "once people see you
it ruins the image.*’
Buffoon’s mannerisms

ri es

P.O. Box 809
3250 S. Higuera
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 ‘
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alwa3ra has a joke lurking
in jconversation. He said
that he doesn't like rock
concerts "because they’re
too loud.” Because three or

L

BIRKENSTOCKS
MEANS
CAMPUS COMFORT
Lightweight .
contoured
cork footbed
Resoleable
Relineable
Adjustable
tops
Mold to you
feet
Accomodate
narrow and
wide feet

and personality ”in real
life” are close to what he
puts across on the air
however. He's a swimmer,
likes ’^ f e things” and

the Franciscan
ROXANNE’S
FOOTWEAR

El Corral iS tä Bœkstcre

570 HIgusra • In Ths Crssmery
Phone 541-3320
'V
f:

V

four (Mople in San Luis
Obis|>o would like his
musical taste, he leavee all
the songs (dayed on K SLY
up to ths m uik director.
. K SLY 1400 on the AM
dial, is an "adxilt contemporary” station with most
listeners falling in the 2260 age group. M ost
listeners are women and
Buffoon used to give away
a weekly office |»rty to
listeners so that he could
meet them, he says
“We get complaints on
ever)Tth ^.” says Buffoon.
” I could say ‘it ’s sunny out
there this morning—it isn’t
th a t.p k e ’ end somebody
would call in and com
plain.”
But overall. Captain Buf
foon is content with hie job
and w ith th a a ra a .
Although it would ba aka
to “work for a big atatlon
soosawhara and mirin lota
of monay,” ha aajra, C.B. is
willing to ”imy a prka for
baauty” and stay in San
^’’'Vou know how when
you first coma hers jrou
hava aO thase goala about
where you want to go and
what jrou want to do?” he
asks. “WaU after being
here for eight jreare. I ’ve
grown to liJke it eo much
that afl those goala seem t o '
have Csllen by the wajmide
•onoewhere.”
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11. Pi «» 16

-I
$3.00 off a 16" large
Deluxe p iz z a .'
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 9-3002
rr-

Fast. Free D elivery ^

775-A Foothill ^Ivd
SLO

544-3636

$2.00 oN any 16"
S^item or more pizza.
One coupon pgr pizza.
Expires 9-30-K
Fast. Free D elivery

775-A Foothill Blvd
SLO

Menu
AM P lu M Includ« Our
SpaeM Mand of Sauca
and Chaaaa

*-

D O M IN O ’S
P IZ Z A
Additional Hama

Our Supèrb
Ctraaaa Plaia
12" small $4.40
16" large $6.93

Oomino'a Oaluia r
5 item s/tha pnca of 4
PeppeiDni. Mushroom^,
Or»ons. G raan Peppers,
and Ground Beef.'
12" small $7.50
16" large $11 53

E.B.A.

544-3636

U ; ' , , . •■

r

Pepperoni
Mushrooms
.>
Ham
Onions
Green Peppers
Olives
Sausage
Ground Beef
Jalapenos
Pineapple
Double Cheese
Extra Thick Crust
12" small $.80
16" large $1 15

1

.

12"

Everything But Anphovies
11 item s/the price of 10
12" small $12 09
16" large $16 95 '

Cheese
Any 1 Item
Any ’/?♦'/>
Any 2 items
,A ny 3 items
Any 4 items

$4 40
$5 20
$5 20

I
$7.50 buys any
large one item
pizza & 2
32 oz. cokes
Expires 9-30-02
775-A Foothill Blvd
Ttwobblrie Iwwf? Quaking
body? Has Monday diMI
anotwr cajaNng Mow? RanV»
youmaN «Mh a waS«oundtd
maal hom Oomlno'a R oa.
W all haS> wnooti lha wiMdaa
out ol your d « .

SLO.

S44-3636

$6 00
$680
$7 50

Vagi Oafuia
(5 Items for the price of 4)
M ushroom s. BlacK Olives.
Onions. G reen Peppers!
and Double Cheese

Our drivers carry less
than $10 00

12" Vegi Deluxe $7 50
16" vagi Deluxe $ ii 53

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax

C oca-C ola $ 75 /quart

Fast, frss dslivsry

Domino’s Pizza

775-A FoòthiiI Bivd.
SLO
Hours:
1100am-1200midnighl Sun.-Thurs
1100am-2:00am Fn. A Sat

Two free
quarts of
C O K E!

2 free quarts of Coke
with any 16" pizza
One coupon per pizze
Expires ® -3l-82
Feat, Free D elivery

1775-A Foothill Blvd

544-3636

■■

Mwrti t Ddly S e fto e b * * 1 4 22,1182
f f - i — — —

TASTY TOPPINGS
vEachTopping
12indi7(K — 16inch9(K
ExtraCheese Pepperoni
Mushrooms
G re ^ Pepper
Black Olives
Beef
Tomatoes
Sausage
Onion
Arty Hearts
Pineapple
Canadian Style Bacon
^ ir ip $

(Q

W O O D S T O C K ’S
LOCATED IN BIG PARKING LOT BETWEEN
MONTEREY & HIGUERA
LUNCH HOURS
Monday - Friday
1 1 :0 0 - 2:00

li

»JlwKI

Fc o u p o n s a v in g s I

ìR H Q yR S

Sunday - Thursday 5:00 - 1 :00
Friday & Sat. 5:00 - 2:00

COUPON

co u po n

$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE
PIZZA

ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
Expires O a . 20,1982

ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
Expires O a . 20,1982

co u po n

COUPON

co u po n

COUPON

$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE
^
PIZZA

2 FREE SOFT DRINKS
WITH PURCHASE OF
LARGE PIZZA
Expire%Oct. 20,1982

COUPON

2 FREE SOFT DRINKS
WITH PURCHASE OF
LARGE PIZZA
Expires O a . 20,1982

COUPON

I----COUPON

! $2

0

.00 OFF WOODSTOCK’S 26” PIZZA

COUPON

$2.00 OFF WOODSTOCK’S 26” PIZZA

NOT GOOD ON DELIVERIES
Expires O a . 10,1982

N OT GOOD ON D ELIVERIES
Expires O a . 10,1982

COUPON

COUPON

Pretty Fast Free Delivery 541-4420
1015 COURT ST.
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Stbiy by Jan Munrö
Photos by Leslie Winkel
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Incradibla as it may seem, there U San Luia Obiapo after Cal Pbly. In fact, there waa
San Luis Obispo btfort Cal Poly. Even more aatotinding is that there was thé Mission
San Luis Obispo de Toloea before any of it — and the mission is still there.
But. truthfully, the beers are reponsible for starting the area’s settlemoit in the first
place.
'
i
"
10 the year 1771. food was scarce fm the Spanish settlers up in Monte^y. The Los
Osos Valley (about e i ^ t miles south-weet of Cal Polyl was reknowned for an extreme
abundance of bears — im edible commodity. So. to feed the settlers, a troop of Spanish
soldiers came bear hunting.
While they were here, they saw a flat and fertile plain drained by several streams and
cradlad by naountaina of gray and green. H m place was an exoeilwt site, thoy thought,
for one of the Franciscan missions, to convert the heathen Cliumash Indians and to
maintain thé Spanish foothold in the land.

~

Mhifop foondad

FViar Juniparo Serra sgrssil So. in September 1772, he founded the fifth in a chain of
21 miasicms. which stretch along the California coaet from San Diego to north of San
Frandeco. Thia miasino waa called “San Luis Obispo da Toloaa.” after a young and
sainted 18th century bishop of Toulouse. Franca,
».byUw
by I name of S t. Louis.
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youngsters’ are called to lead Poly students

i '

_ J \ BYPETERHASS
SUffWritor

V“...and a tittU ehUd ahatt Uad thtm ."
— laaiah I1.-6
I

I -

WeD. bow about two chiklrra?
Although they'ra not kkle, the two
now KK-yoar-tdd A SI oxocutive offioere
ora probably the youngoet taam over.
A SI Proeident Sandra Clary and Vice
Prooidant Kovin Moaos both have plans
for what thoy’d Uka to eccompUsh in the

comingyw, '
Oory, a business major from Im
perial. said her top goal is to publish a
Ixwk of stud^t-toacher evaluations “to
benefit bgih instructors end students.”
The evaluations would detail what types
of tests .teachers give, whether or not
^tbd^ give finals, the amount of reading
they assign, and so on. Clary hopes to
begin questioning students in this Fell
Queiier. »
^
I
The booklet would probably be sold gt
'a nominal fee, and would list
alphabetically those teachers who
^ agreed to the process. Similar programs
' are operating at the Fullerton and
... Sacramento State campqses. Clary said.
' S te hopes to have the booklet published
by the end of the school year.
Clary would also like to see a copying
center in the University Union to reduce
the congestion caused by having onl)r
one copier which is located at the infor
mation desk in the U.U. The center
would also provide services such as
resume writing.
“Right now, we are looking for room
space,” Clary said. One possible loca
tion is the pinball room across from the
bookstore, which the games room is
planning to vacate.

Another of Clary’s projects is to pro
vide compact cor spaces in Cel P(dy’s
parking lots. After receiving encourage
ment frem President Warren Baker,
Clary said Douglas Gerard, executive
dean of facilities planning, assured her
compact spaces will be provided in any
new lots built by the university.
Clary also looks forward to putting
o u t. an informational pamphlet about
ASI and to the installation of two bonk ,
tellers on campus (they should be in by
the time you reed this).
. "—
Moses hopes to see that students oremore informed about
“hopefuUy
with the^help of t ^ M uitang Daily '
leadership.” The economics major from
Vallejo wants to write a weekly article
for the student newspaper relaying im
portant A SI goings-on to readers.
As vice president, Moses will serve as
the chairman of the Student Senate,
which he said will have moAy issues t(0
deal with as soon as their sessioh
begins.
.
__
The most important of these, Moses
said, will be the topic of an Instriictionally Related Activities fee increase.'He said of the iR A , which funds
programs such as athletics, agriculture
judging, the debate team and the modd
UN. “ If students really want those pro
grams, it should be supported in sonte
kind of referendum, otherwise ASI
shouldn’t have to support them. A $3 in
crease would generate enough support
for those programs.”
Moses said that ASI contributed
$67,000 tb IRA laèt year. He hopes to
see e student vote on the fee in erm e by
the end of winter or thè beginning of
Spring Quarter, when students should
be fully informed on the matter.

Moeee also plans to try to create
Academic and Administrative commis
sions, merging the two councils of
students from various university committeee in those areas with the S m t e ’s
committees.
“Senators would be better informed if
_thcy could meet directly with these
'repreeentativee,” Moeee said of the pro' p o ^ merger. “ I don’t think thf^’re be*
ing fully utilised because they don’t
have contact with the student
legislative body.”
Car pool stickers are another idea
Moses proposes. He would like to see a

sticker that could be sold for a higher
price then a normal sticker but which
could be passed among members of a car
pool, encouraging ride sharing. 'Thepoet
of the sticker would be shared, miudng
it lees than a single regular sticker, and
preferential perldng m e s s on con^ws
would be set aside for corpoolssii .if
Moeee’ plan were followed.
Finally, Moeee hopes for input frnrn
his constituents,
“I encourage studmts to get involved
in whet’s going on: all isei;^ need stu
dent input.’’
.
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TO students control most of university’s programs
BY JENNIFER JOSEPH
Staff Writer

Board issues

students are unwilling to pay for it though, he said.
The union board also sets policy such as who will be
allowed to use the meeting rooms and (%umash
Auditorium and for what purposes.
During Winter Quarter the board advertises commit
tee openings. Student applicants are screen<|d an4 these
selected serve a term hum one to two years, 'the terms
are staff staggwed to avoid a complete changeover each
year.
_
Ninety percent of the programs on campus involve the
University Union, said Ken Barclay, director of the Ac
tivities Planning Center. Barclay J s President Warren
Baker’s representative on the board and a non-voting
member.
Fifteen years ago. said Landreth, there was no center
of school i^ ivities, except for offices in the Temporary
College l)nkm, now known as the Hillcrest Lounge,
behind the dormitories. Activities and programs were
held in the gym , theater and various classrooms.
Former Ftesident Julian A. McPhee felt Cal Poly
needed a union and had to acquire enough funds to cover
pfeliminary costs assodated with the buUding. Over a
24-year span the university W d accumulated a surplus
of money from bookstore-receipts, said Landreth.
Though McPhee received many creative proposals to
use the money, they were not compatible with his idea
to build a union.

The board discusses issues such up the possibility ol
building a satellite union on the west side of campus.Governors conduct feasibility studies and student opin
ion polls to assess needs, such as more quiet study areas
or food service facilities.
The results of a poll taken during last spring's ASI
eleetiens showed a majority of students favored a
satellite union, said landreth. The poll indicated

' ' In January 1969 the student body and administration
wanted to build a facility to operate and centralize its
activities, said Landreth. A committee from Associated
Students endorsed a proposal, approved by thenpresident Robert E. Keniwdy, to build a union facility.
Before the federal government woidd agree to loan
n^ney for the building’s construction, students had to

Manx veteran and new students are pro^U y
uiiiixviire the University Union is administerad by a
Uiard o^f their peers, facility and staff and operates on a
l«iriion of registration fees.
The University Union Board of Governors recom
mend the budget and policies which guide the operation
of the building. This year the board will work with an
$855,000 budget which covers union staff salaries,
operational costs and debts. The $14'students pay each
quarter with registration fees helps to offset these
èosts.
,
' The board has 15 voting members, 10 of which arc
students including board chairman David Haynes. Thé
other five are faculty, staff and one alumnus. The board
also has seven non-voting members including ad
ministrators, James Landreth, director of Business Af
fairs and Roy Gersten, director of ASI and the Universiiy Union. They provide information to the board from
their specific areas.
‘ '
By a two-thirds vote of the members, policies concern
ing the union may be amended, adopted or repealed.
Proposals are then approved by university president
Warren Baker.

Building the UU
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vote whethw to pay It fee to cover unkm debts and
operational costs.
“Programs have been unified in terms of physical
location and expanded withing the union,’' said Lan
dreth.
How much voice the governors will r e t t o in the near
future for administering the union remains uncertain.
“The university administration is leaning toward the
board to establish union policy only,’’ said Gersten. AS2
may become responsible for operations and manage
ment, he s a j^
~
The ASI iMses the building from the state and is
therefore legally respohsible for its management and
operation, said Gersten. But in 1970 A SI delegated the
UUBG the responsibility to manage the union and pro
vided guidelines for its operation, he said.

>

Unclear authority

Ute lease provision, though, does not clearly define
the amount of authority the board holds over the union
or its relationship with the university and the A SI.
President Baker has asked Dean of Students Russ
Brown to form a committee to study and clarify the
issue, said Landreth.
One (^tk>n may place management undo- the direc
tion of l^udent Affairs, said Haynes. If that happpens,
Haynes said he fears the loss of direct student input in
managemeriT^ecisions which may include the funds for
the budget that are received from registration fees.
^‘Students should retain a voice in how their money
will be spent,’’ he said.
.
^
But Gersten said Baker wants the students to^ be a
majority in the decision-making operations of the union.
'The A S I’s five year lease ended June 30 and before a
new document can by written, the question of where
ultimate authority oi^the union rests must be resolved.
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SLO nature spots can breathe life into tired brains/
B Y SH ERRY HEATH
'
.
i
^
,4'
S taff Writer
When your books refuse to open (ind your calculator
■\f
can’t seem to compute simple math, it may be time to
leave behind the sights of Cal Poly a n d ^ t back to nature
for awhile. And here in San Luis Obispo County the out
door opportunities are as good as anywhere in the state
and cheap enough for even the most limited student
budget.
I ’m talking about taking a hike, jumping in a lake, flymg a kite; all those refreshing recreating activities that
can breathe life back into tired brains. 'There’s enough to
do and see in this area to keep you busy for a couple of
:years, or at least long enough to get you back on your
mental feet again.
Rod Neubert, director of the 'Travel Center, craft
C en t« and A Sl Outings, suggests that students
creatively learn how to take miniH'acations as they trip
throufdi school. And ASI Outings and the Escape Route
flouted in Rm. 112 in the University Union) are there to ~
guide and facilitate those outdoor adventures.
- -if you to travel in packs. Outings takes two to five trips
every weekend to various places in and out of the state.
The costs are held to a minimum for these canoe and raft
tr^ s, bicycle tours, dayhikes (or longer), rock clinibs and
sailing excursions and “you can sure meet a variety of
people while you’re at it,’’ says Neubert.
For those who prefer some solitude as wril as scenery
and exercise, the Escape Route has all the equipment,
sifety tips and suggestions to assure you^he l ^ t possi
ble time when.you head for the hillk.
For the dayhiker, Neubert points out that there are
enough varieties of trails in San Luis Obispo County to
“write a whole book on. ’’
'The most prominent feature in the city perhaps is the
string of volcanic plugs leading out to Morro Bay. 'Two of
^ 4
these “Seven Sisters,’’ Bishops Peak and San Luis Moun
tain, are easily accessible and provide excellent views of
the southern portion of the county.
To get there, drive out Foothill Blvd.'to the saddle'
between the peaks and park at a turnout near 'This Old
House Restaurant. 'Trails lead straight up the sides of
both mountains, but hikers are warned to watch out for
poison oak along the way. B^oth trai^ climb about 3 miles.
'There’s also Cuesta Ridge for mountain hiking. The
ridge, at the top of the Highway 101 summit of Cuesta
Grade, offers a spectacular view 'of the county from
Morro Bay to Pismo Beach. Hikers should turn left at the
U.S. Forest Service road at the top of the'grade and wind
up and around to the vista point ju st below KSBY-'TV’s
transmission tow«- and beyond to the many hiking paths
that line the Santa Lucia Mountain range.
A little closer to home is the hike to the “ P " behind
campus. For this short haunt which leads to a view of Cal
Poly and most of San Luis Obispo, follow the trail behind
the red brick dorms. 'This is an excellent hike for early
mornings and late evenings and the more ambitious
climbers can continue to the ridge top for a view of the
*
MvaWngOaSy—Vant/UvmttfM
surrounding countryside.
For those who prefer oceanside hiking. Montana de Oro
If San Luis Obispo County ever designated a natural object as Its official symbol« It would unState Parks’ nearly 10,000 acres include rugged cliffs,
doubtably choose Morro Rock which sits proudly off the coast of Morro Bay. Morro Rock,
secluded beaches, year-round streams and in thp-spring,
photographed from Montano de Oro Beach, is Just one of the natural treasures outdoor en
wildflower-covered hills from which the park gets its
thusiasts will find in San Luis Obispo County.*
name—Mountain of Gold. Coon Creek and Hazard Creek
head through the wooded areas of the park, while the
more difficidt Valencia Peak and Oates Peak trails take and instruction is also offered for beginners.
fish. Boat rentals are available at all lakes.
' r
you to the tops of mountains and ridges.
Saltwater fishing cah be done all along the coast and
If you like water sports, your’re idso in the right place,
For short-range t r ^ . rides to Avila Beach (22 miles
as the area abounds in beaches and lakes. 'There’s sailing charters are available'ih Morro Bay and Avila Beach for
round trip along South Higuera), Morro Bay (26 miles at Laguna Lake (off Madonna Road), at Lopez Lake, about $26. Neubert points out that although the price
R.T. along Highway 1), and Lopez Lake (46 nules R.T. Morro Bay, Port San Luis, Pismo Beach and Santa seems high the catch easily makes up the difference.
down South Broad or Orcutt Road) off»* inexpensive en- Margarita Lake. The Cal Poly Sailing club has foiu* or five Halibut and Rock Cod are abundant locally.
boats and members check them out when the club isn’t
vigorating tours of the area.
|
Bicyclists should remember that the wind almost using them.
,
.
'There are a vánety of other outdoor activities too. Such
always blows to the south in this county, so it’s easiest to
Canoeing is available at Lopez Lake for a small rental as ^and skiing at the Montana de Oro dunes, clamming on
ride north in the morning and use the wind to help you charge. Local rivers also offer excursion routes for this Pismo Beach, biking Perfumo Canyon (off Los Osos
early form of transportation. 'The Escape Route and Valley Road), touring historic San Luis Obispo and
back in the afternoon, sajrs Neubert.
For those who like to rock climb. Bishop’s Peak (from Outings here again can assist you in trip planning and sliding down the Mustang water slides at Lopez Lake.
the Highland Drive entrance), Chorro Willows (between equipment rentals.
'
Students are urged to check with the Escape Route for
Los Osos and Morro Bay on South Bay Blvd.) and Cuesta
Fishermen and women can choose from four freshwater assistance, and every week upcoming trips are listed to
Boulder (behind Cuesta College on O’Connor Way) are lakes: Lopez. Santa Margarita, Nacimiento, and San An help them get the blood flowing again and put a little life
good bouldering areas. Escape Route rents equipment. tonio, stocked with trout, bass, bluegill, crappie and cat- back into this scholarly existence.
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Students share faith in the many reiigious groups

BY CAROL A. JOHNSON

SUHWrtMf
.
For students who desire to make new
friends, share their faith, or just learn
more about a certain religion, there are
an abundance of religious organisations
hsreatCalPcdy.
Most of the clubs have wedcly
meetings, with singing and fellowship.
Many alM partidpata in Poly RoyaL
hold fund raisers and organise fidd
trips, activities, prayer mestings. and
Uhls stiidies. B ^ w is a list of the
various elute on campus.
I t e r e are several interdenominational
Christian groups, inchiding Campus
Cmsads for Christ, Campus Advance
for Christ. Navigators and Intsrvarsity
Cteiatian Fellowship. There are also a
number of Christian clubs for many of
the dspartmsnts on campus, such as

Christians in Business and Architec
ture.
Among the denominational churches
is the Baptist Student Union, Concern
ed Christians (Seventh-Day Adventist),
Alpha Omega Fellowship (Calvary Bap
tist). Canterbury Club (St. Stq>hen’s
Episcopal), and Chi A ^ha (Assembly of
God). The Christian Science Organiza
tion holds areekly meetings, as we as

Eckankar, an organization that is con
cerned with the path of “total
awareness.” They seek to discover areas
of existence that lead to a greater
awareness of one’s self,
'The Lutheran Church has a club called
Gamma Delta, Epsilon Zeta. Haverim is
for students of the Jewish faith, and
there is also a Hebrew ChristiSn
Fellowship. 'The Church of Jesus Christ

W EKDffiEm

of Latter Day Saints (The Mormons),
sponsor an organization, as do the
Muslims.
The Westminster Fellowship caters to
those of the Presbyterian faith, and the
Methodists have an organization known
as the Wesley Foundation. 'The Church
of the Nazarene has a chib, the Catholics
sponsor the Newfnan Conununity and
there is the Roger Williams Foundation
for the American Baptist Association.
'The Student International Meditation
Society is another ^organization: lastly ,.
there is the Way Cmnpus Outreach.
All of these religious chibs welcoms
new members, and are eager to share
their faith with newoomsrs. If any of
these clubs sound appealfaig, drop in on
one of their meethigs and sea what
they’re aO about. I t could change you
whole life.
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The great pizza hunt: a studjent survival guid€
b y j a n m u Nr o

Staff Writer
Finding the delicious pizza is an important skill for the
s u ^ v a l of the typical college student- I say delicious
only because good pizzas are, figuratively speeking. a i
dime a dozen. But the dtUcious pizza—those ere a bit
hardectooomeby.
^
Sian Luis Obispo has nine full-fledged pizza dealers. I n '
my visits to each and every one of them I have come upon
my own partricular rule of thumb—in this case, rule of
nose,
The rule is as follows; If the pizza dealer in question
has a restaurant t|uit has the pungent, sinus-clearing
odor of romano and barmesan cheese—an unmistakable
smeO which quits defeats the purpose of even the most
expensive perfume—then you are in fo r »good pizza,
r . If you walk bito ji place that smells somewhat like a
spicy restaurantiChanoes are you’ve found a b ttttr pir-^
V ’ Noae knows
But when you walk into a pizzeria that smalls like a real
Italian restaurant—the air so rich it mains your nose
turn to jsQo— then you know you’ve stumbled upon the
dtUeioua pizza.
Of the 9 pizzerias I visited, three of them offered fiw
delivery; the other six had ta l» o u t or eat-in. Only
two—the two that were hardest to find—had that nosajeDo, dshclous-pizza promise.
Good pizta is, of course, available at the usual rfftn
restaurants. ’The Straw Hat Pizza Parlour, in the Madon
na Plaza S h e llin g Center, is conveniently located near
the theater and has a suffident supply of video games. It
even has a large screen on which old movies and cartooqs
are shown. Pizzas range in price from 83.95 to $13.99. .
The I*izza Hut, at 2138 Broad St., has a juke box along
with the usual video games. It also has a salad bar and
“new thicker and tastier crust’’ on pizzas ranging from
$4.86 to $11.65.
Shakey’s has both thick and thin crust pizzas, from
$2.36 to $11.57, and pizza-lovers can watch television on
the. big TV screen in the restaurant. All three chain
restaurants have various all-you-can-eat deals to lure the
money-conscious hungry student.
New kid in town
Domino PiZza, the latest chain to join San Luis
Obispo’s pizza row, has no restaurant, but otfera pizza for
pick-up or free delivery. In fact, Domino Pizza guarantees
30-minute delivery of any of its pizzas, which range hi
price from $4.40 to $11.35, to almost anywhere within
San Luis Obispo.
’ ____
Another delivery-only pizzeria is Armadillo Pizza, and
Armadillo is a San Luis Obispo original. Not only do they
also guarantee 30-minute delivery, but Armadillo, unlike
its chain-bo\md coqipetitors, has the kind of hip advertis
ing campaigh'fcb make any pizza taste good.
To compete with all the other pizzerias. Armadillo also
offers a special "Dillo Dozen” dMd; On each box of pizza,
which ranges from $3.92 to $12.77, there’s a special proofof-purchase sticker. Customers who save up a dozen of
the stickers are entitled to their choice of pizza, free.
The pizza is ntade with hand-spun dough “Vienna
Style,” tossed in the air so it rises better, made fresh
every day.
/
Better pizzas
/
Among the better pizza places is Crest Pizza, close'td
the Cal ^ l y campus, at 179 N. Santa Rota St. It also has the most inexpensive pizza, starting at $2.15 for a minipizza. Prices range up to $11.95 for the largest.
Ctast nzza also has a large TV screen—good for wat
ching football games or a ' special epiwde of Star
Trak—akmg with an array of video games and big |dtchsrstrf beer for $3.25.

vegetable and salad munchie from olive green to ciimchy
purple.
Woodstocks is a bit difficult to find. It;s at 1015 Court
St., across from Boo Bob Recorc^in downtown San Luis
Obispo. Open since'January of 'T981, it sells pizza from
$5.05 to $10.60, and you get a dioice of traditloital white ^
or tasty whole-wheat crust.
The delicious pizza
But the best pizzerias—the ones that have delicioua piz
za are also the hardest to find. Neither of thdn have free^
^delivery, and neither of them advertise much.
Eddie’s Pizzeria, at (Would you believe it?| 789'/t
Foothill Blvd., is a small, unassuming place next to a beer
bar called “Chapter One.” Eddie's Lunch Special is a
deal; a 9-inch pizza with a choice of three toppings is only
$3.
Eddie hinm lf has been running the Pizzeria for three
years now, making his own dough, sausage, meatballs
and liguica. Everything on the pizzas, with the e x c ^ io n
of artichoke heints, olives and jalapeno peppers, is
fresh—approximately 5Vi pounds of fresh, as a matter of
fact, in Eddie’s 16-inch combo.,
“ I beat (the other pizzerias) in quality. I don’t care
which place you go to.” Eddie says. “Quality and quanti
ty .”
Because Eddie offers no special deals, like all-you-caneats or discount coupons, he says he can be more
'generous with the meat and the cheese.
Admittedly, Eddie's lacks the shiny-plastic, primarycolor. hard-line cheeriness of more modem restaurants. In
fact, net all of Eddie’s chairs even match. But theia’s a
video game for stray quarters and even a dart board.
I
Real class
Eddie laufdted when he told me about one customer
who came in'one day and told him his place had “real
class.” But that’s what it is—real atmosphere with class
pizza.Now Eddie has a new feature; “Eddie’s Party Pizza.” a
huge pizza-lover’s dream 2 feet in diameter. Aside from
this and his $3 lunch special, there is delicious pizza rang-,
ing from $5 to $11, made with whole-wheat crust.
Bechelli’s Pizza, at 3238 S. Higuera in the Padre Plaza,
, also has the 24-inch pizza, along with regular size pizzas
that range in price from $3.70 to $22.80 for the party-size
pizza. The restaurant, now in its fourth year, doesn’t
advertise.
Aside from delicious pizza, Bechelli’s also has a'large
restaurant, with a row of video games, a long salad bar
and a very confident owner.
A
Hank Litty, owner of the family-run restaurant, said he
doesn’t mind the other pizzerias opening up in San Luis
Obispo.
“ I like it in a way,” he says. “They remind people about
pizza. . .and when they think of good pizza, they come
IfcnH m D*Sy—V«n AlmndM here.”
Litty said he caters to the local people. “We don’t shoot
Students who “flip” over pizza will find San Luis
loaded with dealers of these delicious discs. for the tourists. We put that extra monev we don’t use for
advertising into our product.”
From national chains to home-spun flavor, local
1^

piiza places help students survive the munchles.
A lure to the budget-conscious college student is the
$2 coupon In some issues of Mastang Daily and the local
San Luis Obispo paper. Telegram Tribune, the coupon
will save you enough for eight 25-cent video
gam es—or whatever you choose to spend you $2 on
(anything but the mini-pizzas).
Also in the running in the b ttttr pizza category is
Woodstocks Pizza. Not only does Woodstocks have free
delivery, a tastefuly furnished restaurant and (of coursel)
video games, but they have a salad bar with every
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ASI Program Board:
let it entertain you
’

BYPBTERH A SS
'
S ta ff Writer
Siwtents mw to
have to laarn the meanings of
many exotic m w terms, like A SI, U.U. and Program

Bonyd.

Cal Poly
^

:

Tlie MW chairman of the 'ASI Program Board, which

cooirdiMtee the activitita o f’ 10 programming commit' teea, was ju st as bewildered when 1m first arrived as a
student from'Coeeta C oU m two yearsSgo.
tra
U nd didn’t stop Art Sandford m m getting involved.
inv
*1 didn’t know what Afil was whan I first came here,”
^ the, sudor political science major said, but ho wanted to
involta h&nself in some extracurricular activity.
Secin, he found himself the treasurer of the five-person
exeSative board. And lart May, he was selected to chair
thaboard.
"
Largeat budget
U m Program Board has the largest budget of any ASI
orgmdsation (9455,816). ’This money goes M loTO committeea which {wovide a wide variety of entertainment and
recreation activities for
Poly students.
’The biggest monejrmaker of the 10 last year was the
Films Committee, which Sandford said brought in o v ttf
$6.000 in fwofits for A SI. Films was only budgeted to br
ing fa $511 last year, but srith their fine showing. Pro
gram Board expecta them to net $3,261 iMXt year. Sandfardsaid.
' ’11m traditional profit powerhouse, the Ccmcerts Com
mittee. actually lost money for the 1981-82 school year,
•said Sandford.
Sandford could not provide figures, but he said the loss
was dm largriy to last ^ » in g Quarter’s Cheap Trick
shoWa which was poorly attended.
- lliis year, the Concerts Committee has scheduled a
show fa Mustang Stadium during Sprii^ Quartw. No art
iste have been signed by the committeiB M jret, Sandford
noted.
Other committees under the Program Board are: Ffae
Arte, which presents classical concerts and art exhibits in
the University Union Gallerie; the Craft Centw, which of
fers clssees as diversified as jewelry making and bicycle
repairing; Outings, which rents equipment for the great
outdoors from the ’’Escape Route” in the U.U. and spon
sors tr^ s for river rafters, mountain climbers and
cycHsta.
’The recreation and toum am oits committee puts on
omipetitioM in sports like frisbee and beach volleyball,
said Sandford. as wril as offering “mini-classes" in
maesage. dance, sign language and other subjects, and
organising a College Bowl contest in January.
Aasaasbly debate
Speakers Forum offers debates mid speeches (such
asthe debate between hurt Küpper and
Seastrand,^
candidates for State Assembly, set for September 21).’rhe‘
Special Events committee presents concerts on a smaller

T“
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Tim Weisberg beguiled a Cal Poly audience laat January with hia maaterful flute playing. Welaberg
was brought to Poly by the Concerts Committee, one of 10 organizations in the Program Board.
coet programs.
Among MW happeni igs fa Poly programming. Sand
ford was excited about being o m of 125 trial colleges to
use the new Campus Entertainment Network, w h ià will
beam live tM*vision programs via sattalite to schools
across the country. The netwwk will furnish the receiving"
dish and giant screen used to televise the proposed con
certs and Broadway riiows—and. Sandforà added, will
claim 95 percent of thè take. ’TV programming, a subcom
mittee of Films, iprill likely be handling this new enterpriee, he said.
Ju s t as he got involved in Program Board two 3rears
ago, Suidford encourages aU students to participate in
OM or more of the cominitteee.
’’Whether you like it or not, you are a member of A SI,
and your moMy is going to fae spent. Unless you get in
volved, you srili have no say in sdiat it ’s sbent on” he
said.
I

scale than the Concerts Committee (in other words, per
formers with lower rates). The Cultrual Advisory Com
mittee is a link between Cal Poly’s ethnic community and
the Program Board. Sandford atated the newly formed
group does some programming in association with the
U.U.’s Cultural Center.
Finally, the music board of contnd coordfaates the activitiee of the many'groupe within Poly’s Music Depart
ment to reduce conflicts in scheduling.
The five-person executive board, publishee a quarterly
calendar of events, sends members to a regional con
ference, of the Association of College UnioM Interna
tional, of which it is a member with the University Union
Board of Governor^, and holds workshops for new of
ficers in all committees each May.
Besides trying to resolve conflicts between committees
as far as scheduling is concerned, Sandford said another
of the board’s responsibilities is to approve major, higb-
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Mission museum allows peek at life before Poly
Fro^psÓ «2

mission grounds were sold for about
9500 to AYankee sea catptain.'
But that was 'when CaUfomia was
under the new Mexican government,
which had enough problems of its own
to worry about &umcing the Franciscan
missions. In 1834 seculiuization of the
\ 'missions lost much of the mission lands.
After California became part of'the
United S ta te s, President Jam es

I The mission in
Luis Obispo is one
of the few of the 21 which is stUl on the
original sife. True, it has undergone
some changes, such as a VicUjrian-style
steeple to house the bells — most
decidedly not in the ^pAnish mission
tradition — and once, shmlly before
California joined the Union, tt e entire

S u p p o rt

M o rd i of Dimes

Give to
««»ve » o b le «

».allowing the p e < ^ and atrests of San
Luis Obispo as tbsy were when tjfe town
was as T^d a s the bears whfcH still
roamed the coast.
(The bears“-the ones who started it
Vall, remeniber — ware so numerous that
townspeople put bars on their windows
tokeeptbsm out.)
The display of a ceramic pretzel, com
plete with coarse sprinklings, gives an
insight into the character of the town. A
tiny cork at one end'shows it to be, in
truth, a camouflaged whiskey flask,
“used to hide a drinking habit*from the
womenfolk.”
The Mission Plaza outside the mission
is a beautiful area, serving as a gather
ing place for various social events
The Mission is Ideated on Chorro
street, right at the intersection of
Monterey. I t ’s easy to find — the only
mission in towni — end it ’s well worth a
free visit to take a peek at San Luis
Obi^M, btfor» Cal Poly.

Buchanan gave the San Luia Obiapo
misaion'and ita buildings back to the
CathojUc Church.
Thé mission has been resttwed to such
an extent that it‘e difficult to get the
feeling of its age. An annex has been ad*
ded to the main building on the east
side, and the front of the church has
been revamped so much it’s almost im
possible to imagine its original setting. _
A trip into the free museum, however,
brings back the ghosts of San Luia
Obiapo — the dusty streets and longdead settlers, with hard faces under feltrimmed hats. The Chumaah are there,
too. doe-eyed people who lived in a
friendly fashion on a staple diet of
serons.
Aside from the collection of church artifcats, the museum has a tremradous
array of arrowheada, beads, stone work
ing to<ds arid other^ treasures of the
Chumaah Indians. Tlwre is also an ex
tensive display of old i^ to g rap h s,
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Cash registers ring as students return to schooi
B Y ANNE FRENCH
Staff Writer
The ringing in of another academic year at Cal Poly will
be accompanied by the ringing of cash registers
-tfarqugbout the San Luis Obispo area. Executive
Manager of the SIX) Chamber of Commerce, Dave Garth
estimatas that with the return of Poly students this fall
there will be an approximate 20-26 perpent ip cm se in
'
“
business activity.
“But it depends on the enterprise. For businesses that
cater to' students there will be a significant increase. For
the ones that don’t, the difference inay be negligible,’'
said Garth.
^
Garth said that not only will the student influx make a
difference, but also the returning CaJ Poly fhculty and
staff. “And there will now be the influence of Cal Poly’s
being able to purchase at the local level,’’ said Garth.
He said he felt the returning students have an overall
positive affect on the community. “They bring young,
fresh ideas along with their economic participation,’’ said
Garth. “Their environmental consciousness is another
plus."
I
'
Garth said students provide a community service by
working as interns. He said that local businesses are
usually more than willing to work with students while In
the various internship programs. “It seems to work,
said Garth.
~
^
I
College town
“This is definitely a college town,’’ said second year
Cuesta student Vinnie Rodriguez, who moonlights as a
food server at the Yogurt Shoppe. Summertime, there’s
sbout a 20-30 porcent drop,’’ said Rodrigues.,,
He said that probably because of the Yogurt Shoppe’s
downtown location, it serves a wide variety of people. “ I
guess that closo* to campus they really feel the pinch dur jSenior eldictronic ohgineerlng major Rick Cobb peers into a glass display case at Ross
ing the summer,’’ said Rodriguez.
>Jewelers to price the pendants.
\
The cook from the Dark Room said the students 1)
write on the walls, 2) pass bad checks, 3) forge phony IDs.
“But we love ’em,’’ said A1 Milan, food prq>ar«’ and
leader of the group, A1 Milan and the U n it^ States
Robota.
The Mustangs will have
most coaches to buy strong season and headed north to
“ In summer we face about a 20 percent decrease. But
S t a t e . to t a n ^ with the likes of
rope and look for an Oak, L S a c f a m e n t o
we’re currently changing our format to appeal to a more
diverse daytime crowd of businessmen,.non-students, and
The top two players tre e w ith a stu rd y Recruiting efforts were Stanford. San Jo e s State,
Fresno State and 1982
tourists as well as the nocturnal students,’’ said Milan.
aren ’t returning this tvanch-^but not Poly soc also hampered.
Milan credited the enthusiastic new owner, Dave In- season and the team faces cer coach Wolfflpmg Gart Im provem ent predicted, NCAA finalist Cal State
glish, for the smely needed face-lifting. But then Milan ita . iwighest schedule in ner. Ha fads lucky. Gart
Evan with afl the hassles Los Angelas.
ner’s simply 1^ to have a of a year ago, Gartner
To plug up those two
glanced a t a video, game and frowned. “Dave’s better at history.
Pac Man than la m ."
**
hopes to batUs
State gaping hdea, flashy Alex
Such news would cause taam|0coKh.
The nnlvarsity.. had all Loe Angsbs for the league Ckoaisr wiD be moved from
but called in a minister to -'title. ' He predicted the fullback to halfhack and
perform the eulogy for the team’s oveyaU skill will im freshman Tom Gleason is
soccer taam last year. prove, but conceded the im- expectad to f i l l , i n lor
Whan the Athletic Ad- provemant may not be ap Bneenthal
vieory Councfl drew up a parent in the standings.
Poor other players —
list of IntarcoUegiata
“Deepite the gnahm- goalkeeper Randy Smith,
sports to cut from this tkms. more experience will halfbacka Tom Harvey and
year’s sports budget, the show,” Gartner said. "1 Jo n Beckar and forward
soccer taam was on the hit lode for athletic improve Curtis Apsey — are aU vir
KODAK & C 4 0 0 0 Camera
list. But Just as the com ment. I look for ns to reach tually assured of starting
mission was fitting the soc a higher skflllevoL”
positions.
cer taam in the noose and .-B tA -to iasprove on last
Gartner was not brash
tightening the knot, soccer year’s ^10 record and aec- enough to say his team
was given a reprieve
ond place standing, the could steal the league title
But the uncertainty of team will have to dam two away bom Cal State L.A
whether the team would obstacles: its schedule and However, he is willing tc
suit up for 1982 did tidte its the loss of Rich tanBoech match his team talent-wiw
toU.
3rear’s top scorer, and Roaenthal. Gartner against any in tha nation.
“We can play any univer
Brett RoaenthaL became touted tanBoech as “the
disenchanted with the pro- beet player this university sity in the nation and win
or at least look good."
qiect of not playing this has ever seen.”

Soccer coach expresses confidence
BY TOM JOHNSON
Editor
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Volleyball, water polo regroup after getting axed
BY VALERIE BRICKMAN
SUNWiHar

-

i

After several months of careful con
sideration, a 14-member commission
^comprised of administrators, faculty
and students decided to d|t>p two sports
from . the university’s 1982-83 inta*coUegiate athletic program.
^_
President'Warren Baker aimounced
last February that men’s volleyball and
water pdo were being dropped from this
year’s program.
Both teams have since pieced
themselves back together after receiv
ing the ax earlier this year, and^wUl
become sports under A SI.

As an ofHcial club under A SL the
water polo team will be completely ^ f
supporting. It will raise money through
club fees and alumni donations.
“We already have number of tour
naments lined up for the fall,’’ said Paul
Cutino, former assistant wafer polo
coach.
-----The volleyball team hopes to receive
funding from the A SI.
"The A SI likes our sport and I think
they would like to help us,” Volleyball
Coach Craig Cummings said.
Cummings explained that the team
will be playing conlpetitors such as Peppordine and Stanford, but would be con-

VALUABLE C O U P O N

sidered a Division II team'as opposed to
their Division I level standing last year.
The water polo team also wdl be com
peting against top notched rivals but
unless they are acknowledged by the ad
ministration as an NCAA dub, they will^
not be able to compete in the Division II
naiionals.
President Baker explained in a memo
that the need to drop mdn’s water polo
and volleyball was a combination of in
sufficient h|nding as well as a facility
scheduling problem.
“The n e ^ of the instructional pro
gram of the Physical Education Depart
ment, rombined with the scheduling of
men’s and women’s basketball and
n^en’s wrestling, and the' increasing

facility demands of the intramural
recreation program, make it impossible
for us to continue men’s volleyball.
Baker said in the mémo. .
Men’s tennis, swimming, soccer,
baseball and women’s tennis and swim
ming were also on the list of sports the
commission considered dropping. .
With the elimination of water polo
and volleyball. Cal Poly
now com
pete in nine men’s interrollegiate sports:
football, basketball, socc^, swimming,
cross country, tennis, track, wrestling,
and bakeball.
The women’s intercollegiate sports
will remain at eight with bàsketball,
swimming, gymnastics, cross country,
softball, tennis, track and volleyball.

“ Best W ishes for the School Year”
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Volleyball coach faciès questions
BYMIKEMATHISON

replace them right away. They say we
will do very good just to finish in the top
'10. 1 say, 'Let's see.' And 1 say that
with a grin on my face.

StaNWiHar /

Entering hie fifth year ae the head
lyorocm’s voUeyball coach, Mike WUton
had more queatione to answer than a
guest on 60 M inutes.
And although the questions aren't as
' perplexing as the ones passed by Mike
Wallace Sunday night they are ju st as
tough to anser.
I
Wilton lost five players off last year’s
41-8 team which finished No. 6 in the na
tion. Three of the group
Dianna
Deutschman, Marie Lundie and
S h erid an “ S h e r m ” Wal ker
■
graduated, while two others — Monica
Park and Aileen Semenson — rescinded
their scholarships to concentrate on
academics.
Anyone ~ who followed Mustang
volleyball last season knows Lundie and
Walker were the catalysts — they ware'
the leaders. Thus, who wiU prove the
team’s leader is the first unanswered
question.
<
"Marie supplied the leadership for us
last year,” Wilton said. " S te was
always there. Her very presence was
always a steadying factor,, Sherm sup
plied a little different leadership role for
us. She was more the emotional type of
leader. The fiery one!
W anted! a leader .
" I don't know if 1 can say this or that
individual will supply the sole leader
ship role for us this year. Everybody on ^
this team is different. I will say the
seven returnees must put their
shoulders to the wheel and set examples
for the players coming in. We have to
have this. I t ’s going to be interesting
because some people are going to have
to'fill roles they've never had to before.
If any player has any latent leadership
qualities, they'll come out this year. I .
think everybody has leadership
qualities in them. We have to have each
person pull their own weight and have
everybody be confident in each other. If
that happens, and I know it will, we'll be
tough.”
The second question on the list also in-^
volves Lundie. Who will replace her?
The answer: Tina Taylor. Limdie was
the 5-foot-€ setter who, at tim es,^BS
simply more amazing at that position.
The biggest knock on Lundie, and pro
bably the only one, was her height. At 56 she wasn’t exactly an imposing figure
when it cante to blocking oppositions’
spike attempts. She also wasn’t much of
a threat to slam kills when the oppor
tunities arose. Taylor, though, at 6-8, is
more of; an offensive and defensive
threat than her predecessor. Taylor
played the right-side hitter for Wilton
the past three seasons, giving her the
hitting and blocking experience. The
next question concerns how well Taylor
will serve as a floor general.
“We are inexperienced at the setter
position,” Wilton said. "B u t Tiiih does
have tha physical capabilities to handle
the job and do it very well. I know she'll
do it. She’s a com'petiter.”

^

I

The women’s volleybftll team begins the 1982 season with several questions
unanswered. But towering middle blocker Wendy Hooper has the answer to
the question: Who will block opponent’s shots?
Qualified applicants
And now that Taylor has moved over
one slq(, who will play the right side?
Wilton has a n um l^ of very qualified
applicants to choose from. Among those
on list are 5-11 sophomore Stacy
Stowell, 5-10 junior Chris Collett. 5-7
freshman Lynn Kessler, and 6-0
freshman Ellen Bugalski. “The rightside player gets between 15 and 20 sets
in a long m atch," Wilton said. “The per
son has to block and p(^ in and set. Tina
did a very fine jo b the last three years.”
The next question comes from the
middle. "W hat are our middle blockers
going to do?” Wilton said. “T hat’s a big
one. In the past we have gone ju st about
as far as out middle blockers have taken
us.”
The big 16-21 force in the middle last

Haas International
14K Gold & Sterling Silver
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year was Wendy Hooper. But another
question on Wilton’s list was how well
Hooper would be prepared for early
season workout. And the prognosis, as
of August 16, was quite promising. This
girl is most definitely ready to play.
Aiding her in the middle are: 6:1 '
sophomore Terri Purling, and two
freshmen — 6-1 Carol Tschasar and 5-11
Tammy Schroeder. Another possibility
in the middle is Stowell.
So with all these questions, and a few
more the coach has on the clipboard, the
1982 season is a little too uncertain for
Wilton after e x e u n t back-to-back
seasons.
“Most college volleyball aficionados
say we’re not near as good as we were
last year, Wilton said. "They say we lost
some key people and won’t be able to
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Potential

“You have to know we did lose some
good people. So we definitely have somequestions to be answered. We have the
potential to be very good. I'm n£t too
worried about what other teams db dur
ing they year. All I know is if we play
like we are capable of playing each nuitch, everything else will take care of
itself.”
The Mustangs just returned from a
weekend trip to ^ n Diego where they
competed in the San Diego State Invita
tional. Wilton's women will take on
Wyommg Tuesday night and then face
the IV>ple’s Republic of China’s Junior
National Team in an exhibition match
Wednesday- eve. Both games in the
Main Gym begin at 7:30.
Leading the Mustangs is 5-11 junior
hitter Sandy Aughinbaugh, a.k.a., San
dy Awesomebaugh. she is a legitmate
Division I All-American candidate.
“Sandy is one of the premier left-side
hitters in the country in Division I
volleyball,” Wileton said. “ It's been one
continual improvement after another
for Sandy. I don’t know if I ’ve ever seen
an athlete improve as fast. She's a real
nice product."
•Wilton has had his starting rotation
set since August. But it's not chipped in
stone. He's open for changes and won't*
hesitate to make them. Opposit
Aughinbaugh as a left-side hitter is .VILsenior Jolene Huffman. She is a transfe
from Orange Coast Junior Collegi
where she was , named MVP of tht
Junior College State Volleyball Tourna
ment her sophqpibre season.
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Middle blockers

.

Then there's Hooper and Purling. wh<
can be two of the te s t middle blocker:
around. Hooper, like Huffman, alsc
transferred to the Mustang program
from Orange Coast. "Potentially, she is
as good as any middle blocker in roll<‘ge
volleyball," Wilton said. “And I really
believe that. She could very well be a big
factor in our success this year. She has a
lot of ability.
“There is going to be some experimen
tation with Terri this year," Wilton
remarked about his 6-1 sophomore.
“She is improving a lot. Her ability on
the court has |>egun to manifest itself.
And with the increased physical and
emotional maturity, Terr’s going to help
us a bunch.”
Another player whq didn’t see a lot^f
action last year was Stowell. “ I realh
don't know where I'm going to pla\
Stacy,” Wilton said. “She made t
tremendous amount of improvement
during the USVBA and Junior Olympic
Tournaments this summer. She needs c
little more consistency in her passing to
make her game more complete.”
^
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En)oy four lunches each week of the
fall quarter on campus for less than
$120! Choose each day from either
the Sandwich Plant, Vista Grande
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Recruits revive depleted women’s running corps
BY VALERIE BROCKMAN.
StelfWiMtr

To say Cal Poly woman’s cross coun
try coach Lance Harter lost some good
talent would be like saying Alberto
Salazar is a pretty good distance run
ner.
f
I
Lost from last year’s team which plac
ed second in the inaugural Division II
National Champinships hosted by the
NCAA, are Eileen Kraemer and Irene
CrowWy.

__

Kraemer is one of the ¡beat female
distance runners this campus will ever
~bave. She won the NCAA title with a
course record of 17:41 at Southeast
Missouri State last November.
Crowley fmished 16th (18:401 in last
year's nationals to give her AUAmerican status. She placed fifth in the
1980 Southern CaUfomia Athletic
Association Championships, and also
ran in the 1980 Southern California
Athletic Association Championships,
and also ran in the 1980 AIAW Division
1 National meet. .^But even with the
losses. Harter is very optimistic about
the ability and ez p i^ n c e
the 1982
team. .
.
_
team
"This will be a young team,’’ the
fourth-year coach siad. “They are all
underclassmen and we will return them
all next year. They are young, but at the

Young

of

same tune, they have a lot of.iuitional
experience.’’
Heading the list of returners is
sophonaore Jennifer Dunn. She placed
fourth (18:04) in last year’s nationals.
Right behind hw is junior Amy Harper
(10th, 18:23), sophomore Carol Gteason
(22nd. 18:57) and senior Jranifer
Jamesson (25th, 19:06).
Along with this group is another
group, this one much larger^ of runners
who redshirted last year and will vie for_
the top seven slots. These six athletes
are Kris AUyne, Heidi Baker, Shari Ew
ing, Sheri McCarroU. Aidi Stem and Liz
Strangio.
’The squad will also have three
talented recruits coming in. "W e had
one of the finest recruiting years of qiiy
team in the U .S.,’’ Harter said. “We
have brought in three super freshmen
who have great credentials."
The three are Kris Katterhagen from
Tacoma. Wash., Lori Lopez from Sacred
Heart High School in I xm Angeles, and
Inga Thompson from Reno, Nev.
Katterhagen placed fourth in the 1981
Washington state meet two-mile with a
10:37 time. She also finished seventh in
the Kinney National Cross Country.v
Championships held in Orlando, Fla.
Lopez was recruited by many Division
1 programs. She placed second in the
1981 state meet two-mile and has an
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primarily against Division 1 teams.
“The team should adapt to the big time
very quickly,” Harter said. “They’ll
cofinpete ag^nst Division I teams until
we compete in the Division I I Nationals.
There wiU be no packing-order (an
established line-up) like in the past with
Maggie Ke3ree and Eileen. Anyone could
^ No. 1. This is a very competitive
group. There will be a r e a v in g , interchanging finish among the team.’’

overall best of 10:22. She won the 3,0(X)meters at the Martin Luther King
Games in 9:45.
Thoinpson could be the best of the
bunch. She has a best in the two-mile of
10:00-flat. 'Thompson won the 3.000meters at the Bnich Jenner Clank; and
took aecond in the Kinney Western
C ron Country Championships.
The team will once again have a very
com petitive schedule, -competing

X country coaOh predicts super year
BY VALERIE BRICKMAN

recruits. Emmons was league chan^ in
the 2-mile.
“We have a couple junior college
transfers who might be running for us. if
they dd, they will add tremendous depth
. to the team,'*’ Coach Henderson said. '
“This is an outstanding group of
ath letes,. with a solid group of
returners,” Henderson said.
“Some of these athletes have been
training 15 miles a day, they are hi^^y
'self motivated,” Henderson siaid.
Cross country athletes must train
during summer months to he in shape to '
compete as their season starts, this
week with the Rivprskle Invitational.
The team will host a home meet on Oc
tober 16, in conjunction with the
women’s team and it will be held out by
the Crop Science area.

StaNWrttw

Cal Poly men’a crosa country team
brings back seven retumera fivm last
year’s fourth place Division II team *nd
Coach Tom Henderson sums up the
preseason outlook as “a super season”.
Top returners for the Mustangs will
be Carmelo Rios, Steve Strangio, Phil
Bellan, Kevin Broady, Mike Lansdon,
Stave Cubillas and John Rembao.
“Some of these athletes were injfved
during some part of last year’s season
and^had to ait out, they have had a irear
to overcome their injuries and train and
are extremely hungry to compete now,”
Henderson said.
Chris Emmons, distance ace firom
Righetti High School in Santa Maria
will be one of Henderson’s top freshman

Spikerseaspri begins in uncertainty
in Both legs last year after
a couple of games and had
Back from p year of in-' to sit out the remaining
juries is hitter Collett. She year,
developed stress fractures
But even with all this
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talent, the center of atten
tion will still be Tina
Taylor. “Tina is the first
girl to play for me for four
years,’’ Wilton smiled.
“’Tina always comes out fit
and fired up. And whatever
the pressures are, she
always keeps her motiva
tional level maintained at
an even level. She is ju st a
superb athlete.’’
Wilton also has a walkon with a chanee of seeing
action, 5-7 sophomore
Chris Lawson. She is a
defensive specialist.
Wilton also has a good
group of youngsters com
ing into the program. 'The
neophytes are 5-6 setter
Dede Bodnar. Bugalski,
Kessler. Schroeder and
Tschasar.
“There’s going to be a lot
of enthusiasm . on this
team,” Wilton finished.
“And I think there will
definitely be some pushing
by the young- people for
some starting jobs. That’ll
give us a nice environment
of competition, which is
healthy.’’
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Poly football squad sports new look
BYMIKEMATHISON
Stoff Writer

It's a ntw era for Cal Poly football. But then again,
almoat everytl^ng. about the 1982 Mustang football
'season is nets»
For starters; Poty has a new head coach—Jim Sander
son. He isn’t new to the program th o u ^ , as the 42-yearold Sanderson was an au istan t for 16 years.
Along with his imiv reign, Sanderson has brought in
two MU* assist ant eoat^ea, Vic Eddund and Chris
Smaland. And with the luw assistants, Uie coaching
staff has iiistaUed ntw offensive and defensive
philosophies.
The Mustangs also have ntw uniforms, ntw$ helmets,
ntw stadium Uiritts, a m u * painted stadium and a ntw
c^tnfor^pice, the Western FootbaU ConforanceiWFC).

(

i <
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Newrecndts

Sanderson and his staff also have sonse ntw recruits.
Heading the list are two junior college transfers. Both
are. running backs. V e n ^ Brothers is a 6-foot 205pounder from Porterville JC , where he rushed for 1,400
yards and was selected second-team all-state. The se
cond one is 6-0, 200-pound Brian Gutierrez ^ m Citrus
JC . He gained 1,100 yards and was chosen first-team all
league.
Another recruit on offense is 6-2, 240-pound Chas
Sanders. He comes by way of Sacramento City College
which won the Nothera Califomia JC crown. He was the
tight end, but Suiders has since been moved to guard.
Alw a guard and a JC transfer is 6-2, 245-pound George
Mickle, who was a teammate with Sanders at Sacramen
to City. Mickle was an all-conference selection.
Gary Haering is one of the top newcomers on defense.
- Haering is a 6-0, 225-pounder who played nose guard at
Citrus JC , but has been moved to linebacker. He runs
the 40-yard dash in 4.6 seconds. The new local players
are linebacker Chris Frazier (6-3, 2051, tight-end Greg
O’Connor (6-4, 216), defensive back Sinclair Miles (5-10,
170), tight-end Mark Storms (6-4, 210), and center Jim
Cahill (6-4,235). The initial trio is from San Luis Obispo,
Storms from Arroyo Grande, and Cahill from Santa
Maria. AU are freshmen. One'other freshman who the
coaching staff is high on is 6 -4 ,185-pound punter/place
kicker David Croteau from PleasontOn.
Sanderson has also taken two returners and put them
in ntw positions. Senior Lloyd Nelson and junior Tracy
Biller, last year’s alternating quarterbacks, are no
longer fighting for the same position. Nelson has been
moved to wide receiver where hiS speed will be more con
ducive to the open field, and the signal-calling job^ has
been given to Biller outright. Biller’s status is no longer
part-time; he is now a full-time employee.
With Biller behind the center, count on the ball being
airborne more times—many more times—than it was
last year under three-yards-and-a-cloud-of-dust coach

■ < $ ”
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The Mustang football team Is banking on its new look to solve some old problems the squad
suffered last year. Linebacker Steve Booker and defensive back MIKe Laird had no problems
stacking up this runner in a game played last season.
Jo e Harper who is now at Northern Arizona.' Last
seas(Hi the ball was put in the air a mere 183 times.
Biller, a 6-0, 185-pound junior from Paso Robles, w ill,
have some good choices to throw to when he drops back
in the pocket. Leading the receiving corps is Nelson, a 51 1 ,175-pound senior. Backing up Nelson at the “Z” slot
will iwobably be 5-9, 170-pound freshman Dru Utter
from Newbury Park. Heading the list at the other
receiving slot, known as ”X ”, is 6-0, 175-pound senior
Steve Mitchell from Paso Robips. Backing hlnrup looks
to be Noel Ledermann, a 6-4, 195-pound senior from
Clovis. At the tight-end ranks, the “Y ” slot, 6-4, 210pound sophomore Damone JohpsoQ looks to have the
starting Iwrth. O’Comior will likely be his back-up.
Question mark
The Mustangs have a big question mark in the
backfield. Who will be the starting fullback? As of midAugust, the coaches weren’t sure of the status of return
ing senior Dan Craig (5-11, 205, San Jose). He had a foot
problem in spring football and did not participate
because of the injury.
In the defensive backfield. there is a heated battle go
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ing on between Nick Frost and Mike Stewart for the
starting free safety position. Frost is a 5-9, 170-pound
sophomore from La Jolla who was the starter in the lat
ter part of last season. Stewart is a 6-3, 190-pound
sophomore from Marina who picked off two passes at
the Green vs. Gold intrasquad football game in May.
TIm strong safety position will be shouldered by local
product Dale Barthel.The 6-3, 195-pound junior is from^
Lompoc.
The cornerbacks should be Sherman Tumtine (left
side) and Gene Undwwood. Tumtine is a 5-11, 180pound senior from Long Beach. He, like Frost, Barthel
and Stewart had one interception last year. Underwood,
a 5-11, 175-pound junior from Merced, tied the teamhigh with three thefts in ’81.
The defensive line is anchored by 6-6, 255-pound
senior tackle Tom Gilmartin; 6-4, 225-pound sophomore
nose guard Steve Gibson and 6 -4 ,230-pound sophomore
Paul Sverchek, who is from San Luis Obispo. The out
side left linebacker is 6-3, 235-pound senior from Paso
Robles Jerry Schmidt, with 6-2, 210-pound senior Sean
Williamson on the right side.
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With a hot pad in hand, Roger
opened the oven and pulled out
another steaming loaf of bread. It was ^
the fifth loaf he had made since early
that morning, and he was feeling bet
ter. He was not as tense or nervous as
he was when he woke up that morn
ing, but biddng did that for him.
Roger was still a little nervous but
anyone would be if he were going to
interview for a research manager
opening at Hewlett Packard. But
when he got into one of those baking
binges of his he knew he was nervous.
Maybe be sm a Kttk different but
baking helped to relax him. Some
people would do something physical'
like jogging or playing a few sets of
tennis or mowing the lawn or others
just would get into the car and drive.
Roger liked to bake. Usually four ■
loaves would settle him down but the i
fact that he had to bake five loaves
this morning to relax said a lot.
Maybe it was the physical part that he
needed as kneading the bread dough
did loosen up the tenseness in his
shoulders and chest.
A light fog of flour filled the kit
chen as Roger continued to knead the
dough. Ladles, spoons, dirty pans,
floured rolling pins and bowls
covered the entire counter as Roger
bent over the cutting board. Roger
Reynolds had a face that people could
easily forget. Flour particles clung to
his clean-shaven face like metal to
magnet.
Roger was that boy in the back row
all through school that you would see
every day and still not know his
name. He was the kind of person who
permanantly registered at the police
sution for line-up duty, “ ...he had
average heighth, slight build, nuybe
a crooked nose but I really didn’t get
a good look at him, officer...”
This baking binge was the first one
that Roger had been on in about eight ,
months. He kneaded dough on that
diQr for almost three hours. He had
never made so much bread in one
day. He baked eight—no it was
nine—loaves that day eight months
ago.
The knife in Roger’s hand easily
sliced through the soft, warm dough
on the cutting board. The steam from
the fresh bread slowly drifted up an^
carried him back to the Saturday mor-'
nings of his youth with his father and
sister^ Rachel. The smell of freshly .

O venbaked

T h u n d erb ird
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baked bread was like no other smell'
in the world, he thought. Rachel and
Roger both looked forward to Satur
days because that would be the day
that their dad would take the both of
them to the bakery to buy enough
bread for the rest of the week. Roger
loved that smell and he loved Rachel.
In .a lot of ways, the day-old bread
that their dad would buy on Saturday
(pomings and Rachel were a lot alike.
They had both been on the shelf a lit
tle too long and no one would rbk the
effort to take them home. But, there
was always someoneTike Roger’s dad
who did nof mind that the bread had
been left out a little too long, or had
not quite risen enough, or was over
cooked. His dad always said that it
did not matter what was wrong with
the crust but it was what inside the
crust that mattered.
That was true for Rachel too. She
had always had problems. If it was
not one thing it was another. She had
been waging a battle with overweight
since she had been a teenager. But,
Roger was jtut going by what his
mom said because Rachel was ten
years older than he, and to him, she
had always been overweight. From
what he tuid heard from his parents,
she had a tough childhood. His dad
worked for the Air Force and they
moved frequently. As soon as Rachel
would establish new friends, the

byVernÄhrendes

least not until Dan came along.
The bread in Roger’s hand was half
father would be reassigned, The eaten as he could feel the lumpy mass
hardest move for her came during her traveling down his throat toward his
junior year in high school. It was a stomach. The sun was shining bright
critical move as her close friendships ly through the kitchen window and
were rooted deeply on the emotional was spilling across the sink, through
level. Those friendships were taken the flour fog and onto the cutting
away from her. The move was not board below him but Roger did not
hard for Roger, of course, because he want to go out into the sun until he
was in the second grade at the time had to. Instead, he turned and walked
and it was just an adventure for him. towards the back door and went out
He could always find new friends to" into the dark and cluttered garage.
play hide-and-seek with. For Rachel There on blocks was his baby.
it was different. She had a few
Like most other cars, it had four
romances and flings for the next six wheels, a hood, two doors, an engine,
or seven years after that move but and a steering wheel. The only clean
there were not any solid, lasting rela corner of the garage was filled with
tionships until Dan Hayworth can^e trophies and plaques that all read “(so
along.
and so’s) Annual Car Show’s First
By the time Rachel had met Dan, Place Winner in Classic Automobile
Roger was in high school and he was Division.” He looked into that one
at that stage in life when he started to corner before lifting the light brown
notice the opposite sex and it was tarpaulin cover with his left hand to
then that Roger first saw Rachel’s look at the polished paint that tfill
real beauty. It was not her shoulder- glittered in the filter«^ light. It had
length sandy blonde hair, her been on blocks now for almost a year
emerald-green eyes or her smile but it and a half. It was “garaged’^ about a
was more than that. It was what was month after the divorce proceedings
inside her just like his father had said. had started between Rachel and Dan.
The car meant a lot to him. He had
Her heart. Her soul. It was the child
trapped inside her that had been cag purchased it during his last week of
ed by so many moves to new sürroim- high school and Dan had spent
dii^gs, schools, towns and friend almost nine months, three or four
ships. The child inside her never had nights a week, with him rebuilding,
PlooM s««pag«2
the chance to come out and play, or at
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From page 1
painting, restoring and
fwlishing that car. As it was now, the car was worth
five or six times what he had originally paid for h
and if he sold it now he could easily make five or
six thousand^ dollars but he could not. A special
piece of Dan was in that car, despite what he had
done to his sister, and it was all that Roger had to
remember him by.
Dan had been a smooth talker, a salesman by
trade. He was a shrewd businessman and he did not
mind stepping on toes to get ahead, in|:luding
Rachel’s. But, Roger could never accept that.
Roger, however , had only known one side of Dan.
Dan always,seemed so warm, considerate and
helpful to hun. There had.^lways been talk of
another woman but it had been1)an that had asked
Rachel to pack her things and move out. Dan could
never do that to my sister, Roger thought, not the
man who had done so much for him. He loved Dan
and he loved him as much more than just a brother.
Dan gave him the same thing that he gave to
Ra(chel—constant love that was never reassigned.

For almost five years, Dan had alwa}rs been there
when Roger needed someone to talk to, to laugh
with and to cry with. Roger never imagined that
the man that he loved could ever cheat on his sister.
It was just too big a pill to swallow but Dan’s
death, two months after the divorce, convinced
most of the family that Dan’s candle had been bur
ning at both ends. The newspapers said that he had
taken a number of sedatives and had gone for mid
night swim. The fact that he was found face'down
in his boss’ pool, while the boss v^s away on a
business trip, never made it into ink, however.
It was about a month and a half after the funeral
that Roger had gone on his nine-loaf baking binge.
He tore off another hunk of the bread in his hand
and replaced the front of^the car cover tiver the
bumper and the 57 T ’Bird license plate.
Roger remembered the phone conversation eight
months ago with Rachel. She asked him, he
thought, if he could help her move back into “her”
home. Her voice had sounded shallow and broken.
“Roger?” she had asked in between sniflles.
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“Rachel? Is that you?”
“ I...wanted to ask a...big favor of you. I...am
moving back into our—I mean my house/’ she
sighed and went on. “There are some things, some
heavy things, I need help with. I...would ask dad
but with his bad heart and back and all...”
“Sure, Rach. I’d love to,” he replied. “I’ll take
the day off and drive up tomorrow.”
, “Thank you so much, really.” There was a click
and the dial tone sounded. Shortly after the dial,
tone sounded, Roger had started his ninerloaf
binge. He was nervous not only because it would
be the first time he had been back in that house
since that divorce proceedings had started but also ■
because it would be the first time he had been alone
with Rachel in almost..four years. He had been
alone with Dan often while working on the car but
not with Rachel.
He tore off another chunk of the bread in his
hand as he tried to refocus his mind on the inter
view and what he might be asked. Experience, he
ask6d himself, five years of college, internship—six
months at the co-op, two months at the stereo store
and five years in Hewlett’s research department.
They knew all of his credentials, he reassured
himself as he walked around to the side of the car/
He lift^ up the urp again but frooi the side this
time exposing the driver’s door and then he
Ploos* pago 14
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LIffilt 1

5 4 1 -4 5 6 7
Please Save This Ad

“The seed ov ar de^le-ttruc-thun—destructhun—will
bloo-bloo blosum in the dezz-ert. The e-ah e*a*lez*in ov ar
cuure groz by a mowww-mouwntun rock, and are livez are
how-hauntid by a Geo-Gcor-Georja sla-sla slattitt•latUrrr...”
‘ “ Fuck!”
The paperback copy o f Look Homuward, Angel sailed
acrou the room. It smacked against the fiu* wall then fell to
the cement floor with a dull thud. The injured book lay
mutely, iu cover badlv tom and folded.
The prisoner glared at the book momentarily from the
dark corner o f his cell, then bowed his head. His
elbows—heavily bandaged after be had slashed them in an
attempted suicide the day before—rested on his knees. His
long, boney arms dangled loosely between his le p .
T ^ Prisoner closed his eyes and reared his head back as
if to try to blot out his momentary display o f anger. He
gulped a mouthful o f air and released it slowly with an
audible sigh. His head dropped toward his chest.
The Prisoner then retreated into the fetal position. His
arms loosely hugged his stomach and his legs were drawn
closely to his chest. His eyes became glazed; they stared
blindly at the book throu^ the small crevice between his
It was ironic. The Chaplain had given The Prisoner the
copy o f Look Homeward, Angel in hopes it would give him
strength to' ftce death. J I k Chaplain prayed that through
vicariously experiencing how protagonist Eugene Gant
bad matured after he conquered the fear and isolation o f
death, the Prisoner could gain solace. But for months the
book had remained buried under a mound o f empty
Marlboro packs and «half-written petitions to the court.

by Tom Johnson
even though ^ Prisoner’s days were fully occupied with
doing nothing. He had waited until this night to tap the
inner strength o f Gant. Bm it was too late; The Prisoner
had precious little time left. For the next morning he
would walk the 10 yards necessary to keep a date the
courts had made for him four years earlier. At 10 a.m ., the
Prisoner would be executed.
The Prisoner diverted his attention from the book. He
struggled to his feet, letting out a primal grunt. His eyes
began to slowly pan the cell. They focused on the dingy
white toilet that cowered in one comer o f the cell and on
the two urine-stained mattresses which were pressed
against a side wall. The remainder o f the bolding c d w u
empty—just barren walls.
Though the Prisoner saw everything in the cell, his
mind comprehended nothing. His mind was a blur o f
disconnected thoughts; it became unbound by time. His
thoughts lurched firom one event in his life to another. But
the mental time traveling screeched to a halt when the
Prisoner dredged up the one event which had banished
him to his purgatory.
On that day he was desperate for money. He had been
cleared o f a robbery, a few days earlier, but he still had to
pay bail. Money was scarce in his neighborhood, so he
robbed a Sacramento bar o f just over $300. As he escaped,
the Prisoner stumbled upon a young, blond policeman
who had been alerted abw t the burglary. The Prisoner
caught the officer by surprise and took him hostage. But
as the Prisoner fled the bar, he fell into an ambush. A
policeman fired two times at The Prisoner from short

range. The bullets' only wounded him. The Prisoner
unloaded four buUets into the officer. He died instantly.
The Prisoner walked slowly.-arbiind his cell. As the
events o f that day unfolded in his mind, he walked faster
and more a im k s^ —like a steel ball rebounding off the
bumpers in a giant pinball game.
His miiMl was racing. He pondered the unjustness o f his
. sentence. Though he felt genuine remorse for his aa, he
had, after all, only killed one man—and in self-defense.
Yet he had been singled out to receive justice’s ultimate
penalty. Why? The Prisoner continued to quicken his
pace. Faster, faster he walked until he was almost at frill
gallop. The fester he walked, the fiuter his mind raced.
Suddenly it dawned on him: He was a black «i*n who had
killed a white cop in the capital city—no one would be
S3nnpathetk. His death was to be a symbolic warning to
other potential cop, killers. The government was n « in g
him u a scapegoat.
The Prisoner abruptly stopped careening about the .cell.
The dull glaze that hung over his eyes like a veil wu lifted
and replaced by the terrorized look o f a haunted a n im a l.
For four years he had suffered through the uncertainty o f
knowing he w u to die but not knowing when. Uncertain
ty bred fear, Each day a new layer o f feu w u added to his
psyche—a fear so enveloping that it isolated him from the
rest o f humanity. The Prisoner dealt with this fear by con
vincing himself that death w u something that happened
to the old or to unfortunates who died in auto accidents.
But reflecting upon the day he murdered the policeman
and on his impending execution made death become more
immediate. He felt terrified. He felt terribly alone.
Please s«e p a g e 4

The Alternative Store
No'long lines
Pre-packaging for many classes
Special sales and discounts
ASI Discount Cards honored here
“

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
O ct .-June

789 Foothill Blvd.
(Lucky Shopping Center)

544-7022
Meelercard, VISA, Student Charges

THE CASE OF BICYCLE vs. AUTO
The Legal Clinic maintains an agreement with ASI of
Cal Poly to provide free consultations with students,
faculty & staff regarding any problem they may have.
Perhaps the most important aspect of this relationship
Is that the Legal Clinic uses a’reduped fee schedule for
Cal Poly students, staff & faculty.

SAN LU IS LEG A L CLIN IC
Auto Accidants/Bicycle Mishaps
Peisonal Injuiy 5 4 3 . . 3 g 5 0
974 Santa Rosa

San Luis Obispo
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Cross C urrents

F orever a stranger....

and his feet were crossed. His arms were
spread out in the crucifu position and his
humds dangled limply. He had ripped off
hi« bandages and b|pod gushed from his
elbows.

From p a g e 3

The Prisoner threw back his head, and
his eyes p ie r ^ the ceiling o f the holding
cell. A thought exploded teside his head:
‘T m being used as a sacrifice, a fucking
sacrifice for ^the whole world!” The
Prisoner broke down and cried hysterical

-I

spent counseling the condemned. The
Chaplain fervently opposed capital
punishment, taking the official view of
his denomination that the death penalty is
immoral.

The Chaplain s t(^ momentarily ^
dumbfounded, then asked timidly,
“ Aaron,“ao you know me?”
“You are not Jesus *'Christ?” the
Prispner asked hollowly.-

The Chaplain’s physical appearance
shanered any myths about ministers
The steel door to Death Row'opened alwa^ being wizened old men with wireand closed with a metallic clang. Two rimmed glasses aiid a slouch. , The
pairs o f footsteps echoed (Jpwn the hall. Chaplain’s body bulged with muscles; his
The echoing stopped in front o f the forearms were as massive as farm irriga
Prisoner’s door.
tion pipes. He had a dark tan that gave
Chicka, chicka.
him a lurd, weatherbeaten look and sub/
• ,tr^ ed 10 years from his age o f 55. The
The tumblers fell into place as the tough appearance .was belied by a broad
guard struggled with the lock. The cell smile that rarely left his lips.
door opened. In walked the Chaplain.
But that smile vanished[as he entered
The Episcopalian minister anended to
the holding ^11.
the spiritual needs o f all the inmates. But
he was dubbed “The Death Row
The Prisoner was standing naked in the
Chaplain” because much o f his time was center o f the cell. His eyes were glassy

ly-

“No, I am not Jesus Christ.”
The Prisoner wiped the blood from his
elbows. He stretched out his bloody hand
to the Chaplain and said mechanically,
“ This is the blood of Jesus Christ. I am
the second coming, to save the world
frtmi sin.”
The minister hurried out o f the cell.
Later, the Prisoner slumped onto the
mattresses. It was now well past midnight. He tried to get some sleep but his
night was fitful. T h e Prisoner tossed
about violently and mumbled repeatedly
that he was the Christ and that he had

come to cleanse man o f his sins.
A sleepless night of-tossing ami turning
sapped the Prisoner’s energy. By morn
ing he was comatose. He sat himched
over the edge o f the mattresses and stared
vacantly at the cell floor. His body was
propped up By'his elbows which dug into
his knees. His senses were numbed by
fear and loneliness. He had tom off hi«
bandages and the blood poured from his
elbows onto his knees. The blood stream
ed down his legs and dripped onto a small
puddle by his feet. A slie stared blankly at
the cold concrete he babbled nonstop that
ha was communicating with God.
The Prisoner slowly lifted his head. His
wide eyes narrowed as he detected the
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freedom

Awhole lot more than a stereo store«
,e®\o

AUDIO CASSETTES
TDK DC 90-minuta
caasatta.
•Cassettes for all your
recording needs!
•The perfect choice lor
recording lectures,
business meetings,
audio letters, etc.
•/Mode/ D C 9 0 2 P

TDK AD 90-mimita caasatta.
TDK Super
AvUyn cassattaT
•Sound that
surpasses
conventional
cassettes.
• Both the loudest and
quietest m usical passages are recorded
accurately on this wide dynamic range tape.

it» *
Maxell UD-XL II 90-mlnute eassatle
¡ X » CHROME setting lo r best
results.

• Mode/

UD-XL II C 9 0 .

Panasonic |
sonai I
stereo
sette piayerl
with Hghtwsight head
phones.
•Take stereo
w ith you to
the beach,
jogging...
everywhere!
• Mo<M/. RO-J5

•A great all-around
performer.

• Mode/.

—

L N 90-2P .

Transcriber 2S-foot headphorte
extension cord.
•Enjoy headphones just about
anywhere in the room.
•Mode/. EX-25.

S^SS*
eoeh.
In the 2-pack

A Sup«r Buy!
Records
and Plays!

•79

Compiete with
Carrying Case!

•Super com fort, plus
super sound.
•Mode/ H D -400

SO eS a
^

PACinC
STEREO

UnItech personal AM/FM
stereo cassette player
and recorder wm
Hghtweight headphones.
•Here's everything you
wanted in a personal
stereo and more...lt even
recordsi
• Mode/. H -123A F .

Carrying case Inehidedl

,>

O otolM r 5 th
Electrical Engineering, Electronic Techrxjlogy.
'
Physics. Computer Scieme and
Material Science Maiors
Make arrangements at the Placement Office.
- --i.

STA TIO N ER Y AND
O F F IC E S U P P L Y

Sertnhelser
® 9 Q * V OPEN-AIRETM lightweight
* stereo headphones.

Maxell Low Noise
90-sntnute cassette
tape In the
economical
2-pack.

ON C A M PU S IN TER V IEW S
/

AnEqual CJpportunity Emptoyer. M/F/H/V

•A real valuel Excellent high
frequency response w ith ]u st the
r>ormal bias setting
•Captures vocals, percussion, brass'
and strings clearly.
•M ode/ A&C902P.

• Modal: SA-C90.

In the age of information technology, a company
—whose sales of $1.7 brilion annually and whose
products and components extend from data acqui
sition and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic com
munication — IS making creative freedom a reality
for ther new graduates.
'

D R A F T IN G
TABLES
Take advantage
of the big sav
in g s on o u r
regular 42 x 31
in. table. Extra
heavy
base,
tilting hardwood
table top. Black
or putty.

Reg. 142.00

SALE

DRAFTING
^
STOOL

119«
/

Reg. 7 7 .6 7 *

Awhotelo t m ore th a n a Stereo Store.
782 Higuera
Next to the Network
544-3950

_

1

These special offers only good for Cal Pply Students with current ID thru 10f2/82.

Durable, all metal ad
ju stab le height w ith
back rest stool by HON.
Just for students or
home workshops.

'

SALE

59«
1127Chorro
Downtown S.L.O.
543-1950
^ j2 g a t j4 0 7 M o r r o B a ^ ^ ^
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POETRY

fL

.

by,Sandra H einem an
T h e g ift— o f being here.

O f this—not some otherwhere,
T hegiftof
this pert, this p a g ^

—

-

this xoall, this soiled a n d sorry

S a lm o n C r e e k T o e m s

chair,

—

,

h ea rin g these voices, this m usic,
this cla tter

‘
/

'

§3

seeing these people,

'

1 .

htj fio s e A n n W en tz

.T h e g i f t o f

/ start taj^ m get rth at / a m —

o f dishes a n d trays

*

_

ih is here— a n d not som e other.
Solid, solid, close

X

.

.

A n i th e f t m ^ grow th

rm —

on an an cien t W a ter-so a k ei log
rem in is m e o f

■

,

T h e too rld presses on m y senses,

m yT acO B e ll m en tality ..

O n e m om en t: c o r fiie n t, aboy/e th e s u fa c e .

'

I Coccboned, ensivathed,

th e n ex t: a s h a m e i beloW th e su rface.

^Protected, held.

»*

.

H ere, w here in fin ity sits in the ch a ir

O h e n u no Way bach

next to m e.

to lo n g -lo st unions.

G azing at the night sky.

“B u t th ere is a W ayforW ari

T he ga la xies p ress against m y eyes.

to n eW -fou n i b o n is.

. v. ■

M y m inds enfolds them ,
tidies them a n d p u ts them aw ay.

^

Fa ster than the speed o f light.
.

t

(T h e speed o f life vastly transcends
the speed o f ligh t.)

.

.

.

r

■
*

-

B eco m in g so aW are

< __

o f s h a ie s <f g reen

'~

Photo by A lan K e n n e y

a n i hoW s h a ie

Y o u a re sitting there,

({ffects__

I touch, en fo ld y o u too.

a ll colors —

T IM
h y P a m

You a re m y body, as I am y o u rs;
Y ou a re m y body, as the w orld is m y
body;

i

s h a ie s o f you
bu t now alw ay s how s h a ie q ffe c ls

cru m p led g u m w rappers a n d

y ou r colors.

fa d ed blue jea n s,
la m attached, continuous, all.

#5

I sm ile a t y o u r antics a n d at m iru ;

A le r r ffa lls

Together we set the the universe ajiggle,

o r so I b eU ete

Together we agitate the cosm ic jelly

u n til I n otice its oran g e hu e

A n d touch the fa rth est quasar.

a n i it ta k e s flig h t in m ii- fa ll.

H u d o c k

H a ik u s

Soft forest sunlight
glistening through open shadowso f an utiknown path.

H eavy with sum mer
a white cloud drowsing in the lake
hangs motionless.

S a lm o n C r e e k P o e m § 6

A utum n leaves falling
through the hands o f tenderness...
washed with colors.

by (R oseA n n W en tz
A letrffaU s

O ‘Earth Mother

a n i k eep s fa llin g

Ifeel
soHdness slowly crumhiiny

strikin g th e ea rth a ieU ca te blow
a n i sin k s in to th e ie p th s (rf tom orrow .

in great boulders hrdng
rumhlÌHg creek.

1 th in k F U foB oW
th e b u tterfly
f o r now a t lea st.

Solidness to pebbles
and sand.
Moilement-

I'm not r e a iy to b e a le g f.

nowa momentfrozen
in this my mind.

HOUSE FOR SALE
^

.

Ideal for Cal Poly employee, walk to work, two
short blocks. 3 bedrooms, PA baths. Large,
secluded backyard with lovely views. For the
l\obbyist there’s a darkroom and greenhouse.
Back yard abuts Pacheco Elementary School
(and sits above.) Low down payment and
owner will carry large second at low interest.
Very competitively priced at I39,50Q., Please
call W.P. Merrifeild at
^

544-1310

POLIN-TRUCHAN® COOPER REALTY.INC.
4 8 « M A R S H S T R E E T . S A N L U IS O B IS P O . CA 9 3 4 0 1

-m e-

• ^ M s e m b k f.

FEATURINQ
ALL-YOÜ-CAN-EAT
SALAD BAR EVERYIHIQHT
9 7 0 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo
5 4 4 -6 1 9 3

.

by Pam Hudock

The beginning never starting,
and the en d in oblivion,

Som ew here in the right hem isphere
ju st above o u r eye.

^

Tim e flees fro m m e tike
sand in the wind
as only an appearance in
m otion.

I am aw are (rf

Clothed, I a m , w ith rocks a n d trees a n d

E

Looking for ways to stretch
your clothing budget? Shop
at
FULL
C IR C L E !
We
specialize in quality renewed

NATURAL
FIBER :
C LO TH IN G .

Vintage, contemporary, and
ethnic'. We also buy and trade.

FULL CIRCLE, #10 In the
C)reamery, 570 HIguera St.
544-5611
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Cross Currents
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and Alone
F ro m p ag «4

crippled copy of Look Hometoard, Angel
slumped in th comer. He strained to get
MEN & W OMEN’S
up a ^ plodded over to where the book
lay. The Prisoner read the forword as he
HAIR DESIGN
lumbered back to the mattresses. He then
10% O F F A L L S E R V IC E S
painstakingly reread the foreword three
• INSURED PERMS
more times then flipped the book onto the
MANICURES • PEDICURES
• CELLOPHANES
bed.
The Prisoner pulled down pen and
CLOTH WRAPS
• PRECISION STYLE CUTS
paper
from his shelf and scribbled a note.
SCULPTURED NAILS
• BEARD & MUSTACHE
He
turned
to one of the guards sutionDESIGNS TRIM
MON-SAT
Eves. By
ed
outside
and
asked for the time. 9:45.
9AM-6pm
543-1303
Appoint.
Death was only 15 minutes away.
245 Madonna Rd.-Madonna Plaza Shopping Cental
He asked for a cigarette. The guard
■ H
M B H M H i M efil
M M H M a I
obliged.
The Prisoner sank back into a crouch
on
the~'mattresses. He sucked on the
■T ^ g P f i A T . T J
cigarette thoughtfully and purposely.
Before he took another hit, he fooued li^
liie OeanfiGb BQ Booster In its price remgel 1 attention on the glowing cherry of the
$ 8 9 .8 8
(IeaBttMnl%(XMcffaQn) 6Band4vniyl!quBllzar
I cigarene. As his eyes glared intently at
w ith buUtrinlSdarflr pre-anq)(line inputi^, ’
|
the burning ashes, his pursed lips opened
and closed slightly as if he was carrying
N EW STO R E
720M a«*nSt
on
a conversation with it. He asked the
San L * OtMtpo. 5 4 1 -4473
question that he had pondered all night:
Why was he chosen as the government’s
EUCTRONICS
TheG Larion
ALSOIN
scapegoat? Thfe question seemed to be ad
Morrotey 2360 M»nSt Ì77 126S
AlMcedero 6605 KlC*mmo466 1561
dressed to the cigarette’s cherry. When it
didn’t answer, he flicked away the
cigarette angrily.
Chicka, chicka.
The Prisoner heard keys fumbling
blindly in a lock. Three men walked into
t o ttial
ly m n iaeetaaM .
his ceU to clean him up and give him new
B o j 1 f o r $ 4 .9 9 - G ot 1
clothes. Condemned prisoners there were
o ffe r ezi^iree Septem ber 3 0 ,1 9 8 8
traditionally given new denims and a
clean white shirt just before their execu
N EW STO R E
720 M arsh S I
tions. No one knew why.
San LU(SO bispo. 541-4473
The Prisoner stiffened as the guards
I

co u p o n

ui

BASF

entered the cell. He tfanahed about wildly
as they tried to clean and dreaa him.
“Easy Mitch, we just want to help you,
get you cleaned up,” said one guard
reassuringly.
“You don’t want to help me! You want
to hill me!”
The guards wrestled him to the floor.
They managed to wipe up the blood and
to dress him.
^
'
As soon as the. guards finished. The
Prisoner.unleashed an eardrum-bursting
scream. He crumpled to the mattresses
like a marionette whose strings had been
cut.
'
Though the Prisoner’s scream was not
heard by any of the other condemned, it
did not escape the ear of one man: the
Warden.
The Warden’s countenance was grim as
he watched the wrestling match between
the guards and The Prisoner. As warden,
the state declares him the legal execu
tioner. This title bore heavily on this
shoulders. He tried to wash his hands in
the River of Rationalization by telling
himself that the conviaed were being
justly punuhed and that he was only
following the state’s orders. But no mat
ter how hard he scrubbed in the river, his
arms were still soaked up to the elbows in
blood.
The Warden turned away. As the
Warden walked to the execution room to
watch fmal preparations. The fat, balding
man was diverted byj the ring of a
telephone. The call came from the
Prisoner’s lawyer. The Warden’s thick
gray eyebrows arched as the lawyer told
him in a quavering voice that an eleventhhour appeal had failed. The Warden

lU C m O N K S

ALSOIN
MorroBey 2360 Mo«nSt 7^2 1265
AtMceOoro 6605 fl Corw*eo466 1561

L IM IT TWO

PI«os« S0« p e g « 7

Getting Lost in the Shuffle?

TH E CREST DIFFERENCE

$

2

You phone it In,
plekHup and
SAVE $¿00 on irour
OfdoRHolSGhilcli.

^

« 6 ^

any laiga or plant pbza

OR you phone It In
and they deNvar It:
When77

. CREST PIZZA
'544-7390
coupon exp. S/2M 2

■ ■ ■ ■ COUPON ■ ■ ■ $
W E‘VE RELCX)ATED!!
WaVe irwMng you to loin ue and our
ntenoB to cwBDn ia ma naw location
of our bartMT aatoa nadaem this
coupon for $200 ofl any hahcut
JMNE
LLOYD

BMRBmSALQN

Stay on Tòpi Adv6rtls6 In th«
CLASSIFIED SECTION of th«
MUSTANO DAILY. Com« to our offl«« (OA 227)
with your oopy and a chock or look for
our drop boxes a thoUU Information Desk

STANLEY

COMING IN CONCERT
OCT. 2nd
THETUBES _
AN ASI CONCERT COMM. EVENT
CDUPON-------

D R A FT IN G LAM P e i 0 9 9
REG. 29.95 ^ I ^
WITH COUPON
Choose from many colors,
U.L approved. Coupon
good through 10/1/82

IDiSiOD 8M8MT

760NIQUERA STREET
DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO*5444350

1331 Archer St.

'

541-1936‘

W ELCOME STUDENTS!!

Complete Horsemans Supplies
Colt Class Supplias: Reins, Bits, Cotton Ropes,
Used Saddles. Helmets
Tack and Repairs—English and Western
^
.puatom Balts and Chaps
rCOUPON!

Redeem this coupon to our store at 1331 Archer, the first right
turn off Marsh from the freeway exit, and gat 10% OFF any pur
chase PLUS one of the following magazines FREE:
Calif. HorM Rev.
Practical Horseman
QH Of The Pacific Coast
.Dreaaage&CT
Weatélm Horséfnan
Trailblazar
Anvil (for horaeahoars) FREE fìQ F F PF PRCA Newa
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Forever w

"T r-

F ro m p ag eó

plodded to the holding cell to tell the
Prisoner. The Prisoner listened but he
did not comprehend. He merely stared
wide^yed at the Warden and softly said
that all his'sins had been forgiven.
Guards were swinging open the door to
the gas chamber and closed to test, the
hermetical seal. In the Preparation Room,
another guard, was mixing a deadly batch
o f sulfuric acid and distilled water which
would by piped into a bucket beneath the
death seat in the chamber. The guard
then counted the potassium cyanide fgg«
which would be placed in the bucket
beneath The Prisoner’s feet. The egg«
were stuffed into a cheesecloth sack for
another guard to take away.
As The Warden watched these pro
ceedings, he grew morose. The burden p f
being held responsible bore down heavily
upon his shoulders, and seemed to grow
heavier with each passing minute.
T he Warden’s predecessor always took
a two-week vacation to the ocean to purge
himself o f guilt after an execution. The
Warden made no such plans; no matter
how far he wenthe knew his hands would
still drip blood. Like most wardens, he
laughed at those who claimed capital
punishment was moral.
be made
responsible for a man’s death then try to
tell me it’s moral,” the Warden thought
as he witnessed a guard stuff the
potassium cyanide eggs into the bags.
Two guards emerged from the Prepara
tion Room, one lugging the cheesecloth
sacks and the other carrying the brass key
which unlocked the gas chamber.
The apple-green gas chamber had an
almost comical appearance. It resembled
the bathyspheres which allow divers to
explore the ocean depths. The chamber
had octagonal walls which tapered to a
.point at its ceiling. The walls were
dominated by large plate glass windows
which allowed reporters to witness the
proceedings. The chamber’s furnishings
were sparse. The gas chamber was fur
nished with only one item; two death
chairs with perforated seats (to allow the
gas to reach the condemned quicker) and
leather straps which hung about the
chairs like octopus tenacles.
The Warden peered apprehensively at •
the clock. 10 a.m. I f this were a James
Cagney movie, a small boy would have ■
burst into the execution room bearing
pardon from the governor. But the
Prisoner wasn’t James Cagney. And the

"You

governor could not be bothered. He was
preparing to leave for Anaheim to throw
out the ftrst ball for the California
Angels’ home opener.
The sounds o f four perfectly syn
chronized footsteps reverberated down
the Death Row hillwqr. Chicka, chicka.
The cell door opened and two guards fill
ed the doonvay. Without a trace o f emo
tion, one said, “Aaron, it’s time.” The
Prisoner did nc^ respoiid.^He remained
seated, completely motionless. As the
guards pick^ him up he began to wail
painfully. The guards hooked a long
black tube to his chest. It hung on the
Prisoner like a grotesque umbilical cord.
A green carpet had been laid so the
barefoot prisoner would not have to walk
his last steps on cold concrete. The carpet
. u’t neceaaary. The guards had to carry
I •.Prisoner into the execution room.
1 * juards rushed the Prisoner past
the
jd en and the 10 official witnesses
and dragged him into the gas chamber.
They thrust him into Seat B and tighten
ed the straps around the Prisoner’s chest,
stomach, arms and legs. One guard hooketj up the black tube hanging from the
Prisoner’s chest to wiring outside the
chamber.
Though the straps bound The
Prisoner’s body, they didn’t tether his
erhotions. He continued to moan pitiful
ly. As the moment o f death neared, the
urgency o f his pleas increased.
His moans built to a crescendo. His
whole body seemed to explode with
energy as he unleashed a unearthly
scream: “ I AM JE S U S C H R IS T !!”
Any other words were drowned out by
the steel door to the death chamber which
slammed shut with solemn tone of a
funeral drum.
The Prisoner bowed head momentarily
then jerked it up. His eyes were large,
haunting. He turned his head frantically
from side to side as his eyes searched im^
ploringly for a familiar face. Never had
the Prisoner felt so helpless, so alone.
The Prisoner caught the eye o f the
Chaplain and nodded in recognition. T he
Chaplain waved feebly in return.
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Whoosh! A guard truned the valve
which released the sulfuric acid and
distilled water mixture. As the Prisoner
heard the water rushing into the bucket,
he slumped in his chair. Tears streamed
down his cheeks and became entangled in
P leas« s e e p a g e 10
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U n title d
by Sandra Heineman

Pretense now no longer
Of avail in hiding
What 1thought was well known.
Selfness, hardness, stone-fleshed
Soul inside this body
So resiliently whole.
Melting sun warmth-Qod's touch,
Joy Infused thought's sinew
Pelt as if to the core.
Mow the shade of your touch
Closes His veined eye and
Joy is frozen, cracks, falls
Hew revealed as but slime
Thin and rotten clinging
False undeeded upon ^ D eath's granite face.
Body of my soul.
by Sandra Heineman

-
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W alk in the night
to possess the memory
o f you w ithout shame,
>
th e touching o f bodies
embrace the one earth.
Surface and substance
texture and flesh are here,
are here In the streets
where footsteps
(motion the mystery)
remind that tim e
turns ail to memory.
Rénunciation of holding,
brief touching, all,
(hands so hard to let loose) ~
for the one and final
possession.

POETRY

by Pam Hudock

Scared
by S a n d ra H ad stro m

■ ftltS a p a i
T o a r h n a r t b e a t s ffM^
N a a d is lM ik a y
r e r s p i r a t i o B , t io iv iy d r i p p i a t
O o a ra t h e s id e s o f y e a r f a c a
y e a d o a t k a e w a r k a t a w a it s
yea «
O r tk e o a tc o B M
y o a * r e ja s t w a M a f ,
W a id B f ,
A nd y e a a re sca re d .

W kat ca n y e a dw ?
T k e re *s a a a a e t a t a lk f a '

SOMEONE

*■

v

N a w k e r e ta ia
y a a c a a ra a
O r k id e
B a ttk a fs a a fa a d
y a a * r e s till s c a r e d
y a a d a a * t l i k e t k is
W ky a r e y a a k e r e ?
ir s S tM p a i ^
A a d y a a a re sca re d .

I w ant someone
I can laugh with,
Someone I can cry to.
Someone to run on the beach with
W ho'll lift me up and swing me
in circles.
Until we both fall, dizzy and laughing
like children
, in the warm, cream-colored sand.
I w a n t someone to read my p o e tr y ,to share a milkshake with
on a lazy summer day.
Someone to splash in the ocean with.
Someone to buy things for
And kick through the dry autumn leaves
with.
Someone to run through the puddles with,
after the rain.
I w ant someone
whose birthday I can m emorize.
Someone who'll never say good-bye, and
Someone to brush back the lock of'
hair
that constantly falls in my eyes.
I want someone
. _
I can lie in the cool green grass with.
Someone to share the holidays with,
someone who can see the same colors
Id o
when he looks at a sunset.
^
"
I w ant someone to surprise me
w ith a smile when mine is tired.
Someone to hug me
when I'm^ feeling down.
And most of ail
I w ent someone to love me
,
as I am here and now.

G ET EXTRP STR EN G TH
HEALTH C A R E ;
PURCHASE
HEALTH C A R D !
ON SALE AT THE HEALTH CENTER
UNTIL OCTOBER 11,1982
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prospective buyer, the image of Dan would get
sharper, clearer. !t was almost as if Dan had taken
red spray paint and had written, “Hey, this car is
F ro rn ^ x ig e 16
just for you buddy,” across the hood in six-iqch let
I
•light you would understand/’ A trace of ters.
Each time the tarp would be lifted, something
>tsture streamed down her right cheek but the
else
would catch his attention like the irreplaceable_
mascara c^d not run.
She turned bacl^ towards the desk and pounded a door latch that Dan had somehow replaced, or the
clinched fist on the lid. ”I thought you would rear view mirror that he had practically stolen from
understand...! hoped, I prayed...Danny loved me an old army buddy’s wrecking yard, and the arm
and I still love him, in spite of what he was oc did. rest he had stolen, or the seat covers that he had
He was cruel and I spent'a lot of nights alone but designed himself and had given to Roger for
he still loved me, I know it, and no one can take Christmas.
Each time a clearer image appeared when he
that away frome me.”
Her knees finally gave way as she slowly slid lifted the tarp, Roger was firmer in his stance to
down along the desk to the floor, like a cake slowly sell it but with each firmer stance, the value of the
car increased. When some guy by the name" of
falling in the afler someone had slammed a door.
“And you,” she said pointing a fìnger at Roger, Michaels, or something like that, strolled into his
“you of all people. You and that...that...damned'^ garage with a fancy business card that read “One of
car of yours...! was jealous of you. Do you realize a kind car buyer—name your price !’ll pay it,” and
that? You...my baby brother, for God’s sake. said "how, about $28,000 for starters, Roger was
Damn it if Dan didn’t spend more time with you finally beginning‘to understand. Michaels was a
and the junk heap of yours. Me, ! just got stuck silver-haired gentleman who had chipmunk cheeks
with his leflover time. Well, to hell with yoii and that reminded Roger of Dan.
“Listen young man,” Michaels said, “if 28
that God damned T ’Bird,' or hawk or whatever it
grand
is not enough ! have got more, plenty more,'
was. To hell with it....” She took two deep breaths
!
just
want
that car.”
i
and slowly and quietly said, “God, Roger, do you
The money was not the problem, as Roger
realize that you probably know him beuer than !
swallowed
hard. His opening bid Was a good nine
did?...And now you are just turning your back on
thousand
more
than any previous bid but he could,
him. Please Roger don’t, for me at least...please!”
Roger was breathing faster and he felt a pound not take it.
ing sensation in his temple.
“What the hell do you mean? ! didn’t turn my^
back onliim. He turned his on me,” he said while
pointing a fìnger at his chest for emphasis. “You
told me yourself that it was all just an act. He was a
God damned loser Rachefand ! was stupid enough
to buy his act.”
,
“You just don’t understend,” she kept saying
over and over as he stormed out.

Thùnderbird...

Roger opened the newspaper and turned to the
classified section. He read,'down the For Sale col
umn listings until he read: “ 1957 T ’Bird convert,
. excel, con’d, like new, best offer, only serious
buyers, ask for Roger. 624-2614.”
!t was the end of the second week that the ad had
been running. When he came back from Rachel’s,
he had tried to clear his life of everything that im
plied Dan. A week-long garage sale got rid of most
of the “ junk” that had been cluttering up his
garage. The last thing to go was the car. '
Oh, he had had excellent offers, offers that he'
could not believe but something would not let him
take them. He didn’t really need the money and the
car was not really in the way, he was telling himself
at the end of the two weeks, but he had to get it out
of his life. Each time he would show the^car to a
HEY, I GAVE THAT UPI
I HAVE A 14-MEAL PLAN AT
SCHOOL—NO SHOPPING,
COOKING AND THEY DO
THE DISHESI

“!’m sorry the car is not for sale,” Roger said as
he hastily pulled tlje tarp back down over the front
end. He ushered the slick-looking Michaels out of
the garage and to the gold Mercedes that was park
ed by the curb. He ran back up the driveway and
closed the garage door. Once inside, he leaned
against the door and sighed a long, deep exhalation
of relief.
Roger took a long look at the tarpaulined car and
thought about Dan. !t was through this classic limo
on four wheels, Roger thought, that Dan had
shown the only real love he was capable of. Dan
had been a salesman with smooth style and it was
that smooth style that Dan had lived and eventually
died for but Dan did not need that style around
Roger and he had ^ t his whole commission on
that.
Roger pushed himself away from the garage door
and. ran back into the house and called the
newspap)er to cancel the ad. He lied, saying the car
had been sold and then he hurriedly dialed the
florist.
' "
“!’d like to order and have two dozen flSwers
delivered to a Dan and a Rachel Hayworth in
Sonora.”
“Any messages to go with the flowers, sir?”
some high-pitched voice asked.
“Yes, just write ! d o.! Anally do understand.”
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lowered the lever. Plinkl The eggs fell in
the liquid and sent up a billow o f lethal
h y d rd ^ y i^ '^ r'
'
As the gas reached The Prisoner’a-nose,'
—lie shuddered. Ifu bead jerked bade and
his chest heaved. The Prisoner’s ,hands "v
curled into tight fists. He would fight o ff t
the gas as long as possible.
—

♦ee4

From page?'

It
- his beard. His big, round eyes drooped
"■ f
and displayed hopelessness.
The Warden then signaled the Execu(-thm er. The Executioner was a phantom.
The press never saw the Executioner who
After two minutes it was clear the gas
was seated behind the gas chamber. Nor
K'i------was winning the banle. The Prisoner’s
was the condemned allowed to face his ex
head drooped until his chin rested on his
ecutioner as the Venetian blinds that
< chest. His rigid body now sagged the
covered the plate glass windows were
leather straps like a towd draped over a ^
tilted so the Executioner’s hooded &ce -—shower rod. His body went completely r
‘ was shielded. No one knew who perform
limp, supported only by the straps. His ■
ed the execution except the warden and
shoulder muscles q u iv e ^ . Saliva trickl
t he was not about to remove the black
ed but o f the comer o f his mouth and
hood o f secrecy.
dribbled down his chin. A sticky stream '
The’ Executioner hesitated. A twinge o f
o f urine squirted onto his thigh and ran
- remorse shot through his body as be
down his leg.
^
— • jj
observed The Prisoner through the two
The Medical Officer listened to the
slits cut in his black hood. He closed his
Prisoner’s heanbeat tlirough the grotes
eyes and swallowed hard. He slowly
que telephone cord attached to his chest.

At first the Priaoner’s heart thumped
j^ d ly -y lik e j Im sq ^ d o f a r u b ^ ball..
b o u n c^ o i the waib o f a closet. But the
heartbeat sknred and grew fainter and
fainter. The Medical Officer had to strain
to hear it. Finally the beating stopped.
-T h e Medical Oflicer removed the'
stethoscope from his ears. Hs^ u tiftJly
recorded the time. IQ: 16. The Medical
Officer turned to the Warden and noddad.The Prisoner was dead.
«

The Warden and the 10 witnesses filed
out o f the room slowly. They said
.nothing and avoided lootog at anyone
else. Ximii' senses were stunned from wat
ching a man die before their eyes.
^
'The guards lifted the Prisoner’s limp,
lifeless body out o f the gas chamber to
prepare it for the funeral. As one guard
grabbed 'The Prisoner around the chest, a
small slip o f paper fell to the ground. The
Executioner noticed the note the Prisoner
had written just before he was taken away

FoU. 1962

from the guards and put It. into his back
pocket.
....................... . I
'T h e Executioner walked slowly*out pf
the gas chamber area, hfe head hung low.
He leaned agaiiut the .wall which
separates the hall from the chamber. He
ran his freckled fingers th ro t^ his blond
.Ju ir a n d let m il a large sigh. He fished n u t
the slip o f paper and read in contenn:
Which o f us has known’ his brother?
Which o f us has looked into his fttlMr’s
heart? Which o f us has not remained
forever prison-pent? Which o f us is not '
forever a stranger and alone? '
—Thomas Wolfe
LooA Homeward, Angtl

The Executioner stared at the paper for
a moment. He read it a second time then
gave a perplexed shrug. He crumbled the
slip o f paper and tossed it into the air. It
smacked off the m il and landed on the
cold, concrete floor. He turned and walk
ed away.

\
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yourcaiytliepMikmaynotcomebadtfiilL
Buttile trank does. -
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When you get paid back with
interest like this, it sort of makes you
wish he’d borrow things more often.
V Open up a few cold ones
and toast a guy who reallyknows how to return a favor.
Tonight, let it be Lbwenbrau.
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Ldwenbrau.Herelsto goodfriends.
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was that feeling Rob wanted; yeah, that feeling o f ex
citing despair when he could hammer his knuckles into a
wall and not hurt. Or being chased by someone he knew
was faster, like Larry usbd to. When Rob foimd it.
And that feeling l^ a n again as Rob got closer; the tingl
ing in his armpits rose a little as he. drove. He rubbed his
messy light brown hair with his palm whenever he felt it,
dragging his hand over a sweating face, three-day-old
beard and tired eyes. He was afraid o f this shaking, the
weird heat in his face. But his skinny body felt so
And he could stop and go back any time he wanted to; he
could go in the store and not even pull it out. Maybe he
should have quit before, the time he got caught. But then
he wouldn’t have done any time; he wouldn’t have learned
anything.
‘
Quick and smooth, not like at the station. Take what
you can, a fiew hundred bucks, whatever’s there. Don’t
wait around for more, don’t argue. I f the guy’s a moron
and wants to be a hero, shoot him and leave, or just leave.
No chances. Get out. Got to remember to get
Rob remembered the first time he pulled one off, a kid
without even a plan. But that candle looked so out of
place on the gift store shelf. Wrong color, maybe. The
others had such a bright, hopeful yellow or red. But not
that one: that one was a calm grayish-brown, a
color,
about the size o f his hand, that slid easily into his coat
pocket.
’
Simple, real simple. T he fat, black haired lady with
weird green pants kept reading her bdok behind the
counter. Rob noticed her glancing up at the two older kids
looking at the magazines. Did she see him? Rob kept his
hand in his pocket, his wet hand massaging the prize. He
wandered over to the stullied animals, the ones that seem
ed to smile so confidently. “ Looking for somethin’, pal?’’
she asked, “ Need some help?’’
He shook his head like an adult. Nothing you can do
for me, he thought.
His heart didn’t exaaly beat any harder, he just seemed
to notice it for the first time. His face felt flushed with
good blood. Rob bit his lip at such poor control; he
couldn’t let her see.

alive.

out.

real

As he walked towards the glass door he saw his image io
the mirror above. He looked normal enough, but be sud
denly remembered that he hadn’t noticed this mirror
above the two older kids’ heads before. He looked up at
the mirror again and saw the lady behind him, coming
^towuds the exit, too, with an intent look on her powdered
face.' His step got faster as he pulled out his moist hand to
reach for the door. Wrong himd! he thought as the wax
figure fell to the floor.
“ Hey!’’ she yelled when the candle hit. He turned, knelt
to pick up his prize, squinting his eyes as they met hers.
She waddled at him, panting, as if unsure o f her tlext ac
tion. Like Dad would have.
Rob bounced up and ran out the door. He ran for the
grass field past the chain link fence, through the rigid
buildings and people walking in liqes from store to store,
up to the field he rode his bike on. Though a hundred
yards frhm the mall, a few minutes seemed to go by before
he heard her scream, “ Come back here, you little son o f a
bitch!’’
He grabbed the top o f the fence and pulled himself over
with a lurch, just like on T V , and kept running. She
Wouldn’t be able to see him now, but he kept on running
as if she were right behind, until he reached his bike.
He stepped into the ditch to catch his breath and
thought o f questions Mom would ask. Yeah, better to hide
it somewhere in the ditch; he could always come back for
it later.
Taking his prize like that filled Rob with a joy of
unbeUef. He never found the candle again; it was gone.
Maybe someone else had it now, but probably not, since
people didn’t go down in that ditch too much. Rob didn’t
undersund why he lifted the candle like that, but
whenever he thought about that excitement, the fact that
; he coqld risk so much, alone, he would go down into the
ditch and look for it.
Did he like the frustration, the being put in a position of
desperation? Like when he was chased by Larry, usually
caught and beat up. “ You never learn,’’ his plump, dark
haired older brother would say whenever he caught him
spying on him and his girl-friend, then give him a couple

o f Charley horses in his leg and say, “ That was the wrong
. thing to do.’’
Except for that one time. Not even that bad, Rob had
just suddenly snapped, “ Shut up,’’ when Larry was giving
him orders to follow; it just came out. He ran into the
house knowing Larjy would follow, not letting him slip in
without knowing who had the power this time. Rob’s lead
was just enough to reach the cabinet, the one with the fan
cy labelled bottles, Dad’s^4uding place. He clamored up
the counter quickly, reached in and felt around. His bony
hand grasped the thick wooden handle. It was heavy and
hard to handle and aim; he had more trouble with it than
someone on T V would.
'
“ What’re you doing up there?’’ Larry’s voice boomed
from across the room. “Get down. Now!’’ He pulled back
a fist and stepped toward the cabinet, faster with each
step. Rob firmed his grip, sluggishly pulling, letting it
show for the first time, making Larry know he had it and
he knew how to use it. His free hand claspied his wrist,
pointing silentlyTTarry slid to a stop. “ Where’d you get
that?’’ he coarsely whispered, “ It-it’s real.’’
Then Larry didn’t move. He didn’t move at all, not
even to try to run away. “ I was just joking, Robert,’’ say
ing “ Robert” like Dad did, “ Come on.” The corner o f
Rob’s mouth smiled, like whenever he remembered later.
“ Now, come on, please,” Larry said. “ I didn’t mean, you
know, what I said. No one’s in charge, okay? just like Dad
said.”
The shiny black metal glistened like a heavy torch.
Larry tried taking a step back only to see Rob shake his
weapon, hearing the canridge jiggle. “ Be careful!” No,
Larry wouldn’t run: he’d do whatever Rob told him to.
Inside, deep inside, Rob was laughing hard: Dad was
aftaid o f it, so Rob’s weapon, for now, was useless. There
were no bullets.
The power over Larry, lasting ’til Dad came home, felt
good, and Rob remembered. He knew then how to get
people to do what he wanted. He had only used it once
more, at the station, but he always knew how. And he lik*— *
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WE’RE PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE

LEE SMITH
is now at Mel’s
Barber Shop on the
corner of Foothill
and Santa Rosa.
Discount cards
accepted
No appointment
necessary

974 Santa Rosa
San* Luis Obispo
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543-4383
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\Miat special relationship does the Legal Clinic
have with Cal Poly students, staff and facult>^?
The Legal Clinic maintains an agreement with ASI of
Cal Poly to provide free consultations with students,
faculty & staff regarding any problem they may have.
Perhaps the most important aspect of this relationship
is that the Legal Clinic uses a reduced fee schedule for
Cal Poly students, staff & faculty,
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This U the second edition oT
Cron Currents. At our ad
visor, Jim Hayes, once said, if
you do something once at Cal
Poly, it’s new, the second time
it’s a miracle and the third
time it’s a tradition. Thtf .edi
tion is the miracle, we’re
■ shooting lor the tradition.

C r c ^ C u rre n ts

Editor^__

Robin Lewis -

Co-Editors

■RoseAnn Wentz
Shaw n Turner

P h oto D irector— G e n e ra l M a n a g e r
Advertising M a n a g e r
Advisor

AionKertnedy^
Jo a n n S erem et
‘ Becki N aun ez /
Jim H ayes

WELCOME
POLY STUDENTS

The next edition of Cross
Currents will hopefully appear
in either December of this year
or March of next. It is our in
tention to create a qiurterly
literary/creative arts magazine

We urge all Poly students to
watch for the next Crqu Cur
rents flyer announcing the ac
ceptance of submissions for the
next issue. Then we invite
your work to be considered for
that edition. It is for you Cross
Currents is published, and it is
you whose support it needs.
You’re reading the miracle,
help make Crow Currents
tradition.
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From p a g e 11
ed that feeling. Why couldn’t Cindy a c c ^ t it?
She was always the same when she came to see him at
the prison, to punish him som^more. She would shrug
her shoulders and customarily say, “ How arc you?” pull
back the chair and sit down. Rob could see a false fear in
her blue eyes, a fascination she couldn’t hide. She’d shake
her short, tangled blonde head and mumble, " I hate this
place.”
I
Rob’s fist tightened.
"
“ I’m sorry,’ she’d go on, “ I never know what to say. I
guess I’m sorry I walked offlike that last time.”
But she always returned, always the same, and neither
o f them said much. She’d say, “ Arc you mad?” or maybe
murmur “ Right across the street.” A sob or two. “ How
could you think you could get away with hold—taking
their money, when the station was right-” And her voice
was so soft, sounding so genuinely curious. “ I can’t
understand any o f this.”
“ That’s a lie,” he’d hiss at deaf ears. She understood;
she knew what it was like. They talked about adventures
growing up, promises never to tell the other what to do,
like Larry did. But she hid it, controlling it but never ac
cepting it. She didn’t have the guts. But Rob did. And he
showed her. But she had to visit to see what it was like.
“ You just love being punished, don’t you, Rob? That
gives you an excuse to do whatever you please.”
Rob could only think to shake his head He never
wanted to hear the how’s, the why’s, the boring
preaching. He’d look into her eyes and wonder wiiy she
shook so much. Rob would clench his teeth and squint his
eyes St her. Couldn’t she see? He didn’t want to htar. H^
knew it was wrong. O f course it was wrong. It was suppos
ed io he y/Tong. '
I f only she could feel it, the power, ^ controlling
somebody. She never saw the look on that service station’s
kid’s face. But maybe that kid would’ve imderstood, see
ing that black barrel at his eye’s edge. Rob told him to
move slow, so he
move slow. Life must have been
very precious in that passing moment. And Rob
that
kid would have done anything, anything, to get out and
escape somehow. Rob knew about that feeling: he felt it
when he got the idea, sitting by his kitchen window, wat
ching the cop pull away and the kid closing up.
*
The cop wasn’t supposed to come back so soon.
“ You don’t know,” Cindy would go on, “ T h e difficulty
for us, especially Dad, to accept you’re being-I mean, this
trouble you’re in.” Then she’d blow out a sigh and look
down. “ How could-oh, Rob, you’re so impulsive.”
“ All right!” It burst from his mouth as he stood sud
denly, glaring intently at her hanging head. T he inmates
to either side glanced and spoke a little softer into their
phones.
Then ste ’d quietly say," “ Sorry.” Then some silence,
and she’d get up apd walk away. Real dramatic. Like on
TV.
But that was over: he was out and he learned. Some
about life, some about doing things right. And he learned
that ex-cons get jobs washing dishes. And that the
dishwashing areas outside weren’t much different ftnrn
the one in the prison. Except that now he could go home
to his empty apartment and watch T V . That is, on nights
that he didn’t drive around.
He liked it at night. Nobody else was awake. Helpless.
He had to wonder if life couldn’t be easier. Breaking
“ the law” wasn’t such a big deal; carrying it in his car was

had~to

After all day
In my backoack my lunchj
^Is squlshy, ‘

knew

You should
buythe
4-lunch
plan! The
ffood Is fresh
and so
^convenient!

Enjoy four on-campus lun
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quarter for less than $120 (price
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either the Sandwich Plant, Vista
Grande Cafeteria, Snack Bar, or
Student Dining Room. Available
now at the Foundation Cashier
in U .U .B Id q .
._
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just as illegal as using it. And even i f he just took twenty
bucks, at least he could feel' his heart beat again. He had
learned to like the power o f his heartbeat.
Rob pulled his light blue Dodge Dart into the small,
isolated liquor store’s parking lot. The clerk, an older guy
with sandy hair and big, dark eyes, had turned o ff all o f
the lights, except for the one over the counter. He looked
easy. Like dear, old Dad. And he hadn’t locked the door
yet, as usual.
i
Rob pushed the door and walked easily over to the
register. “ Yes, sir?” the. clerk smiled from across the
counter. Casually, Rob slid the weapon from his coat, let
ting it show, aiming from the hip, like rm T V . The man
took a step back when he saw it, and his hairless, frail arms
tensed at his side, his face without expression.
A smile began at the comer o f Rob’s mouth.
“ Now,” Rob said hoarsely, “ Open that register, slow.”
T he man didn’t move.
Rob’s smile became clenched teeth. “ Hey,” he hissed,
“ I said open that thing.” He noticed that the blank, blurry
stare seemed to recoil from Rob’s face.
“ Now!” Rob screamed and slapped the machine. What
was wrong with this guy? Drugs? Or maybe he was afraid
he’d get fired from his stupid job. Or was he just afraid?
“ Hey,” Rob said more softly, “ Don’t you see this
fuckin’ thing?” He shook his hand so the cartridge jiggled
like a baby’s rattler, inches from the man’s face; he had to
see it now. “ Move,” Rob yelled.
He still-didn’t-move.
Rob pressed the black iron against the man’s shoulder
and shoved him to the right, pounding buttons on the
register with the other hand. He couldn’t get it to work.
Out o f the corner o f his eye he saw the man’s legs slowly
step backwards,'as if on their own. Step by step, blank fac
ed and mechanical, the man got closer to the ^ rkness o f

the back room.
Rob felt the thick moisture build on his forehead and
trickle into his e y e .j‘Hey!” he yelled, “ Open this fuckm’
thing, old man, or your fuckin’ head’s blown oft!”
His big black shoes kept sliding back.
“ Look at this thing, man, look at it!” Rob burst. He felt
an explosion, and his hand flew back. He heard a loud
bang that rang in his ears, and a crash o f a few bottles. The
fluid splashed on the hard floor and he heard drips slide
down the shelf.
"...
The man, suddenly alert, turned and ran into the back.
The sudden force had thrown Rob’s arm back too hard,
and he rubbed his elbow as he quickly clamored back into
his car. His heartbeat was too hard, now; it wasn’t suppos
ed to be like this. He threw the metal thing in the
backseat; it was useless now.
He couldn’t go back home. Not now. He was sure‘that
no other stores-were open. Besides, the cops would be
looking.
He felt shaken and beat. Only one place to go.
He parked the car a few blocks away from the mall; he
had seen the cops cruise the parking lot at night, especially
late at night. Rob walked by the gift store and across the
asphalt up to the fence. The blackness was thick and he
couldn’t see the moon at all, anywhere.
What’s the sense in k x ^ n g for it now? It just wasn’t
there. He looked at the ditch. He was siue that hole was
the hole, but the more he checked, the more he wondered
Who would have stolen his candle? Who would want it?
He wanted it. Now. Especially now. He wanted to clasp
it in both o f his soft hands and squeeze it until it broke. Or
melted. He wanted to throw it against the ground to see it
break. But it was gone.
No use in looking.
Rob climbed the fence, whispering, “ God damn it.”
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left hand was a snapshot of Rachel
and in his right an en^>ty prescription
From page 2
weighted an obstacle course, and Dan was his < bottle.
There was a rumbling deep in his
the tarp down on the convertible top passenger. Yes, Dan was there in the stomach
he felt his muscles
with a small piece of wood. For an in seat next to him dressed in a racing tighten. as
tumbled
stant, when he lifted the tarp, he saw suit and with a crash helmet. Dan was ‘ through hisTheribs sensation
and
up
his
Ban*r firce nr -the open cukerr He shouting directions and pointing with Roger’s right hand reached outthroat.
lift ^
reached out and opened the door and, his right hand as he held a clipboard Dan’s head off of the dashboardto but
as he stood there staring again in the in the other. Roger glided through his hand closed on empty air, Roger ~
clear comer of the garage, he could *^000 hairpin turn after another in his
covered his face with both
almost see Dan standing next to him mind and Dan was still there quickly
lumds as the sensation knotted up his
on that ftrst night when he brought shouting,'pointing, and offering en- throat.
HU muscles began exploding
the car home. He could see Dan’s " couragement One hairpin turn left. in spasms
and his head began to shake
roundish face, one much like a squir One right. Each turn became sharper as tears foiled
his cheeks, over
rel with a mouthful of nuts, bobbing and longer and he could feel the car the back of hisdown
hands
and along his
and ducking behind the open hood as going faster and he could hear the forearm to his elbow where
he tinkered with the carburetor, the tires screeching with each! turn. His in drops to the carpet below. they fell
cylinders, and the distributor.
left foot shifted from the clutch pedal
Through the mist in his mind, a
Roger stepped into the car and sat to the brake. His foot jammed memory
refocused along
down in the driver’s seat. He ran his violently down on the pedal but the with thatofofRachel
that day eight months
fmgers through a slight layer of dust turns continued to blur past his vi ago. he remembered
down at
on the dashboard and then he clutch sion. He jerked the steering wheel the loaf of bread andlooking
the
bouquet
of
ed the steering wheel tightly with quickly to the right to end his day flowers in the passenger’s seat as he
both hands as if he was waiting for dream and the car spun out ot control
his Volkswagen into her
the green flag at the start of some im in his mind, flipped high in the air drove
driveway.
portant race. His right hand drifted
and rolled several times. The image
did not feel comfortable in front
down to the gear shift on the floor of Dan was still there in the ofHe
this
**home” as a tingling seiuation
board and he ran it smoothly through
passenger’s seat but his body was twitched in his left shoulder. The
its different gears as his left foot 'slumped over and his face was resting house had been empty since the
worked the clutch. He was in a race.
against the dusty dashboard. In his funeral as most of Dan’s things were
returned to his parents. Gone was the
red Porsche that had always been
parked in the driveway and gone were
the hanging plants' along the en
tryway and gone was the welcome ‘
mat from in front of the door. A
rented moving truck was parked out
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Wrangler

COWBOY CUTS
$16.95
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by the sidewalk and the frtHH door
was open.
Roger knocked twice and walked
in. Boxes in all shapes and sizes were
scattered in groups on the bare floor,
'he stepped over a few boxes and
around two more until he noticed the
lone figure standing motionless in the
kitchen, her hair was tied back in a
spotted scarf and she was wearing a
faded, torn and stained pair of jeans
' and a workshirt. Streaks of mascara
ran down her face. They stood in
silence a fbti^ moments more until he
sputtered out, “This is a bigger mess
than the one in my garage. How can
someone as small as you make such a
big mess?’’
“It wasn’t easy,’’ she said, half
smiling. She lowered her head, sniffl
ed and rubbed her fists across her
cheeks to wipe the moisture from her
face. Each rub, however, further
smeared the dark smudges. He pulled
out a handkerchief from his pocket
and walked over to her and started
dabbing at the dark spots on her pale
cheeks.
“It’s a little early for Halloween,
, don’t you think?’’
She looked up and this time a full
smile shone back at him. “You didn’t
have to come, with your work and
all,’’ she said.
“Hey, none of that. What are
brothers for, anyway?’’ he asked as he
wiped at the last of the smear.
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fluttered garage and then at the emp
ty passenger’s seat. “That son of a
bitch!” he thought. It had all been a
facade, an act. He stepped out of the
car and shut the car door. He picked
up the from wood the car top and
■ dropped the tarp back over the door.
“I’ve got an interview to get to,^’ he
said to himself as he stopped at the
back door of the house and looked at
the smashed piece of bread that was
still in his hand. He dropped it into
the nearby garbage can and continued
on into the house. Who needs a piece
of old bread an)rway when there are
four fresh, uncut loaves inside, he
thought.
Damn, he said to himself. That is
just what Dan would have said.

Thunderbird..

when we were together he sweared,
“Brothers make great pack mules for threw tUngs and beat me, like the
moving pianos and house pets. Every way he did to Rusty, remember?”
home should have at least one brother
Roger looked at the Irish setter the^
for of her very own.”
had. It was a beautifill dog but it did
“I just needed someone to talk to, not have enough room to run, to play.'
to be with,” he remembered her say It was always energetic and getting
ing. They went on talking and un into things and on several occasions
packing and it seemed like she had no when Roger was at the house visiting'
where else to go and no one else to Dan would kick it or yell at it. Dan
tiirn to, he thought. She was 35 and eventually got rid of it and Roger
she was no better off than when she remembered Rachel crying for two
was in high school but the worst weeks afterward. But, she was able to
thing was that her string of hard luck htiy Rusty back after Dan kicked her
was still intact. She had a beautiful out.
but empty three-bedroom home, a hot
“When we were alone, he was a
tub built for two and two-car garage beast but when we were with anyone
but she had to share it all with just else...he was* an absolute saint,’^ she
If the interview only would have
her four-year old Irish setter.
said with a shrug. “It was just an ^ gone as smoothly as he had tied his tie
They had just finished ihoving the act...especially around you. You were
then the day would have been a lot
piano into place when he could wait the only one in our family that he
better,
but it did not and the day was •
no longer. His heart was beating gave a damn about. He loved you
not.
Roger
was simply amazed as it
faster and his palms felt wet and that Roger and he would go out of his way
usually
took
him nine or ten tries
tingling sensation was back in his lefi to help you in any way possible. I
before the ends of the tie evkn came
shoulder as he asked, “Was it true? think that he saw a little bit of himself
out right. Tying ties was not one of
The rumors, I mean...about Dan?”
in you and he didn’t want to lose that
his
fortes but for some reason he got
She slid onto the piano bench and or you.”
the bugger right on the first try. The
lifted the lid over the keyboard. She
She looked back down at the
ends
of the baby-blue tie matched up
thumbed a note and then closed the keyboard cover and wiped a bft of
perfectly
and the knot was not crook
lid. She put both elbows on the lid dust off as she said, “Remember the
ed or off-center or the ends did not go
and rested her chin in her palms.
night your car was in the show?”
off at different angles. They just
“ He...liked to own things
He responded with an affirmative
equalized
at the proper length, an
Rog...and I was just another one of as all of the glittering metal, paint
inch above the waistline of his dark
his things,” she said as she turned to and shiny “best of show” plaque in
blue
slacks and in proper line with
look at Roger. She took a deep breath, his corner came back into his mind. ■.tx^^^’the button
Hna of his white shirt and
exhaled and then stared past Roger at
“He fort^ me to wear a thick layer
the snap at the top of his slacks.
the empty wall across the room. A of eye shadow and mascara that
“best of show” plaque flashed in his
Little things always seemed so im
night,” she paused and then looked
mind as she continued.
right at him. “He beat me badly and portant to him when he was driving a
“I know that this is bard to behave raped me the night before in one of lonely stretch of road. Roger always
but during the last three mon- his rages. He wouldn’t let me stay had a keen awareness for how many
ths...before he told jne to move
home because he said that it wouldn’t county lines he crossed and the
out<..he slept with me only twice and be right if I wasn’t there. I almost distance to the nuct county that was
I don’t even remember the last time
posted on the small white road
needed stitches, Rog.”^
he made love to me,” she said while
Roger choked on a Itunp that was markers on the side of the road.
looking down at the film of dust that - sticking in his throat as he thought Scenery had never intrigued him
was accumulating on the piano lid. ‘*I about what she had said that day eight when driving but the speedometer
was like the Porsche, the hot tub and months ago. The bit about Dan see checks had always fascinated him.
this piano to him. He didn’t even ing himself in him gnawed at the back His odometer was always off and he
know how to play the piano...Go{|^ of his neck. He looked around the had never stopped to figure out how
From p a g e 14
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fast he was really going. The only
time he considered fixing it was when
he passed a speedometer check zone. He made a mental note of the error
and assured himself that the first time
he touched a calculator that that
would be the first calculation solved.
He had been telling himself that line
for six years now and the calculation
still had not been done.
Why he decided to fill the car with
gas and travel to Rachel’s after the in
terview was something he could not
answer. He just talked himself into
believing that she needed someone to
talk to and that he needed to get away
from Hewlett Packard—with his
bread.
But that damn interview, he
thought. His experience spoke for
itsdf. It should have, at least. What
business was it of theirs to know the
intricate workings of his senior pi;o-^
ject. Christ, that was some 12 years
ago. Who cares? Obviously they did,
but 4vhy? they probably wanted some
inexperienced kid right out of college,
he told himself. And what difference
does it make that he was not married
anyhow? Or why should they want to
know the capacitance of some
unrealistic circuit? Or the tur
naround differential of the Z-934700
computer?
Through all of this, he kept
wondering why he was going back.
His preoccupied mind made the trip
seem several hours shorter than
usiul. He found himself walking up
Rachel’s driveway, with a loaf of
bread in one hand and another bou
quet of flowers in the other, past a
flourishing lawn, a lush row of hang
ing spider plants, trimmed juniper
btishes, decorative bark, a hammock,
a mailbox with the name Rachel
Hayworth on it and a brand new
welcome mat in front of the door.
Before he could ask himself why she
hadn’t changed her last name on the
mailbox, the door was open and
s-
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Thunderbird...
From page 15

Rachel stood there with a beaming smile and open
arms.
“What a surprise! I thought you were inter^ew^
ing today. I thought that sounded like your beat up
old VoU^wagen. You can hear that sewing machipe
a block away.-Well, how did the interview go
anyway?”
i
“Bad subject. Pick a new one,” he replied as she
stepped back to let him enter..Even the inside of
the house seemed to have undergone some kind of a
metamorphosis since the last time he had beenhere. Murals and paintings covered the once barren
walls and a thick, soft shag carpet lined the floor '
from one wall to the other. It was so soft underfoot
that he had the temptation to shuck his sneakers
and run barefoot from one end of^he house to the
other.
“The interview couldn’t have been that bad,”
she said as she motioned him towards the couch.
, “Well,believe me it was,” he said as he began to
cross the room. “Wow, this place looks great. You
have been busy lately. It just isn’t the same place.”
He started to sit down when he remembered the
flowers and bread in his hands.
“Oh, these are for you,” he stammered as he held
them out to her.
“That is nice to know. I thought you were going
to hang onto them and tease me with them. You
know how much I like flowers and your homemade
bread.” ^
' • j
'
She took them from him and started to head for
the kitchen. He really did not hear all that she said
because a photograph on the far wall had captiued
his attention. It was an 11 z 14 color glossy of Dan
. and Rachel set in a beautiful gold frame and hung
over the piano. The photo had a soft fuzzy cast to it
as if it had been shot through a piece of glass with a
thin film of gelatin over it. He lud seen photos like
it before and they all created a type of dreamy or
surrealistic effect. The photo had ^ n taken shorts
ly after their marriage because Dan still had his
mustache. A dull pain turned in the bottom of his
jib s as he asked himself why ^ e would leave a
photo of him around after what he had done to her.
Her head bobbed out from behind the kitchen
door. “These flowers are beautiful...you don’t
mind if I put these on Danny’s grave tomorrow do
you? I was going to go there tomorrow on my way
to the store.”

l i » « '*
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Roger did no answer.
“I said, you don’t mind do you?”...
Roger still sat quietly staring at the photo on the
far wall.
She crossed the room towards him, stopping long
enough to set the flowers down next to a typewriter
on the stained redwood roll top desk. She sat down
next to him. He was still staring at the photo when
she asked if he wanted some water or something.
She followed his gaze toward the wall behind the
piiuio. As she followed Roger’s gaze she heard him
mumbling, mumbling about some act. A hand
reached out and touched his chin and pulled. His
face tinned to the right until he was looking right
into her ¿yes. Her brows lifted and dropped until
ridges formed above eyes. Her eye lids tightened
and then slowly opened wide. She looked back at
the photograph and then looked back into Roger’s
eyes. A stinging pain ripped through his left cheek.
as her right palm smacked his face and whizzed by.
His head snapped to the right and before the sting
left his skin she snapped out, ‘“You were the last

Photo by Akin Kenn«

one I thought would feel that way!”
She stood up and walked briskly to the desk. She
picked up the flower;,,, whirled and threw the
bunch at him. The bunch landed harmlessly in his
lap,
—
“He is still my husband, the one I love, and your
brother by law!” she cried out. “You can’t run
away from that or ignore it...you? Why you too?
He might be dcfd but I will never turn my back on
him...you were
last one I thought would feel
that way.”
She reached out an arm and clutched the edge of
the desk firmly. Her knees start^ buckling, like
birche» in-a brisk wind as her whole body seemed
to melt against the desk, like butter on hot bread. •
She sniffled a few times and coughed once as she
slowly turned.
She started to say something but stopped and
then in a monotone whisper said, “I went all
through this with mom and dad before. I just
Please see p a g e 9
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English classes threatened
by P e t « H ass
SMNWtNiir

H m first day of school brought an
unwekoms surprise to many Poly
students enroQsd In six sections ot
B n^ish. They were greeted by a letter
teOLig them the cowae m i^ t be canoailecL
The reason?^
‘‘There are nb resources to staff the
courses scheduled,” said English
Department Head Dr. ‘Thomas Van, ad
ding,‘‘Why, I can’t teU.’’
Van said one more full-time teacher
could solve the problems facing
students in the six coursee—namely
cancellation. The funds given to the
department are enou|^ to pay a total of
33.27 positions, Van noted, and a neVr
position had been granted recently by
the Vice IVeeidant for Academic AfiUrs
Tomlinson Fort, Jr .
According to Van, the situation would
be more easily understood by Tuesday
afternoon, after all the sections bed mat
for the first tioM.
H w latter given to the students,
which was written by Director of
W riting Programs David Kann, states
the dadsion to cancel would be made by
the second meeting e< the riaaaaa today.
It also teUa atudants th at inatructors of
othar sections of the claaeaa would not
be allowed to add any students until ths
statu s of the affected elasaae is roaUaed,
thus giving thaaa atodanta priority.

David Kann, English professor and
head of ti^ department’s writing
program. Informs a class that Its
section may be cancelled.

Shuffling poM lbl*
Van aaid the schadula of claaoas la
mads on an assumption of what th s
budget would be. out it seams the
dapartinant overstepped its allocation.

Students from one of six English class sections which may be cancelled
hear the news.___________________________________ uewnsoMy-aiw, Kmmt^r
He noted that soma shuffling of
teachers to diffarent classes might be
poeaibla based mi enrollment, but he ad
ded, ha srould be surprised if tharo is low
snrolfansnt in these classes, as many
Wire already cancelled for this reasmi
before th s quarter began. He also is concsm sd about protecting courses for
English m ajors and g ra ti^ te atudants.
Howevw, students in othar m ajors are
alsoconosm sd.

Infisxibl« sdwdulss
Carol Hatch, a senior
m ajor who was trying to add EngUah
300, said bar schadula is “prsUy inflezibls. I paid my 3166, and I ’m tired of
waiting for classes.

“I know ths Enghah dspartmant’s ^
hands are tied,” she added, saying she
wondered who is rsqxm sibls.
P. David Desaut sls , an Industrial
A rts major who was pla*»«t»»g to
pad u ate in Jo n s, also wanted to add
English 800. He said Kann cams into
th s room and told evaryons who wanted
to add to leave. Deeaut als didn’t.

Outragod studonts
‘‘He handed evarymis ths latter, and
explained what it was about. I b e g u to
got outraged,” Desautsls said. “Ths
class (advanced composition) is rsqoired
for virtusOy every major in the school
W hy not cu t som ething more

Please see page 4

Police Struggle to keep peace despite hassles
B y M ike M nthison
Sinos school is now in sssafon, it ’s
tim e for a pop quis.
Who gets hassled more than a pro
quarterback on Sunday afternoon?
H int: ” I gave a taOi a t Po|y one day,
and whan I cams out somebody had ju st
spit aO over my m otorcycls. And
anoihsr tim e, someons triad to rip off
my radar equipment. You gst‘ a nttlo
hardened a t tim es. Yon have to keep a
sense of humor. No one else catches heat
ths way we do.”
This quote is from one o f- these
forevar-hasslsd people, Gary Namith, a
San Luis Obispo poUce officer.
‘Ihey arork garbage ahifts, complete
endless hours of paperwork, got caUsd
only when someone, or a group of peo
ple, are in need of something, and they
have a relationship with the public
which equals BUly M artin’s relationship
with the American League umpires,
j Y et. the San Luis Obispo police
department is out there every day and
night trying to protect the populace
from one another. Go ahead, believe
what you will, but it’s true, officers say.
"W e’re not out there to hassle
anybody,” said San Luis O bisi» traffic
division officer Gary Nemith. ■ "You
have to remember there a re . about
40JXX) people in Sen Luis Obispo, and
more than one-quarter of them* are
students. Most car accidents happen on
CaUfomia Boulevard, Grand Avenue,
Foothill Boulevard, right around th s Cal
Poly perimetar — one or the p th « ip the
acddsnt is going to be a Poly student.”
"W e go whare the volume of.traffic is
higher. And during this time of yM rl it’s
right around the Poly perimeter. The
Poly studsnto foal we are picking on
them. But, we’re not. We’re ju st doing
our jo b. Every morning we t d you Ithe

public) where we wfll be working our
radar, ’Ih s blggsst problem is moat
studanU ju st won’t listen. We sit at
Grand Avenue and WBson Street every
morning in plain eight. And weTl still
write f i^ to 10 tichats a day. We try to
sit in th s areas which have high acddant
rates. We want people to gat ths idea to
slow down. We only catch ths ones who
aren’t pajring attention.”
And now th at school has fired badi op
again, so does ths old cat-and-mouse
gmtnm bstwesn students ■»wi the poHcs.
‘W hat can I get away withT‘ ths student
asks himself. *I see no cop around, let’s
go 46 in this 30. Lot’s CaUfomia-roO tU s
stop sign. L et’s make this jrellow b|d>i<
which ju st turns red before ths car gets
thace.’ B a t, it ’s not ju st Poly students.
"W e arrest and give out tickste to
non-students all ths time,*’ Namith said.
"W e are going to start cracking down
hard and heavy on bikes this year.” of
ficer Frank Goodwin said. He emphasiz
ed things like the wrong side of the road,
riding at night without a light, making

Mustang changes
On September 27. the M ustang Daily
sta rts publication of a Monday
newspaper, expending from its past
Tussday through Friday schadula.
r Featured in each Monday’s edition
wiD be an in-dapth cover article and^a
weekly television log.
As space permits, an A SI column
listing ths upcoming discussioo for ths
Student Senate masting wiD run in Moud » ’s edition, as well as an Intram nrals
cohimn.
In addition. Cal Po|y’s weekend foot
ball gamss win receive coverage in ths
Monday t)aUy,i earUor than in ths San
Lois Obispo Tukgram Tribunt.__________

unsafe tom s, and having the biks
liceosed. "Paly students are in a hurry
to get to school” Goodwin said. "B y
th s time I get dons with them they are
10- to 20-Balnntes later. And besides be
ing dangmeus. riding without a light at
night is reeky stupid.”
"There is iu st a large influx of people,
mainly studentSL a t this time of every
year. We’re not out to harass anjrons,
especially s tudents. But there are cer
tain m iss hare you have to play by. Hey,
if you gat a ticket, it’s your fault — not
ours. I ’m ju st out doing my jo b .” Good
win said.
The police were out in numbers this
past Weak of Welcome. 'Their number
one priority is drinking drivers. No,
they don’t want to make it like the Pro
hibition Age, but they do want to keep
drunk drivers off the road and innocent
bystanders alive. Why are they doing

it? I t ’s bscauss they want to hasp you
alive as much as jrou want to keep you
aUva. officsrs say.
“During WOW weak we wore looking
melaly for minoTS drinking e««d drunk
drivers,” Nemith said. "W e handed out
about 200 tickets, arrested seven drunk
drivers, and caught about 20 minora in
poseaasion. It happens every jresr. Psopls have the understanding th at the law
is for other people, not for themsslves.
When I stop someons, I get ths old Uns.
‘Why aren’t you out catching raal
crim inals?’ WoO, technicaky, any one
breaking the law is a criminaL ‘11m
WOW counselors would say. ‘C ’mon.
givo US a break’ — as they had 80 people
fai the back of thsir truck. ’They want us
to be foir and impartial. ,A ^ th a t’s
what we aie doing.

Please see page 6

Tougher rules reduce rates
by B eck y M arr
Staff WrNsr

Insfured by President Ronald Reagan,
Congress voted last October to increase
interest rates and set an income lim ita
tion on parents with dependent children
on student loan applications.
The new requimmetgs for student
loans ate not meant to discourage applicatiotM but to try , to ensure r^wyment, explained Director of Financial
Aid Lawredee J . Wolf. “Students are
misintarprstiHg these changes,” he said.
’The interset ratee on students loans
was raissd from seven percent to nfoe
percent and students with parents earn
ing mom than 380,000 a year submit a
needs analysis, according to Wolf.

“'The analysis is predicated on a
sliding scale and is in relation to the
number of family members and the
number of family members in college,”
Wolf said.
A fter the needs analysis, threefourths of the applicants am s ^ eligihle. he added.
‘Ùw needs analysis applies to both the
National Direct Student Loan and
CaHfomia Student Loan, formerly the
Guaranteed Student Loan. Wolf explaiimd ths name is ths only change.
Prior to the changes, the default rate
for thé NDSL was 6.6 parcel^ and 6.1
percent for the G SL:
Wolf said he doesn’^ fomsse any
changes for a while. “Congress is pretty
much on our side a t this timis,’’ he aaid.
“We am relaliva|y safe for a year.”
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daynor conditioh deteriorate

Lebanese Christians fractured

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) •ActrsM Ja n et Oaynor’a con
dition detarioratod Tuaaday as she battled an infection
and partial kidney and liver faihire more than two w e ^
after an auto accident, offidala said. M iss Gaynor. 76,
winner of the first Academy Award for beet actrees in
1928 for several films including “Seventh Heaven,” was
reported in critical but aUUe condition a t San Frandaoo Qeneral HospitaL She was “awake and alert" dur
ing the morning, said nursing supervisor Leonard
Jo®**- “There was no drastic, sudden change from whan
she was listed as serious. But tharo’s concern because of
SAN SALVADOR,« Salvador (AP) - The daath
some newcompBcationai...”
toll from floods and mod aUdaa aet off by torrential
“This is <me of those things th at you have to expect
raina climbed to 489 ’Tuooday in E l Salvador’s worst
when someone has been ipjured so badly,” he said. “ I
natural disaster in 17 jrears.
don't think her age is the mgjor fa c t« hare.”
In Guatemala, authorftias estim atad there were a t
Antibiotics were being used to treat an abdominal inleast 100 weather-related deaths. They *dkl more than
fsetion, said l aalis Ling ***, a hospital spokeswoman.
20 fiood-swoUen rivers had cut off large stretches of
“The doctors say she has soma elsm ents o f kidney and
highways, leaving many parts o f the country isobted.
Uvac fidhir*. She is itQl on a ventilator and she has some
Green (froos Director Roberto Crus said hie rescue
fluid in her lungs.”
team s had recovered 260 bodies from the M ontrtello
M iss Qmyooe underwent num than fiy« hours of
section of northaeuft San Salvador, where fiood waters
surgery S s ^ . 6 for a perforated bladder and axtenaiv*
from the alopee of the San Salvador volcano craalied
internal bleeding after an automobOa accident. A van
th ro n g a retaining wall before dawn Sunday, burying
crashed into bar taxi, iujuring bar husband, producer
hundreds of houabe under 10 feet of mud.
Paul Gregory, and actrees M u y M artin and k ilU ^ Mise
Crus said he beUsved l.OOO to 1,600 people died in
M artin's business manager ■wd companion, Ben
M ontebdlo, the hardest^iit area. A D ^ n se M inistry
W asher. M iss M artin, 68, and Qi^egory, 62 war*
spokesman described the estim ate as “a little exagdischarged last week.
—' "’ gsrated.”
Rad Cross, spokesman Jorge Rivera said Monday
night his agency had recovered 37 bodies from
Montebello, in addition to the 260 reported by the
' CAPE CANAVERAL, FU. (AP) - The shuttle Col
Green Cross. Another 202 bodies were reported found
umbia made an eight-hour journey down a SVi-mile
a t other sites near the capital and around the country.
’n » heavy rains began ’Thursday, and stopped
highwfiy of crushed rock to its launch pad Tuesday,
Monday.
and space officials predicted it would be ready for its
More than 1,6(X) rescue workers were diggiitg
fifth flight Nov. 11.
—
through piles of rubble at Montebello. Officials said en
“The first operational shuttle is on schedule,” said
tire families were lost and th at it will take 16 days to
shuttle program director A1 O’Hara.
dig out the area.
'
National Aeronautics and Space Administration of
Survivors told of one woman who was buried up to
ficials are “confident” of a morning launch Nov. 11 for
her neck in mud. Two of her children were killed by the
the shuttle, which will carry four astronauts and two
mudslide.
satellites into space on a five-day mission, O’Hara
The government declared a state of national
said.
emergency Sunday after four days of heavy raiiu
NASA will receive 88 million each for canying the
lo o se i^ Ums of mud from hillsides and volcano*. Cot
two satellites in the program’s first commercial mis
ton and sugar crops have been wiped out fo many
sion.
areas.
O’Hara said repair of thermal outer tiles damaged
The government set aside 8320,000 to |»ovide food,
during the last inission in June and Ju ly went very
shelter and medical aide to an eathnated 30,000 people
weO,
left homeless by the d isaster...
“We rolled out this mewning with one tile left to be
But Interior M inistry spokesman Orrego Candray
bonded a t the pad — so that was sort of a record for
said an estim ated 2,000 injured people are straining
us,” O’Hara said.
the cafdtal’s hospitals, which are plagued by a shor
O’Hara said officials also are confident they will be
tage of medicinee and blood for transfusions because
able to recover and reiise the shuttles’ new twin rocket
of the civil war th at has claimed an estim ated 38,000
boosters, equ^>ped with parachutes. Ih e Columbia’s
lives.
boosters were lost at sea after the last mission, which
L eftist guerrillas have been fighting the U.S.was the final in a series of four test flights stretching
supported govenunent here for nearly three years.
over 18 months.
The rollout started before dawn with Coliunbia
riding to Launch pad 39A on its huge crawlertransporter at a speed of 1 mph — “slower on com ers.”
’The spacecraft had been attached to its external fuel
tank and rofcket boosters at the pad by early after. noon, said NASA spokesman Mark Hess.

Newsline

pi Salvador death toll climbs

Columbia prepares for flight

3 lines in the classified section of the
Mustang DaHy cost you only $2.00 a day!
Run a whole week and the fifth day is
free!

B E IR U T . Lebanan (AP) - Amin Gemayel, elactad
preddant Tueaday by tha Lebaneaa Parttanaant,
represents but one faction of the nation’s Christians,
w to were united in the 1976-76 d vil war but ^ ta r fell
into murdsrous political and famfijr fou ^ .
Divisions amobg Christians, who have dominatitd
Lebanon politically and economically since it became
independent in 1943, are as much a problem for
Gemayel as the rift between Qudstians and Moslems.
Christian animosities may have played a role in the
assassination of M aronits Christian Presidant-alact
Bashir Gemayel — Amin’s younger brother — and the
massacre of Palestinians a t the Sabra and ChatOla
camps in Beirut last weak.
- No one claimed responsibility for Bashir Glamayel’s
death. But high on the list of his aosmiss — along with
tbs Palestinians and Moslems ha had battlsd — wars
two prominent M aronites, former présidants Camille
Chamoun and Suleiman Frapjiah.
G«na3r*l’s Phalange Party has blamed Israel’s ally
in Southern Lebanon, rebel Lebanese Army M aj. Saad
Haddad, a Greek Catholic, for the Palestinian "
massacre. Haddad has depied it.
Israel blamed the Phalangiste. A group called the
“Front for the L ib e r a te of Lebuion from
Foreigners” claimed reqym aibility.
The Christians earned the adjective “rightist” from
their resistance to political chamg*. U n te the 1943
National P act, the president must be a Maronite Chris
tian and the ratio of Christian to Moslem deputies
must be six to five. Christians control all government
institutions, including the army and the secret service.
The Maronites, the largest Christian group in
Lebanon, take their name from a fourth-century
Syrian-born monk named Marun, who like the
Maronites lives in the Lebanese mountains.
’The Maronite Church ha* been in full union with the
Romim Catholic Church since 1736.
'There has been no national census since the 1930s,
but the Christians are believed by most Western
diplomats here to have lost ground in the last 40 years
to the growing Moslem community.
In the last count, Christians represented 61 percent
of the population. There are 18 different religious sects
in Lebanon.

Intersection collision kills five
B A K E R SFIE L D (AP) - A truck driver and four people
in a station wagon war* killed Tueeday whan the smaller
vehicle ran a stop sign a t a rural intersection 13 miles
southwest of Bakersfield.
The station wagon driver, who was killed, skidded in
to the intersection of State Routes 119 and 43 after see
ing either the truck or the stop sign too late, said
Highway Patrohnan Bob Burdick.
’Dm station wagon was struck broadside in. the in
tersection.
*
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1 week only
Personalized exercise instruction:
reduce, tone or build
Hourly aerobics exercise classes
Co-ed ejasses
Nutritio(ial counseling & weight loss
programs
Private dressing rooms & individual
showers
6,000 sq. ft. facility with Nautilus,
World Class & Universal equipment.
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Morning child core available
W ith fu l thinking w un't do it. Even
die ting and ordinary exercise w on't
give you the lean, trim look that
everyone wants. Taning up lokes a
special kind o i exercise. W ith the
cam bination of aerobic exercises and
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Poly seismograph records shakes and quakes
By Caroline Smitli
iStoHWiHer
You say you’ve felt ear
thquakes before. Big deal.
B u t have you ever seen an
ea rth q u a k e?
No, th is
doesn't mean going to a
nravie theatre and wat
ching Charleton Heston
play th e _ hero in the
creatively^ en titled film
Rather, for
anyone who wishes to tak^

Earthquake.

advantage of the oppor
tunity, earthquakes can be
seen right on the Cal Poly
campus.
And, you f^k, how doe4
one see an_ earthquake?
The answ er: w ith a
seismograph.
Located in the outside
corridor o f the science,
building, the seismograph
is contained in a glass
display case. The person in
charge of maintaining the

machine is Marvin Clause,
an pqbi|imeM technician.
“The seisnM>graph was
set up mainly for people
who are intM'ested in earth
quakes,” stated Clause,
“i t ’s not used for re
search.”
B asically,
the
seismograph measures the
up snd down movements of
the earth. In a simplified
explanation,
the
seismograph consists of a
coil
suspended ' in a
magnetic field, and when
the earth moves, a spring
decouples from the mass.

The outside frame with the to d i^ v e r the. source of
magnetic field does the ac the quakes, times are com
tual moving while the mass pared from the recordings
with the coil remains sta on the seismograph with
tionary. In a nutshell, those times of earthquakes
mechanical energy is turn reported in the newspaper.
The time reference to
ed into electrical energy.
According to Clause, the establish an earthquake
Cal Poly, seismograph is a location must be within
very simple instinment one-tenth of a second to in 
when compared to most sure accuracy. E a r t h 
seismographs. While the quakes and atomic blasts
seismograph does record from as far away as
by means of vertical lines Nevada have been con
the Smplitude of the earth firmed.
"When people have ex
quakes, there is no way to
establish where the earth perienced an earthquake,
quake came from. In order they like to come and see it

on th e seism ograp h ,”
Clause stated. " I t ’s en
joyable to see if we have
picked up the earthquake."
In the future. Clause has
hopes of C al Poly getting
it s own seism ograph,
though this is. iM) small
hope it costs "$ 3,500 fbr a '
simple system.
In the meantime, anyone
interested in seeing a real
live earthquake should
stop by and take a look at
the seismograph. It may
even be better than the
movie.

Proposed cancellation upsets students
From page 1

FA LL .
~
RUNNING S P E C IA LS

Profassors sympathiza

frivolous?” He needs the
class to graduate, and as a
p rer^ u isite for a student
teachmg position.

Van sympathized with
the students affected, say
ing, “ Some students pro

bably can wait until
another quarter, but some
really can’t .”
The

six

courses

that

could be on the chopping
block are: English 114-01,
115-02,115-03,218-06,3000 1 .

Counseling Center
G RO U P PROGRAM S C H ED U LE
Fall 1982

1/

MONDAYS
AsMrtIve Training for Women
Stress Management
Shyness Group
TUESDAYS
Assertive Development
WEDNESDAYS
Interpersonal Relationship Skills
' Constructive Communication
Couples Group
THURSDAYS
Eliminating Self-Defeating Behaviors
Occupational Search as Personal Growth
Gay Support Group
OTHER GROUPS AND WORKSHOPS
* Dealing wHh Eating Oleorders ' '
OveTcomlno Procrastination

'" i

„»«S'

...

Improving Concentration and
Motivation
Improving Reading Speed
Strategies for Whole LIfefWork
Planning
Principles of Memory Improvement

1:00-3:00 p.m.
3:004:00 p.m.
9:00-10KX) p.m.

Or. DIrkes
Dr. Aiken
Dr. Levinson

1:003:00 p.m.

Mrs. Barbies

1:004KX) p.m.
3KX>4:00 p.m.
7:00-1OXX) p.m.

Dr. Mulder
Dr. Babb
Dr. Mulder

1:303:00 p.m.
3KXM.-00p.rn.
3KXM:30 p.m.

Mrs. Barbica
Dr. Diaz
Dr. Cain & Dr. Mulder

Friday 10KX)-11:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 30
10KX)a.m.-12KXIp.m.
Thursday! Oct. 14
11KX)e.m.-12KX)p.m.
Thurs^y, Oct. 28
10KX)a.m.-12KX) p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
9KX>a.m.-3.-OOp.m.
Thursday, Nov. 4
10KX) a.m.-12KX) p.m.

Dr. Cain $ Ms. CIrone
Mr. Snydor
Mr. Snydor
Mr. Snydor

^

Or. DeJong
Mr. Snydor

'Contact with Dr. Cain or Ms. CIrone required prior to group.

Groups begin socond week of c la ss. Sign up In Counseling Center
For Information ca ll Counseling Center, ext. 2511.
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New vice president for academic affairs selected

by Jeanette Van Berkel
Ceey Editor

Tbe interviewing proceM involved in
filling Cel Poly’s position of academic
vice president was a “two-way street.”
according to Tomlinson Fort, Jr ., cur
rent Vice President of Academic Af
fairs.
Fort, who replaced Dr. Hazel J . Jonas
in August, was selected from 200 ap
plicants.
“I did lots of research on Cal Poly,” he
said. “ I asked many questions.”
’ Fort said he was impressed with the
student body at Cal Poly. “I was also
impressed with the fact that there are
more students wanting to get into Cal
Poly than there are spaces allowed,” he
added..
Fort, who is a chemist by profession,
has had administrative duties at the
Univerdty of Missouri-RoUa and the
Camegie-Mellon University in P itts
burgh before coming to San T.ni«
Obispo.
As chief academic officer on campus.
Fort said he would like to implement the
role of scholarly and professional work
at Cal Poly.
I'm interested in this university being
intellectually alive,” he said.
Fort suggested if faculty m « n b ^ are
involved with research and scholarly
work, there wiU be a beneficial spin-ofi
to students.
"Students who are in contact with
good faculty are turned on to what
they’re studjring,” he said. l.a T n iiij ia
"m ore exciting.”
* Another way of promoting p ro f^
sional development among faculty
members to Iwnefit the university is
professional consulting, according to
Fort. " I t (consulting) enables in
structors to get a feel for what ia hap
pening professionally in their field,” he

Tomlinsoa Fort, Jr., 50, who assumed the role of academic affairs vice presi
dent, sees the need for research at Poly.
: MaMMSOMr-VUMKwHMSy
said. Adding that participation in pro
fessional meetings is also beneficial. As
an example. Dr. Fort spent last week at
a chem ist’s ccmvention in Kansas City.
"A ttitudes, I feel, are im portant...!
want to foster a fooling of profoe-.
sionalism a t Cal Poly,” he sakl.

’The academic vice president said be
was familiar with the applied science
and engineering programs at Cal Poly
before coming to San Luis Obiqw. ’Tte
engineering program a t Poly, according
to P o rt, is "g o o d .” B u t, Uka
"everywhere d se across the United

Jailed clim ber set free

Reagan approves legislation
President Reagan has signed into law a bill introduc
ed by Representative Lem E. Panetta (D-Monterey,
CA) to provide Medicare reimbursement for boqdce
services for terminally ill patients and their families.
’The hospice bill was part of the recently passed recon
ciliation tax legislation, which also included Medicare
and Medicaid savings.
’The Panetta measure is expected to save the
Medicare program $13 million over the next three
years and more than 1100 million over the next five
years if it is renewed by Congress.
"W hile many of the measures in the $116 billion
deficit-reduction package ware extrem dy controver
sial, Medicare coverage of hospice cafe had broad,
bipartisan support in the House and Senate,” Panetta
s^d. “The alternatives it provides to the terminally ill
and the money it saves in the Medicare program make
it a sound and compassionate measure.”

Under the new law, only those eligible for Part A of
Medicare — those who have gained eligibility through
payment of this FICA payroU tax
will be reimbursi^
for hospice services. ’Those who retain digibility for
Part B of Medicare through monthly premiums will
not be covered for hospice care.
»-

•

Hospice care is designed to meet the medical,
psychologicaL and spiritual needs of tarminaUy ill patim ts and their families. It focuses on helping them to
cope with the special problems faced by the terminally
ill, and is considerably lees expensive than conven
tional cars.
Hoepice'services covered by the Panetta bill will in
clude nursing care, medical social serviceo, physician
and counseling services, physical and occupational
therapy, ^>eech therapy, hom e' health servioaa,
homemaker services, and drugs for relief of pain.

SAN FRANCISCXXAP) - A natty, energetic Ron
Broyles set out to climb the angular 863-foot Tranaamerica Pyramid, but he eras weary, scraped and
bruised when ho got out of ja il ’Tuesday. And he ap
parently won’t m ake it to the top.
“H^ said he’s tired - tired of being in ja fl,” said Joe
Land!, Broyles publicity agent and friend. “I ’m going
to take him somewhere and get him cleaned up.”
The 29-year-old self-described "urban mountaineer”
was released on $3,6(X) bail after being booked Monday
for investigation of felony malicious mischief, misde
meanor tre^MSsing and resisting or ddaying arrest.
Broyles gave up the climb a t the 36th
after a
14-hour effort to get to the top, having told reporters
before he began the ascent that the 48-story structure
is the “ Mount Everest of buildings.”
"Climbing a building to me is like looking at a pile of
dirty launtfoy,” he said. “You realize that sooner or
later it has to be done,”

H o p o n o v e r to

WOODSTOGKS

541-4420

States, everything th at needs equip
ment is underfundeid,” he said.
Cal Poly, according to Fort, must
work "a ll angles” to imfwove program
resources. ’Tte first a n ^ . Fort said,
concerns state allocation fimds. “We’re
already doing our best to get these
fimds increased,” Fort commented.
Another angle involves work with the
campus development office. ‘"nMiy have
means of finding money to support such
programs,” said Fort.
A third alt«m ative is to look toward
industry. "A s a tax break, a good many
industries donate equipment which
would be extremely beneficial to pro
grams here,” Fort s ^ .
On the whole. Fort said that despite
the good programs at Cal Poly, there are
"very real needs.’’
“ I am here to serve as an advocate for
academic programs at this university,”
he said, adding he would “do my best to
meet the needs of these programs. ”
“Technology changes rapidly. For in
stance, the computer is now omnipre
sent. W e’re trying to integrate that into
the system now,” he said. "W e need to
keep up iHth technology, and to educate
students for Isadership positions in
tomorrow’s world.”
"
Dr. Fort received his bachelor’s
degree a t the Univwsity of Georgia,
w hm his father was a professor. He
earned his Ph.D. at the University of
Tennessee. After working with Du Pont,
he spent eight years in Cleveland at
Case Western Reserve University as a
member of the chemical engineering
faculty and director of the Surface
Research Laboratory. Later, he was
head of the department of chemical
engineering at Camigie-Mellon Univer
sity in PRtsburgfa.
Before coming to San Luis Obispo,"
Fort served as Provost at the Umversity of Missouri-Roila. He is married and
hiss two children.

Appbcationt arc available for
the M ISS CITY of SAN LUIS
O B ISP O
SCH O LA RSH IP
PAGEANT at the Chamber
of Commerce and Corcoran's
R estau ran t. T h is
is a
preliminary for the Mias
America pageant. For further
ini orma tion call the Entries
Chairperson - (ertele Buttery
541-3590.
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Police say tickets are given to help_ curb accidents
From page 1
“And tha onaa who ara
out on thair own for tha
first tima ^ v a no supervi
sion and ara totally rasponsibla for thair actions. If
you’ra 18. gat arrastad and
go to ja il, it ’s a widaaw akaning ~ axparianca.
But. it sbDuld never hap
pen. The people who are
running tha i>artte are
ju st irrasponsiblel T h ^
don’t care who comas to
the party or what condi
tion he or she leaves in.
Sometimes we make ap
pearances in bars, llia t
way. people figure th at we
are out looking for them,
and they had better be cool
whan they Isave. I t ’s hard

to get our point across. The
on^ other way is through
tickets.
___“I ’d much rather give a
ticket to someone walking
on the street drinking,
than scrape them off a win
dow after aw accident.’’
Goodwin said. ^
^
“We have more officers
in this department with
college degreea than any
other department in the
county.’’ said officer John
Viegas. who also doubles
as a student. “I ’m in th e .
same age group as the Idds
in the parties. I ,try to
relate to them and t ^ to be
cool when I ’m ta lU ig 'to
them, and they give me
such a hard time. One

night I asked a girl if she
had some identification oh
her. She said “no.” but she
insisted she was 21. I told
her to either show ms some
ID or to pour the beer out.
It was no biggie to me if
she went to jaU. I didn’t
want a hassle. Finally, she
poured the beer out and
there was no hassle. Then
when we got back to the
car.' someone had kicked
out one of the windows.’’
Viegas said.
Ih e police department
has a simple solution to
reduce the amount of hassl
ing which goes on between
cops and students.
“Be honest with us.’’
Nemith said. “I f srou’rs

honest, you’ll get more of a
break. If you lie to us and
we catch you. we will cut
you no slack.’’
__
Nemith gave an example.
“I stopped a guy on a
bike one n i^ t ,’’ he said. “ 1
asked to see "some ID . He
^ d he hadn’t any on him.
I asked him what was in
his wallet. He said nothing,
and that he kept his money
in his front pocket. He
gave me the name of Swan
son. I asked him to sp(^ it
and he couldn’t. I t was ju st
going to be a fix -a -tim t.
no money involved. B u t he
Ued to me, so I chscked it
out and ended up arresting
him on a misdemeanor —

false infcmnation to a
peace officer. Now. he has a
record for no reason,”
Nemith said.
As tor the fake ID scene,
don't get caught.
“You will be arrested on
three different violations,”

Centers open house "
Cal Poly’s Placement Center and Career Develop-'
ment Cent«' will host a jo in t open house'tiklay from 1
to 4:30 p jn . for seniors.
Jo e Diaz, coordinator of the Career Development
Center, said the open house gives soiiors a c h a ^ to
preview ^bs resources of the two centers.
Included in the open house will be lists of companies
lo o k ^ fO r recruits, and tips on how to do an interview
orcompila a resume.

Show Your
L it e B e e r S p ir it !
O rd e r th ese T-Shirts fo r o n ly $ 5 .0 0 .

M ail ihit coupon and a chock
or monoy order for the
total amount to
Lite Beer T-ShKt Otter
PO Bo* 1153
’ Milwaukee. Wl 53201,

according to Nemith. “The
place you bought the
alcohol will be fined $600.
The DMV will revoke your
license right now, you’ll go
to jaU, and start off with a
minimum $100 fine,” he ad
ded.

'A

"I'm a Famous Lite Beer
Drinker" T-Shirt ($6 00 each)
._____________ Small
(Quonlitvl
_____ __ Medium
Lite Beer Dictionary T-Shirt ($5 00 each)
. __ ________ - S m a l l _______ targe'
(Quonlitvl
'
________ M e d iu m _________ X-lorge
No pureholo n o co tto fy Amow 4 - 6 w ooki tor ooiivory Vo»0 W O hio konhiCkv ond whoro
prohibited by >ow Witcon$«n rotidontt o d d 4*e lo io t to« Offor oip tros iu o o 30 t9 l3

T
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NEW YORK (AP) — The firit and most immediate
impact df the National Football League Playera
Aaaociation strike was felt in the television industry
Tuesday, with all three networks planning alternate
programming.
- —.y •
ABC returned the time slot scheduled fw Thursday
night's Atlanta-Kaasas City game to its entertain
ment division and it will be filled by a Peter Falk
movie, “The Cheap Detective,” and an abbreviated
edition of the news show “80-20” dealing with the final
days of Princess Grace of Mtmaeo.
Monday n i^ t, when ABC would have shown the
Cincinnati at Cleveland NFL game, the network will
beam a CUnt Eastwood movie, “llie Outlaw Josey
W ales.”
Thoee movies will command considerably less in
advertising revenue than the ^iprozim ate $160,000
per 30-eecond commerdal commanded by the net
work’s Monday n i^ t NFL package.
NBC has scheduled a Canadian FootbaO Laagua
douMeheadsr for Sunday, beginning with the British

CidumMa Lions a t the Toronto Argonauts at 1:30
p jn ., followed by the (Calgary Stampedsrs at the Ed
monton Eskimos a t 4 p.m.
Tbs NBC contract with the CFL, reached last Ju ly,
is essentially a weak-to-week agre^nnent and inchides a
clause requiring the network to Mack out a number of
m arkets close to Canada. Among thoee cities who will
not ape the CFL games are Clevehuid, Buffalo, Detroit,
Rochester, S e a t^ , Spokane and Toledo with network
affiliates in those cities substituting local programm
ing.
~
NBC said it could stUl cover NFL games this
weekend if a quick settlem ent were readied in the
strike. B u t a firo decision on coverage would have to
be made by Friday when the network diqiatches its
mobile units and crews to prepare tot the Siinday
telecasts. The network’s deal with the CFL, w o ^ approximatety $100,(X)0 par game, provides payment on
ly if games are shown.
^C BSw ill stick with N FL coverage, presenting an ex
panded version of its ragulsr N FL T o ^ y show dealing

with the strike issues std iliag at 12:30 p jn ., followed
by an edited version of Supsr Bowl X V I between the
sim Francisco 49er»and Cincinnati Bengals.
Robert Wussler, president of Turner Broadca sting
.System , said the cable company has an agreem nit
j with the striking players to televise games of a aix^ team A ll-Star le i^ ^ to provide viewws with “an alter
native form'of professional football.
.The first game would be played O ct. 3 a t R FK
Stadium in W ashington,-w ith subsequent gMEMM
scheduled for Sunday and Monday nights at various
sites.
There had been some speculation th at the networks
might present college football games to replace the
’ N FL telecasts but there were no immediate plm s to do
so. Donn Bernstein, a rookssman for ABC. said thsr«
had bean some “internal dialogue” about the potential
of Sunday NCAA games. “But it hasn’t surfaced sinoo .
then. I t is on the back burner,” he said. '

_
tro l
firm from among the 76
The obnsent decree largest banks, insurance
represen ts a significant com panies and profesvictory for the Reagan Ad skmal investment advisers.
m inistration, which placed That firm in turn will
a high priority in coming choose the asMta Q^gnagar.
into office two years ago on ' George W. L ^ , ex
asew ing that control over ecutive director of the
the assets o f the fund did fund, said Equitable would
not return to the trustees. ^ be considered along with
A report by the General 74 others. He expected the
Accounting Office, the in deddon to be made by Jan .
vestigating arm of Con 1
gress, in June said the
The agreement also pro
department had bunded vides for the appointment
its investigation of the of an independent special
fund at tim es but was im counsel to be selected by
proving.
the court, who wiU shperAmong other things, the vise compliance with the
consent decree prohibita . consent decree. To that
the trustees from influenc end, 1^ will have complete
ing the management of the access to pension fund files
fund assets or any invest andmeethigs.
ment dedsiona.
The trustees will select a

*
'i-l
"
GRAND JUNCTION. Colo. (AF^ - Doctors and
businessmen hiking in the rugged high country recent
ly have been robbed of food by a boarded mmnitAfa
man who carries a rifle and an ivory-handled pistol and
badmouths big government and the oil emnpaniss. <
“Navojo Sam .” as he is identified by letters etched
on the stock of his rifle, was deecribed by a collage stu
dent who edEountered him as a kind of modern-day
Robin Hood, disliking the rich and living in the
wilderness to escape the threat of a nuclear war.
But one of the victim s of his robberies this n m n w
in the San Juan National Forest calls him an “armed
hinatie.”
The authorities, meanwhile, can’t find him.
“There’s 40,(XX) acres of national forest, all heavily
tim beq^, up there and it ’s 80 miles away bom here,”
sskl Doloree County Sheriff Robert Bryan.
“I t ’s hard to get in there and look for that guy,”
B ry j^ said in a telephone interview bom his office in
Dove O n tk . “There was snow up there last weekend.”
Bryan and other local authm ities believe the mew
who robbed several campers of their food is Leo Lyyjold. 61. L3ryjold, a former farmer and logger, is known
to favor the “Navajo Sam ” nickname.

Moidern Robin
New controls placed on tean^ter fund robs backpackers
. IVAaUTMn'TTkM
iADt -_______
J Donovan
_____ ___
i j ..i—
»W
ASHINGTON (AP)
nxHid
said
the
'Tba- Labor Department deoras does not affect other
and the Team sters Central suits connacted with tha
States Pension Fund said fund.
Tuesday they had agreed
W ith 6 0 0 ,0 0 0 co n 
to new fedbral contiob tributors and pensioners in
over the scandal-plagued 33 states, the Central
$3.6 billion fund. Ih ey call Stataa fund is-one of tb s
ed the agreement a “land la rg est m ulti-em ployer
mark agreement.”
pension plans in the coun
‘~^The agreement, the out try.
come of 16 months of often
The Labor Department
quarrelsome negotiations, gained special power over
will be submitted to U .S. the fund in 1977 in a houseD istrict Judge Jam es B . cleaning arrangement that
Moran in CMcago for ap f(woed the resignation of
proval as a consent decree fund trustees and the hir
in a departm ent su it ing of an independMit in
against the fund trustees.
vestment manager.
The key {wovision of the
The fund’s contract with
decree provides for in t h a t
m a n a g e r,
th e
dependent management of Equitable Life Assuranosi
the fund assets for at least Society, expires Oct. 8 and
another 10 years.
after th at the fund trustees
Labor Secretary Ray- could have resumed con

IS T H E ID E A O F M E A R IN G
A U N IF O R M K E E P IN G Y O U
O UTO FARM YRO TC7

MASSIVE
LIQUIDATION

SALE
P olo 'àB) Ralph Lauren
Possibly the Lowest Prices in the State!
Blazers, Tuxedo Blouses & Pants.
Button Dress Shirts. Slacks.
Elastic-Back Cords
AND MORE
EVERYTHING MUST GOIl
QQ
MANY ITEMS LESS THAN

The Original Shrink-to-Fit 501's
So how about switching ‘‘uniforms" fcr a
Whether you retliie it or not. you're piobabiy
few houts each week?
wearing a type of “unifcnn" right now.
For more information, contact your Professor
There'» nothing wrong with it. But an Army
of Military Science.
____
ROTC unifcnn could make you »tand out from
the crowd.
And ROTC will help you become more
outstanding. Because you'll develop in » a leader
of people and a manager of nroney and equipment

ARMVIIOIIC

K iu m B o M ii.

Call Ma). M$ta floblneon
64$8371
OrVIstt'BMg. 34, Room 116

iL e v r s ? i *»
2

W ITH PURCHASE OF »10 OR M O R E.

86S M onterey Street • Downtown S.L.O .
543-0199
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ASI VICE PRESlDEriT
REVIM MOSES

UPDATE PROM ASI PRESIDEMT

SAIiDRA CLARY

Summar has baan a buay tima tor paat aa wall aa currant prolacta. Tha Bank of Amarica Varaatallar ayatam la naaring raallty,
aa wa ara currantly ravlawing tha laaaa and moving toward Inatallatlon at tha back wall of tha Union Plaza, facing tha dining
hall. Tha copy cantar la alao naar raallty and will ba locatad on
tha firat floor of tha union In a apaca at tha front of tha craft
cantar.

Aa VIca Praaldant and Chair of tha Studant Banata, I Inland to axpand
tha vlalblllty of, and atudant participailon In, tha Banata. All too oftan
tha atudanta of thIa campua hava baan axcludad from tha daclalonnraklng procaaa. I plan to Inatltuta tha following changaa.

1) Writa a ragular articia In tha Muaiang Oa/fy totting tha atudanta
know what tha Sanata la working on bafora tha Banata takaa action.
2) Impiova communication batwaan tha Sanala and Ita committaaa.
Committaa Chaira will ba raquirad to aubmit a wrlttan fact ahaat to tha
Sanatora ao thay will ba abla to maka Informad daclalona.
3) I will maal ragularly with tha ASI Controllar to anhanoa tha
awaranaaa of tha ASI'a finarrclal poalllon with caapact to budget raquaata.

A taachar avahiatlon program la baing lookad Into, aa la a
ravlaw of acadamic adviaing. I walcoma your Input and Invita
you to coma and aaa ma In my ottica In UU 217A. Lat ma know
your Idaaa for tha coml;«g yaar and lat'a woik on tham togathar.
In ordar to ba auccaaaful, your atudant govammanl naada
contlnuad aupport and conatant Input. I am looking fonaard to
tha yaar and am optomlallc thal togathar wa can maka Cai Pofy
a buttar placa for all.

-t

T h m la no lim a llka tha praaant lo gat InvolvadI Tha
Aaaóciatad Studanta, Ine. Invitaa you to bacoma activa In your
atudant govammant and your union. Thara ara poaltlona opan In
virtually aH araaa of Intaraat, and thia yaar promlaaa to ba
dynamic and fulfilling. What ara your Intaraata? Lai ua know.
For mora Infonnatlon caH tha A8I Ottica at 546-1291, or drop In
at UU217A. W aw antyoutogatlnvovtadl

STUDEMT QOVERMMEriT O m C E R S
AMD EXECUTIVE STA FF:
AM Prvitdant—Sandra Ctaiy
ASI VIca P riild ao t—kavto Moaai
ASI Saciataiy—SaSy Ogdan
Fkianoa ConimHlaa Cnak—CTiartaa Dtchay
Aoadanuc A lfaks—Adam untaSaid
AdnUnlatrattvo—ftogaao h u ll
Extamal A lfaka—SHI Doyta
Oraak Walatlona—Sob Wootary
Spaclal Prolact* Coordktalor—JoTm BaAnpalla
Ethnic AHalra AaalatanI—Pablo Marian
Sbidanl halatlona Board Chak—Caltiarlna Praaar
UnWaraky Union Board of Qovatnora Chair—DmddMaynaa
Program Board C liair—Art Sanford

I ballava that In addition to rapraaanting tha atudanta, tha purpoaa
and function of tha ASI la to return tha toaa paid by every Cal Poly atu
dant In tha way of aarvlcoo (l-a., IntrarrMirala, programmirtg, account aarvlcaa, tutorial aupport, atc.L I hava aaan all of the programa tha ASI aupporta and will work to aaa that thaaa aarvtcaa are providad In tha moat
affictont manner poaalbla. In ahort, I am looking forward to tha coming
yaar and Improving your ASI.

STUDEMT SEMATE REPRESEMTATIVES:
Ag a Natural Waaouicaa

Comm. Alta S Hummanltlaa

Mum. Oav. S EduoaSon

Karl Zwanxigar
RandyJonaa
Martin M cKailpa
Lauidn STiartalian
Slaptran Sommar

Brian RaynoWa
Oragory Stanar
Jtina Alkan .

OougWhoHon
SuiannaW aalon
Mauraan Btraa
Mary Ann Oomaa

Arch, t Env. Baalgn
Thomea KIm biel
Trina Auaknaim

Engr. a Taehnology

SclanoaSM ath

TobarWoolary
Palar Vaoura
Donald Ertekaon
John Hakonaka

David Cliapman
CamBauar
Uaa Dorrograia

imarhaN CouneN
Tammy Brandon
Tknoihy Jonaa
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Housing need seen
by city councilman
ByCaflaSimi
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sunwittw
A Cal 1^0^ political sdaoca profeasor, coneamad
about tha houdng sbrntaga in San Luia Obiqw, is
making an affw t to astablieh soma idaas for onI campus housing.
'
AUan K. Sattle, also a*dty council member, said ha
fssls married students, sorority, ‘ and fraternity
members should have “mors options available to
them,” concerning housing.
A lease arrangement involving university property
for housing facilitiss is part of Settle’s idea.
“Housing a t reduced prices and the elimination of
many transportation i»t>blems are the primary advan
tages additional on-campus housing would provide,”
said Settle.
“ If altem atives are available to students, particular
ly Greek groups and married couples, rents are mors
negotiable,” he added.
Several locations on campus have been suggested
for a “frato n ity row.” Settle mentioned the
university-owned property near Highway 1 or the pro
perty adjacent to the Slack Street-Grand Avenue in
tersection are both possibilities, although the latter
I choice may be less suitable due to its noise factor and
i tbe nei^borhood mix.
Regarding off-campus sites, tbs political scientist
said there is “simply no available Isind” near campus
for housing development.
i
The housing base in San Luis Obispo is “con
siderably lim ited," Settle said, in contrast to the
sprawling expansion of San Jo se and Los Angeles.
Any remaining open land near campus is generally
not suitable for building housing facilities. Settle said,
due either to topography or zoning limitations.
Locating the row farther from campus would defeat
one of the proposal's main pusposes, as transportation
problems would still have to be addressed.
Elconomically, an off-campus row is less desirable
because the price of land combined with terms of finan
cing would add up to an unaffordable cost for many
students. Settle said.
Tbs financial advantage of establishing more hous
ing on campus lisa in the leasing of university-owned
property. Access to such land could be obtained
through a long-term lease agreement, which would
allow a more easily-met financial burden, according to
Settle.
He said it is a “must that we try to control housing
coets because housing is not going to get any
cheaper.”
Noting tha need for individuals invohrsd to work as a
unit to accelerate housing development in San Luis
Obispo, Settle said the “final determining frictor” in
his proposal is the university trustees.
He feels his ideas on student housing have the sup
port of President Warren Baker, as wdl as the City
Housing Authority and the Human Relations Com
mission.
Evan though the proposed site is on campus, d ty of
ficials can still exert influence on the final decision.
Settle said. He sees their role as that of facilitator, by
offering their help and time in the university’s effort to
present the proposal to the trustees.
Previous attem pts to deal with the housing situation
have “not gotten very far,” Settle said, adding that
getting p e o ^ to carry through with their suggestions
is a ’’fn u trating process.”
-—
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Settle said he behaves the general student opinion
toward on-campus fratemity/sorority housing in
dicated a non-commital attitude until more informa
tion is made available.
He noted the proposal has its drawbacks in that an
on-campus location is somewhat restrictive. Being on
campus means there are only a “certain amount of
things you can do,” Settls said.
l i e lim itations of on campus housing dosen’t seam
to be the biggest problem with the proposal, in the opi
nions of a t least two sorority members.
Tbs financial aspects of moving on canq;ms are not
realistically poesibfo, according to Barbara Fords,
chapter president of Gamma Phi Beta sorority.
“ I t ’s a great idea — we ju st don’t think it’s feasi
ble,” she said. She explained pajring for tha property
and building a house was bqrond the sorority’s
ecoocMnic capabUities.
While the ovwall proposal would benefit tbe Greek
system with a unifying effect between houses. Alpha
ñ ii corresponding secretary Carol Stang said the idea
is “not practical” for her sorority.
Stang also cited financial lim itations as part of the
reaeon for her ofdnion, but added th at Alpha Phi’s p re-'
sent proximity to Cal Poly reduces the attraction of
moving on campus.
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NRM prof joins academ icstaff
Dr. W alter R. Mark of Los Oeoa, a member of Cal
Poly’s natural resouroas management faculty for tbe
past 10 years, has begun new duties a s'a member of
tbe university’s academic affairs s ta ff.__
Dr. Mark,'"Who began his new assignment as
academic specialist op Sept. 1 after having filled the
position part-tiuM on an acting basis since March of
this year, will report to Dr. Malcolm W. Wilson, tbe
univerdty’s associate vice preaidant for academic pro
grams.
In addition to fserhing courses in forest edence and
related topics for the Natural Resources Managamant
Department. Dr. Mark, 36, has played an important
role in that department’s curriculum development and
budget planning.
Before joining Cal Poly, Dr. Mark spent four 3raars
as a graduate research and teai*hing assistant at Col
orado State and two y m n with the U .S. Forest Ser
vice as a forest technician at the Teton National
Foreat.W yo.
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They will in the Mustang Dally
CLASSIFIED SECTION. Come to
our office QA 227with your copy
and check (only $2.00 for 3 lines)
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"Operation Safeguard," recognized by the task and others in the campus
a crime prevenjtion pro force that has its basis on a com m unity who have
gram developed by Cal college or university cam cooperated in the success
our crime prevention pro
>
P oly'a
Public
S afety pus.
gram has enjoyed," he addOther
programs
on
the
Depiurtment, is one of 35
su ch p ro g ram a" from list of those "evidencing ed.
"Operation Safeguard”
throughout the state com superior achievement and
mended by the'C alifornia program development and became op eration al, in
Crime Resistance Task (^leration” are from police 1978. It includes theft
'departments in such cities prevention, prqjgerty iden
Force.
Richard C. Brug, the as Buena Park, Concord, tification. rape awareness
univOTsity’s director of Los A ngeles, Orange, and prevention, student
public^Safety, said the pro Pasadena, San Diego, and escort, safety awareness,
grams recognized by the W hittier, and sh eriff’s ami security survey ac
task" force, were sdected departments in the coun tivities, as well as walking
after an on-sight evalua ties of Sonoma and Ven patrols in reaidenoe halls,
bicycle patrols of the cam
tion by consultants and tura.
Brug said selection of pus, and prevention in
members rsfaresenting the
"Operation Safeguard" is vestigations by University
state task force. They were identified as an honor and t^ u te for Police investigators. ''
Yearly evaluations since
"exem plary com m unity members of the Cal Poly
crim e prevention pro- d^iartm ent’s Univeristy its im plem entation in
grama” and will serve as PoUoe S ^ io n who in dicate the program has
models for other California vested consideraUs effort been successful reducing
communities interested^ in in developing and im crime and related incidents
on campusr according to'
plementing the program.
similar projects.
" I t ia 1^ a tr& ute to Brug.
Tbs Cal Poly program
The California Crime
was the only <me of tbs 35 the students, employees.
Resistance Task Force was
created by executive order
of Governor Edmond G ,'
Brown J r . in 1977 and plac
ed in statu te -by the
legislature.
Adm inistered by the
G overnor’s
O ffice of
Criminal Ju stice Planning,
it helps local authorities
work with private citizens
and business and dvic
g rou p s to o rg a n iz e
neighborhood and mer
chant watch programs,
property identification pro
jects, volunteer escort ser
vices. and crime prevention
awareness fonims.

Employees
e va ^a te d
due to false
bomb alarm
s

OPENS IN SEPTEMBER AT SPECIALLY
S E L E C T ^ THEATRES.
Check newspapers fb r.th eatr^ .

MODESTO (API • T im a
toolbozaa cauasd alarm for
law anforcsinsot agaodaa
Tuesday becaosa a bomb
exploded in one a t a
Modesto area ranch two
days before, killing a
woman and injuring har
dau ghter. A bout 600
smploireaa ware avacnatad
from the Stanislaus Coun
ty adm inistration buflding
and oourthouaa wbsn a
toolbox was found oittaids
an employaa’s antranoa.
A bomb squad datonatad
tha containar, and later
found it had baan taken
from a pickup owned by
KTRB-KH OP radio sU tion snginssr Las Lastar
ths night before.
’Two toolboxaa also ware
found a t tha ranch whate
the bomb exploded, but
they ware used by workars,
said shariffa Sgt. Richard
M cFarran. Nona of the
three boxaa contained axplosivea.
H ow ever, J e n n ife r
Holloman, 81, was klllad
and her 18*m onth-old
dau ghter, R obin, was
critically injured Sunday
whan a bomb burst as Um '
wonum pried a padlock off
a toolbox in thair mofafla
hom e. T h a w om an's
naphaw had found t ^ box
aariior in tha day Igr an
O M gate about 10 pacaa
o ff th e naaraat road,
M eFknen sakL “I t had to
haeabaoBplaoadthora.’’ ha
said. Inveartgatoaa did not
know whathar dr not tha
bomb waa M t Intentional*
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If a pad-cracking tackle won’t work, you Juat have to try other meana, aa Cal for Cal Poly, as a atrong Fullerton dafenae plowed through five timea In the
Poly Noaeguard Steve GIbaon demonatratea on Cal State Fullerton Quarter- firat half for sacka and helped themaelvea to a 14-1Q win. It waa the
back Damon Allen for a aack. Unfortunately, aacka were more of an a^llctlon Muatanga’ aecond atraigbt loaa.
‘

Suddenly, Cal Poly is King of the Conference
B y V alerie B rickm an
SUNWikw

Along with a new head coach and new
uniforma, the Muatang football team
haa a new league to play in — the team
is now the most popular charter member
of the new W eetem Football Con
ference.
'
Dr. Vic Buccola, a Cal Poly physical
education iantroctor and the former
athleâc director, has been selected as
commissioner of the new conference.
The other four charter members are
Cal Poly Ponmna, Cal State Northridge,
Portland S U te and U niversity- of
California a t Santa Clara.
"A ll these team s have mutual
philoaophies." Buccola said.
“AO five universitiee have a mutual
emphasis on academics, and all t hese
schools think alike; they emphasised the
student athlete,” Buccola said.
Each team brings with it into the new
ccmlirence historiée rich in winning
traditions. Three of the team s have par
ticipated in bond games — two of them
victorious — and most of the teams
have bean in NCAA tourney play.

"AH five team s are quite evenly mat
ched. The championship is open,” Buc
cola said.
The five conference coaches voted the
Mustdtags as the favorite to capture Um
first championahip in th e WFC.
" I think this was a nice conq>Ument,
considering the fact that both Nor
thridge and Portland beat ua last year,”
Head Coach Jim Sanderson said.
Negotiations and planning for the
confarsnce had bean going on for the
last six years.
Meetings, wl
WFC wen
but it was noif
agreemsnt wag\
schools into tljiil
ficial announcemant ^
T h r'W wUrn FmtbuH O uilei e n c o - w a

loss record and maybe participation in
the national championdiip. Now they
will have a conference championship to
motivate them ,” Buccola said.
Head Coach Jim Sanderson agreed
with Buccola about the «clMdiiHiig
“This will be a bonus in the schedul
ing. We wiU-ba S yrtnuthe same teams
every
said.
" I t W S | ^ | | b t t e conference will
give
In the past
■pm eflHP^k
n ap any
we have
b u f* w a 3 9 ffi^ M lk i4 jio win the conI his
rin the con- a - ___________

_____________
Involved in the
.bu t he
of the indhddual universities gave the go-ahead
so the confarsnce could Isave the plann
ing tablsa and taka the field.
Buccola said he faals th at with an incraased membership in the new confarance, the W FC could be the strongast

ì/W
È S B B tjM e s o tiià U c a g s s x & a ó tì:^
— prepare in advance a 10-gam e
schedule." aa^4 Buccola as ha furthsraxplafaied thè reason far creating thè confarence.
“I t will bek> thè athletee,” he addsd.
In previous y m n thare was ju st a win-

Division I I confersnee.
Buccola would not say what addi
tional team s may join the WFC.
"This confarsnce is an altsm ative for
other univarsltiss who want to change
from the diviaion they are presently
planning,” Buccola said.
Buccola is beggining his eighth year
in the NCAA Division I I football
playoff srisetion process. He earvad
three years (1976-77) as a member of the
W est Region Committee than served
taro years (1976-79) aa the chairman of
that committee. Buccola was appointed
to the position of chairmain of the Divi
sion II national salection committes for
the first tim e in 1980.
Buccola was Cal Poly athletic director
frmn May 1973 until his resignation in
September 1981.
" I had boon working for many years
with athletic directors from o t t e col
leges in getting the confarsnce going
and had been in on the original plann
ing.” Buccola said, explaining
he
took the poet of commisaionsr. “And
it ’s fun to be involved in athfatics,” he
added.
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WEEKNIQHT SPECIALS
...in addition to their regular menu.

MONDAY

SPAQHfeTTI NIGHT
Spaghetti and salad bar
House wine 90e a glass
BEER-N-CHILI NIGHT
Mexican super spud & salad

TUESDAY

OR
Chill and beans & salad
All beer-9Se

WEDNESDAY
\

Instruments

ElGdiíqII H Bækstore

POLYNESIAN NIGHT
Terlyakl Chicken
Cocoanut Chicken
Polynesian fish kabobs
Pineapple Cornbread
Wine Coolers - 75e

FEATURING A L L -Y O U — C A N -E A ^
SALAD BAR EVERY NIGHT
970 Higuera St.
San Lula Oblapo
544-6193
Open for dinner
SKlO-SdlO
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Poly Volleyball team will try to stop perfect China team
by Shaw n T arn er
SporttEdMor

“You hav« hoard about
the Paople’a RapubUc of
China coming hara, haven’t
you?” Aaaodata Athletic
Director Evelyn Pella ton
asked last week.
She let out a gasp, loud
and sincere. I h a^ i’t heard.
Fw get that
Evelyn
Pellaton retires at the end
of the month. She would be
the flrst^ to tell you she
hasn’t given it much
thought lately, that there
is too much work to do.
Meaning, the Chinese are
coming. Today. *'
That is, the national
volleyball team from the
People’s Republic of China,

finishing a swe^> th ro u ^ wm, 13-16, but that was
the western United States only the first game. China
to play some of the top- blew Northwestern out in
ranked college team s in the th e
next
th ree
nation.
games—with its second’
Tonight the national string.
team faces Cal Poly at 7:30
Ocdi, sounds like tough
in the Cal Poly g3rm. Ad timee for Cal Poly, 7th
mission price is 12.60 for ranked in the NCAA. You
students and 13.60 for the aliTOst wimt to call the
Mustangs “victim s” in
general public.
'I t has been a l»utal stead of opponents. But
sweep. For the home teams volleyball Coach M ike
Wilton said he doesn’t
at least.
China has beaten every think so.
team on its nine-game tour,
“We never play for se
including NCAA fourth- cond place,” said Wilton,
ranked u s e (16-9,'l6-6, lo  but he admitted f tough
l l ) and fifth ra ^ e d San m atchup. ‘‘They're an
Diego State University awesome team, and I'm
(16-10, Ij^lO, 16-1). Only sure that if we could get an
one team, Northwestern all-American team from
University, has managed a the same college, one that

W

s

trained seven hours a dav,
like China does, we could
do as wdl as they have
done. China is a highly
skilled team of highly,
h i^ y skilled atU etee.”
But, not any bigger than
Cal Poly. The tallest on the
PRC team is ju st a little
over 6 ’1” and w e ij^ 166
pounds. China ju st has
close to around-the-cloek
experience.
And, before the tefcm
plays Fresno State and
leaves for home, it will
have had around-thsKlock
traveling.
Pellaton has been trying
to ease the pain of je t lag.
Once she learned that
China was on its way—the
United States Colugiate

a

w

in

Wilton, of course, will
Sports Council arranged
fo r . th e
w e s t e r n put up some of his best
tou r—P ellaton scoured against China, including
S a n " Luis Obispo fur standouts Sandy Aughinsouvenirs to pressnt Um ibaugh, Wendy , Hooper,
Terri Purling.
visiting team.
The Chinese invasion will
She came away with
bags and bags—El Corral co st Cal Poly some
Bookstore bags—full of m oney—$ 2 ,0 0 0 as a
pens and comlM and mat^ g u a r a n t e e ‘ fe e —b u t
chbooks and' balloons and Pellaton said Cal Poly will
f i r s t - a i d k i t s fro m probably make that back
businesses in town. And, of through admission.
WUton agreed. “ I an
course, a business card
from the office'of Evelyn ticipate a u large crowd,
Pellaton. She is not retired because there is a growing
number of people who are
yet.
“In the time that I ’ve interested in volleyball and
been here, I 've never known who love it and Imow how
of an event as big as this. it’s played,” he said.
No wqrd, though, that he
This is something,” said
Pellaton. She has been here thinks Cal Poly will win,
exactly, but, “I think it ’s a
for 17 years.
coach’s duty to try and
schedule as tough a team
as you can schedule for
your team. You could
schedule your team to play
the Sisters of the Poor or
Creampuff Tech, i>ut that
wouldn’t help your team
any.*’
China didn’t ju st come to
play, though. A fter a
sch^uled arrival this mor
ning, the team will lunch at
Vista Grande, be welcomed
by Pellaton, sit through a
press conference, have a
go
pre-m atch
meal,
through the elaborate pre
game ceremonies expected
in the nteeting of interna
tional teams, attend a
reception o f President
Baker a t the Alumni
House, sleep, breakfast
with the Cal Poly Chinese
Faculty, and head for
Fresno.
, ’
All in a day’s work. For
Pellaton. For Wilton.
China.

.
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Book learning will get you by. But itk not
enou£^ to get you ahead. And thatb what
you w ant to get ahead... to play a bigger
game.
Higher education means knowing more
than what you learn in the classroom. It
' means knowing more about the world you
live in. Thatk where Newsweek and the
exciting new supplement Newsweek On
Campus, come in. They can give you the
tools you need to play.. . and win.
Newsweek puts a world oi news into
' perspective every week, with award-winning
^yle and impact.

And Newsweek On Campus adds a
unique dimension, especially for you. \ ^ tten by Newsweek editors, with reporting by
staff reporters and college co rre ^ n d e n ts
across the world, this quarterly supplement
Inings you features of student interest-with
stories ranging from the nuclear freeze and
racial conflict to scih movies and rock video,
plus regular columns by well-known experte
on music, film and humor.
So, whether your bigger game means
getting a job or getting into gnul school-get
ahead with the winning combination of
Newsweek and Newsweek On Campus.

NFL strikers
make networks
seek TV subs
NBC said it will broad
cast tw o Canadian Foot
ball League games instead
of its sch o o led NFL
games on Sunday, and
ABC said it wOl substitute
moviaa — “’Tbs Cheap '
Detective” on Thursday
night and “The Outlaw
Joaie W ales” on Monday
night.
Around the league,
various plasrars were say
ing they hoped th at people
understood why thsy were
striking (or a fair share of
the profits inatead of blam
ing them for being greedy
while they earn an average
o f nearly $90,000 a year.
No national public opi
nion polls on the labor
dispute had been released
by tbs thne the walkoutbegan. But an Associated
Prese-WNBC-TV poD of
1,696 New York state
residenta two weeks ago
found that 44 psroent side
with neithsr the players or
owners, whils 33 percent
said they are more sym
pathetic with the players
and 23 percent said they
are more eympathetic with
the owners.
Jim Qrau, a Madison,
Wie., lawyer and a rabid
Packer backer, said he will
not miss (ootbidl as long as
the Milwaukee Brewers are
in contention for baseball’s
plajrofb.
I

Lookfor
in your copy of Nowswoek
and as a supplomont to your campus nowspkpor.
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LCD S Functio« Pen Wetche*
WERE S 8 .9 5 each, now $ 4 8 8
Money-Back Guarantee.Makei
a Great Gift) Sand to:
Van Houton Co., P.O .B. 4611
Potter City, Calif. 9 4 4 0 4
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Moans and groans loud as players w alkout
^ 1 __ ____________ ^ i_ _
The players walked out. the
owners eat t l ^ t . the
networks scrambled, the barmen moaned and the fu is
— most of them, anyway — groaned Tuesday as the
National Football League players went on strike.
But Tbni Arende, a 23-yearold Denver housewife
and mother of two, is not put out by the walkout.
“ I think it’s great,” she said.
Her husband Steve, a Broncos fan and construction-

.

•

___ ^

______________

worker, in th at order, insists that she watch games nn
TV with him, she explained.
"B u t I always end up taking a nap,” Mrs. Arends
said, "and it makes him mad that I can sleep th ro u ^ a
football g i ^ . ”
Elsewhere around the NFL things were not so reethil
. on the first day of pro football’s first regular-seamn
strike.

____

-

.

.

.•

.

___________ ______»» 1

My impression if th at wo are very unified,” Min
nesota Vikings offensive guard W fs Hamilt<m said. " I
don’t think you’ll see any of our players cross the
picket line.”
.
- Pla3w s 'in Philadelphia and Dallas could not have
reported for workouts oven if they w ai^ ^ to: owners
in those cities locked their stadhm gtttf*.
:------ Union w ants h a lf.
- - A t Im w is hmw to cerve up the N FL’s bilUon-doliar
profits over the next five years. ’The union originally
wanted more than half of all revenues, and then half of
the television revenues.
The owners rejected both (demands, and on Tuesday
issued a terse statem ent that said no players — in
cluding those who are injured — will be paid during the
hostilities.
\
’The first game to be canceled because o f the strike will be ’Thursday night’s Atlanta-Kansas City m at
chup. Every regular-season weekend without football
will cost the NFL teams an estimated M 2 million, and
the players will lose about a half-million dollars in
salary each week.
— .
J
In Cleveland alone, the-economy will lose about $6
million for every home Browns game tha^ is lost to the
strike. One suburban bar own«- said he will lose up to
83,000 ju st on Monday night's, when ABC nonnally
televises a game.
C h arities are bew ildered
i
In Dallas, various charities were wondering what
they would do without the tens of thousands of dollars
they earn on weekends running food and drink conceS^
sions a t the city-owned Texas Stadium.
On the othw hand, the strike could mean that a lot of
money stays in fans’ podmCs. U tat includes tans of
millions of dollars — $16 million in Las Vsgas alone —.
bet on pro footbaD each weekend.
In thrss skyscnqwrs in midtown M anhattan, there
was another tjrpa of gambling going on. Network
'sp o rts officials ware scurrying to plug the scheduling
holes.
«

A fter t03ring with and than apparently dropping the*
idea of moving top coUags fo o tb ^ g«i»— from Satur-1
day to Sunday, C BS said it will have a program oh tbej
strike this Stmday and than show highlights of the last i
Super BowL

This year,
heart disease and stroke
will kill another 2 0 0 ,0 0 0
Americans before
age 65.

High stepping it past a would-be tackier Saturday. Cal Pbly’s Brian Gutierrez tromps down the
sidelines. Cal Poly lost to Cal State Fullerton, 14-10.

FHEMIIUIS
THE MICROWAVE SPECIALISTS
COMPACT OVEN

MimniicroMW Its akiwsi
anywtwe anpie sut to nost
(tones Fast, easy

^DIVIDUAL
RECOGNITION
In the age ^ information technology, a company
—whose salëE of $1.7 tMhon arvxjaHy a n à whose
products and Components extend from data acqui
sition aryd mfotYtotion processing through data
comrrxmication to voice, video aqd graphic conv
munication — is making individu^f recognition a
reality fo r th e r new graduates.

Take
A Lo o k...
AT STANFORD
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC.
WE WILL BE LOOKING FOR YOU
ON FRIDAY
OCTOBER 8 .1982
A' leading reeesrch & development corpora
tion spsclallzlng In sstslllts telscommunlcatk>ns...Ws offer “CAREERS WITH
MEANINQ” In the following areee:
‘ compirtor baaed eoNMumleettoiw
*commendfcowtrol syeteme
‘ softwers deselspmsnt for mM and mtcro
oomputer bseed oommunlcstlons
•eywieme desefopnn iit tor navtoaUonal
SRslyele, satellite eommunlcatlons,
eodlngMeeodlng, modulattonMemodulatto n ,Iseo n .

ON CAM PU S IN TERVIEW S
O etoberS th

TRY IT FOR 60 DAYS...
Free Exclunge, Aiiy 0/en. Full Credit

YOU’L L PAY NO MORE AT FRIEDMANS
Amana • GE »Quasa • Panasonc ♦ Shap • TbsWOi ♦ Saiauno

Electrical Engineering, Electronic Technology,
Physics, Computer Science and
M aterial Science M aiors
Make arrangements a t the Placement Office. ^

i f FREE CUSTOMER COOKING ClASSES, FOREVER
i f COOKWARE DISCOUNTS FOR CUSTOMERS FOREVER
842 Monterey St.
Downtown San Luis Obispo
Mon.-Sat. 104:30
Thurs. 104

An Equal Opportunity Emploi^, M /f/M /V

If you «re an htdlvldual wHh an Electrical
Enginssrtng, snd/or Computar ScIsik s
degras wHh • B8, MS or PHD...LOOK AT
STI...SCHEOULE AN INTERVIEW AT THE
CAREER PIACEMENT CENTER...OR SEND
A RESUME TO: Mimi Vsllarts, Stanford
Teiscommunicatlons, Inc., 1186 Bordeaux
Drivs, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. U.S. Cltbertshlp requlred...EOE rrVf/b.

FALL RETREAT
Oct. i-3 •
Lof^z Canyon Conf. Grounds
Teaching on SERVANTHOOD
C a H 5 4 1 ^ 2 6 ,544^ )505,543^73

DO lock your door« and
windows • Most burglaries
^and rapsa occur as a result
“of an open door or window.
DO engrave your proper
ty •’ W ith your ¿river’s
•lipsnse numbw. stolen propMty can be traced hi a
m a tte r of seconde;
engravers are available on
loan from the San Luis
Obispo Polios D^MUtmant.
^ DO N T list your address
and first name in phone
booka • Obeoena cellars
reUah this kind o f informa

tion.
DO N T jo g at night or. in
isolatad areas - Ap average
of eight rapes a jrear occur
as a result of woman-jog
gers ignoring safety.
DO N T write bad chacka,
- 20 paroent of the people *
we arrest are students, u d
they don’t 'fin ish -th e
quarter because they’re in
jail.
DO N T drink and drive About foin* out of ten peo
ple we arrest are students - m ost can’t afford the
whopping fine or the time
injaO.
DO park in well-lighted
areas - Particularly for late
night classes or shondng.

Don’t give any opiwrtunity for an ass^lant to
assault you. ,
DO report all,crim es E vmi if you think it won’t
help you. Our Department
needs to know what’s hap
pening and where in order
to keep tab s’' on crime,
assign p ftro b accordingly.
DO Ucsaice your nu^)^
or bicycle - With San Luis
Obispo City HaU onCal Po-^ Polios Department. ’This
is requfred by law and is
enforced.
DO ride bicycles in the
same direction as traffic On the right side of the
road, even if bicycle lanes
are available on the other

side of the road.
DO report all accidents
immediately - Even if on
private property or in park
ing lots.
DO N T jaywalk - Cita
tions are $10 or more and
are issued daily. ^
D O N ’T leav e your
bicycUe outside during
quarter break - ’Tbeae are
the tim es when it, like all
your property, is m ost like
ly to be r^n^d off.
DO Uernse your moped
W ith the Department of
Motor Vehicles. This is re
quired by law and., went in
to effect January 1,1982.
D O N ’T le a v e y o u r
checkbook out edMce so
me one can “borrow” it Even a t home. A lot of
Crimea occur through a lost
or “borrowed” checkbook.

DO N T place your stereo
or other vahiafalee in plain
sight - So th at anyone
walking by can easily
what you’ve got worth rip
ping off. Keep- your cur
tain s closed whenever
possible.
DON T party too hard Violation of M unicipal
Code 4226.2,' prohibiting any noise which is plainly
audible at a distance of fif
ty feet from its source
between lOKM) p jn . and
7KX) am ., is one of our
D e p a r t m e n t ’s
m ost
numerous citations to Poly
students. Each citation costa about $76.
DO rid e ' your bicjrcle
downtown - If a t all possi
ble. There is a parU ngt
shortage downtown, and
you may find it eaiier to .
ride your bicyds and park
it in tha bika racks. Keiep it
locksd whan not in use.
D O N T ride on sidewalks
- ’lilis is e Municipal Code
infraction canying a fine of
$10orm ore.
* DO N T sen alcohol a t ,
your party - ’This carries a
fine of up to $600 and/or up
to six months in ja il. For
more information See Sec
tion 23399.1 of the
Alcoholic Beverage Con
trol A ct. Selling cups is
stiU a violation of this sec
tion.
A
DONT take your purses
into bars/discos and leave
them i^ tta n d e d - lock
them into the trunk of your
car, taking what cash you
need.
'
DO be conscious of your ,
surroundings and your
security - A t all tim es. SLO
town is not the safe, slow
littls town it used to be.
W ith a little precaution on
your part you don’t have to
become a victim.
DO dial 9-1-1- in an
emergency - If you live off
c a m p u s . O n -C a m p u s
residoits dial 2222 in the
event of an emergency.
When reporting a crime in
progress calmly state your
name, location and nature
of the crime. D on't hang up
until the Dispatcher tells
you todo so.
DO,remain calm and pa
tient with police - Yee, even
when they’re giving you a
ticket. Sometímee after
picking up the piacaa of a
fatal accident or a 'rape vic
tim they may be writing
you a d tation. H aveaU ttla
compassion.
Fior more information on
bow to protect jroureelf. or
i(v a a have any qnastions.
contact tha CHme PMventfcm C psdinatflr- n t—tim
Obispo Police
644-6161,

-1

Governor Brown bans sale of drug paraphernalia
IX )S A N Q ELES (AP) — lib * «ala of drug parapher
nalia and ao<callad “lookalil^ drug«'’ w«« banned in
California by legielation Oov^ Edmund Brown J r . eigned into law Tueaday.
Saying he wae «ending "a meaaage from th«
lawmaker« and law enforcer« of the «tate that there ie
no ezcuee for drug abuee,” Brown also signed laws
th at toughened penaltiee for poeseeeing small
amounts of marijuana on schod grounds and added 18
drugs to the list o f controlled subetances.
SM ted a t a table where a colorful array of pills and
drug paraphernalia were displasred. Brown was joined

at his morning nsws am ference by Carla Lowe, who
has spearheaded a statewide push to outlaw devices
sold to enhance drug usage.
"W e really do claim this as a great victory — a peo
ple's victory over a manipulative process,” Ms. Lowe
said, adding it had b e n difficult to get the ban
through the Legislature. She said some legislators
received sizable cn trib n tio n s ^ m businees interests
who opposed the measure. « ^
The
SB341 by state Sen. Newton RuaseO, ROlendale, prohibits the sale of drug parafdiemalia and
allows revocation of the business and liquor Ik n se s of

California ënds $ 9 6 million Medfly war
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) quarantines in the Golden
— C alifornia o fficials ^ t e , were some of the
toasted victory over the federal officiab who once
Mediterranean fruit fly criticized the state for be
with champagne 'Tuesday, ing lax in the eradication
ending a two-year $96 effort.
million battle to eradicate
A t the height of the batthé voracious pest th at . tie, the state quarantined
threatened the s ta te ’s 623.5 square miles and
m u lti-b illio n
d o l l é r employed 4,000 workers as
agriculture industry.
the blue-eyed bugs turned
"This is a happy day in up in bac^ ard s from Los
California,” said Richard Angeles to the northern
Rominger, state director of reaches of the lush San
Food and Agriculture, as Joaquin Valley.
Medfly project d ire cts
'The state released 4.5
Jerry Scribner popped a billion sterile medflies, hop
cork from a bottle.
ing the fertile pests would
A lso atten d ing the chw se one as a Ufe4ong
ceremony at Medity pro mate, and sprayed the
je c t headquarters, which peeticide malatMon on
form ally ended medfly 1,485 square miles since

Clîtôsified

said t^ ^ will likely try
agaiifl'
"CHiances are they will be
back in tbs next year or
two or three or four,” saidBlake.
Should that happen,Blake predicted the state'
will again consider all]
types of control plans in
stead of immediately (Htlering aerial spraying in a
“knee-jerk reaction.”
Agriculture is Califor
nia’s leading industry, ac
counting for gross annual
revenues of $14 billion.
M edfiles
in fe s t
256
varieties of fruits and
vegetables, including 19
crops worth $5.4 billion to
California, said Rominger.

Couch For Sals
t2SorNagotlals
Cafl 5454472

aaiSsnt. fscMltif a s ls ll easy
nrtaa am SUM for a ^ Sea
mImImMw and J S s 1er aaati addWenal Nna. Waakly m isa am
SSaO 1er dm S Sea mSalmaw
and tIJ O lor aaeh addHIewal

Nils«

the first fly was found in a
San Jo se garden on June 5.
1980.
‘"rhe last two yhars, with
$96 million spent, has
spawned a whole new
technology in m edfly
fighting,” said Roger
Blake, the now-laid off
spokesman for the state
project.
“ In fa c t.” he said,
“ we’ve
been
getting
queries from aU over the
world. Scientists want to
know what we did and how
we did it.”
1
'The last fly was found on
Ju ly 21 of this 3rear in Loe
Angelas, whare the flies
have triad to sstsblish a
colony (or decades. Blake

Bop til you dropll Rock 'n Roll
with the Untouehablaa Thurs.
nIght-Old Port Inn and Sat.
night at Darti Room
(S-23)

<•-23)

OMHpiM

SayaSla Sy oHaak aniy la
H onan« D aly, Q IIC Md«. Rm.

For Sals: KswasakI Jat SM
wrtrallar. $1300 or bast ollar.
54344$6sm s.
~ • »24)

24' SUvsrstrsak Tmllar. In park
with hookups In SLO Qrsat
Location. 541-0804
(0-28)

Earn malty big $$$ with our
llghtnirtg soiling product that
sails Itself In campus socisl
cantor or catatarla. Sand nomo,
school address, 8 phone
number for full details writs T8F
138 Lakashom Dr. Marlboro,
MA. 01752

(0-22)

retailers who sell such materials. Ms. Lowe-showed
some of thé items that would he.covéred by the ben —
ceramic and glass “bongs” for smoking marijuana,
cocaine snorting devices, a'piaatic “power hitter” gun,
cocaine cutting Idts, and a Pepsi can and $30 tennis
can with a false bottoms fpr storing marijuana.
To enforce the law, officials have to prove the items
are intmded for drug use, but Ms. Lowe said with
pasaage of peraphenaalia bans in Sacraram to and
other counties, {woof was not a big issue because most
of the “heed shops” simply closed down.
“Our record stores krent back to being record stores,
our boutiraea wm t back to being boutiques.” she said. Tb« b ille enactment ends a long fight “to put an end
to the message the drug paraphernalia industry was
sending out that it ’s OK to break the law,” Russell
said Monday.
Assemblyman Richard Katz, D-Los Angeles,, a t
tended the news conference to witness the signing of
his AB2342 which bans the manufacture w distributioB of “lookalike” drugs, products designed to resem
ble epntroUed substances.
Katz said the pills often contain a combination of
legal ingredients which are sold to young people as
“ Mfe legal ways to get high. ”
He said 15 people nationwide ha,ve died from ufing
such pills.
‘”rhey are killers,” Katz said of the pills.
— Brown also signed SB1351 by State Sen. Robert
Presley, D-Riverside, which makes possessing mari
juana on school grounds during school hours
punishable by a maximum 10 days in ja il and a $500
fine.
'The other measure Brown signed was SB1286 by
state Sen. Edward M. Davis, R-Los Angeles, the
former police chief, adding 18 drugs — including Darvon. Valium and Librium — to the current, list of con
trolled substances. A three-year prison sentence would
result from illegal sale of these drags.

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
A fellowship of college students
seeking to know God ajjjfd to make Him
known—
Meetings: Tues. & Thurs. 11am AG220
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Opinion
Welcome back
W e could hit you with an editorial on the criaia in Lebanon,
but thia ia bad en o u ^ : welcome back to achool. Whether it’a
your firat quarter a t Cal Poly, or your tent^, you’re atill com
ing back to achooll:

Mustang Daily

The
ia changing thia year. We are moving
to put out a better, more conaiatant
newapaper for Po
ly atudenta. Ib e largeet change b^sina next Mcmday when
Uie
livee up to ita name and begina publiahing all five
achool daya of the week. The Monday
Will include a
cover atory, colimma by ASI and intramural aporta and
televiaion hating few the next week. Also the Monday edition
will carry coverage of the previous Saturday’s M ustang foot
ball game.
^

school

Daily

Mustang

Daily

The
editors are aware of criticism s by students of the
newspaper, and w^^welcome them. We are responding to the
major critidam we have heard, th at the Daily should be a
achool newspaper and leave the local and national reporting
to other papers. We plan to focus more intently on Cal Poly
instead of both it and San Luis Obispo. There will atill be out
side coverage, but the ratio will be much larger toward Cal
Poly.

soepuss
MDvsrr
wms

In order to do thia we will need the help of the students and
faculty of Cal Poly. It is qiuch harder to put out a school
newapaper than a achod-town newspaper. ^While we cannot
become a mouth piece, we do invite atudenta and faculty with
ideas
coverage to bring them to th eD a% .

tot

We are stressing quality in reporting and editing, hoping to
catch the gram matical, spelling and typographical errors
th at have earned us our nickname. We don’t promise perfectkm, only a strong attem pt a t it. I t will also ^ e some time,
•<1
but maybe soon it will be the "M istake W eddy.’’

Mustang Daily
Daily,

Later this year we will introduce the
Poll
which will appear periodically in the
with the results
repcHted a fte ^ a rd . This will provide Poly students with a
lo ^ a t the views and (pinions of their fdlow students and
Poly, local and national issues.
^
Still, as always, we welcome letters to the editw a t the Dai
ly. ’They Are the main line of contact with the rest of the stu
dent body, ours as well as our reculer’s. Hopefully, with the
pcdl and stm y suggestions fitnn students and faculty, it will
become one of three.
B u t, any^my, it’s great to be back in school, and it will be.
For about a week.

Daily Policy
Letters and press leheaw may be sobmittad to tbs Mustang Daily ^ brlaain s thaoi to tbaD aiiy office in Room XS6
of tha Qraphk A its BeikUns. or by
eendins tbein to: Editor, Mustang Daiiy, OrC 226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo,
CA 98407. Letters m ost be dooble-apaoe
typed and include the writers’ eignatoie
and phone numbers.
E tto re reserve the right to edit let
ters for length and style, and to omit
libelous statem ents. Letters should be
kept as short as possible.
The M ustang Daily encourages
readers’ opinions, critidsm s and com
ments on news stories, letters end

editorials. To aosare th at letters wiD bo
conaiderod for the » w t edjtkm, they
should be submitted to the Dcdly office
b y lO s jn .
Press releasee should be submitted to
the Daily a t least a weak before they
should run. AH releasee m ost include
phone numbers and names of the people
or organisations involved, in case fur
ther i^orm ation is required.
All unsigned editoriida reflect the ma
jo rity view of the M ustang Daily
Editoriel Board. The board consists of
Editor Robin Lewis, Managing Eklitor
RoseAnn Wants and
E d itorial
A ssistants Twyla Thomas and Nancy
Lewis.

Mustang Daily
L. Joann Screm et

Robin Lewis
Editor

Otneral Manager

Bccki Nuança

RoseAnn W ents
Alan Kennedy

^ o rtt Editor

Photo Director

PubhtMtr
Jenmalisaa Departmeat
aee« XM, Otephic« BeUieg

Cairety
SMt4iiiOM ipe,CA
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Snow White syndrome
Snow W hite never had it so good. ’Ih e
poor thing was abnu>tly awakoied, star
ing into the starry eyes of perfect IMnce
Chkrming, and thm carted off on a
white steiMl to live happily ever after.
Fjhce your hand cm yvor haart and sigh
— thia is love a t its finest, they say.
But let’s look a t tha tw ittering couple
ten years down the road. lir e . Charming
is DOW the mother of three squealing
brata and slaves all day long rleening
and cooking, whila tha prinm spauda
more time frolicking through the forest
than he ependa wooing hia wife. She
sighs and a not so perfectly-ahaped tear
drop trickles down her wrinkled cheek.
Where have aU the little birdies gone?
Hw romance has ridden off mto tha
eunaet. Now what? Is there no hope for
our dams in distreesT Is it aU a farce,
this storjrbook love? Probably.
Then what is love? I t ’a obviously got
to be something other than what sweat
Snow W hite expected. Do you ever not
quite believe it erhen someone says, “ I
love you?” Do you ever wonder e ^ t ia
meant by those words? A lot of times
it ’s ‘"nuudi you for making me feel good
about m yself.” That’s what the risk in g
prince arid.
But doesn’t it really mean something
much more? ’There’s an element of pain
and self-sacrifice involved in loving so
meone. I t ’s “I'll still be here no m atter
what you do or say because I ’m commit
ted to wanting the very best for you.”
The perfect Prince Chaiming would lay
down his life for his loved one.

And we aQ fall far short of that. Yea,
nobody’s perfect, but love rises above
th at. L et’s get tangible for a minute
hero.
Love is being patient edian dinner is
on the table and 3rour roommate is
discovering bow to play Beathovan’s
Fifth Symphony on the push-button
phone.
It is being kind enough to listen to a
friend teO jrou how after waking op an
hour late. Ids car broks down on the way
to school and, when he got thara, he was
so uptight th at ha bombed the
psychology test (that everybody sloe
probably breeaed through bacauea
psychok>gy’s Ju st common aensa
•ayway).

Love is laying aaida your “rights” to
sleep when someone naada to ta l^ it is
handing over 3rour favorite drees whan
ytnsr roommate wants to look extra nice;
it ia loaning your car whan a frriand
needs to get away to the beach; it is
celebrating with the friend who finally
passes calculus and it is a y in g with the
one who doesn’t.
It is what covers all the faults we so
easily find in another, it is what fans the
hope and the courage to work those
thinga out, and it is what sustains us
whUe we struggle through them
together.
When the “Snow White Syndrome”
hits, put on love; it never fails.
Sherry H eath it a senior Journalism 'ma
jo r and a M ustang Daily staff writer.

Letters

Managing Editor

Shawn T urner

Advertising Manager

T h o L aatW o rcb

Nancy Lewie
Editorial Assistant

Twyla Thom as
Editorial Assistant

Editor:
I very much approve of the policy of
posting large pieces of cardboaid in the
restrooms of the University Union. By
providing this space for certain people
to express their opinioiis, I am sure we
avoid a lot of writing on the walls while
not denying the certain people in queetioo the opportunity to exprees their
opinions.
Nevertheleea, I was extrà&aly aad to
see tb s anti-Sem itic sentim ents express
ed in one restroom. I raaliaa, of coursa,
th at tbsae sentim ents are likely toole of
provocation rather than real and dsep-

rooted opinions, but 1 ju st don’t
imderstand why any student at the
university level would wish to express
such opinions (or provocations) in a
country mads up of people who in one
generation or another have come to the
United Statee. to enjoy “liberty and
ju stice for aO.” ’
One inscription in particular bothered
ms. It was obvious that tha writer had
never been to Auschwits — then be
would have Imown what tha Swastika
reoify looks lixe.
Lm aPem er

